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%' L ire it e t Muddle 
UNTIL recently the all- powerful Post Office con- 

trol of radio has not come under serious or wide- 
spread criticism. With a few minor exceptions, the 
ruling of our activities has been beneficent, and pro- 
gress has been helped rather than hindered by exer- 
cise of the sweeping powers enjoyed by the Post- 
master- General. But now there is growing support 
for the idea that some at least of these powers 
should be transferred to other hands. 

To understand the monopolistic nature of the 
Government's control of radio, we have to go back 
about 100 years, when Benjamin Disraeli "nation- 
alized" (as we should now say) the electric tele- 
graph by making it a monopoly of the Post Office. 
Wired telephony and then wireless telegraphy and 
wireless telephony were successively added to that 
monopoly by subsequent legislation. Finally, by 
the Act of 1949, the P.M.G. was virtually given 
control of all " radiation of electromagnetic energy 
of a frequency not exceeding three hundred million 
megacycles a second" -and not only for purposes 
of communication. That sounds wide enough! 

Growing resentment against the monopoly has 
been brought to a head by a recent test case in the 
High Court, started by the firm of Davey Paxman, 
who are members of the Mobile Radio Users' Asso- 
ciation. The Post Office agreed to refund the 
charges collected from the firm for licences; these 
had been levied without proper authority, as the 
P.M.G. had failed to make the necessary regulation. 
The firm did not press another (and perhaps more 
interesting) part of their suit for a declaration that 
the Post Office had no right to impose conditions 
in the licence regarding change of frequencies. 

The Mobile Radio Users' Association said, in a 
statement issued after the test case, that it was 
brought to focus attention on the " unsatisfactory 
administration " of mobile radio services. In par- 
ticular, they stressed that certain channels allocated 
exclusively to land mobile radio are now to be 
transferred to commercial television. Members of 
M.R.U.A. are thus put to inconvenience and ex- 
pense, and suitable alternative channels have not 
been made available. M.R.U.A. is pressing for 
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compensation, security of tenure and adequate 
spectrum space. They contend the new regulations 
contain " preposterous anomalies " and express the 
view that there is in this country no satisfactory 
machinery for resolving frequency allocation 
problems. 

Others beside M.R.U.A. are dissatisfied with 
recent Post Office actions. We recently drew atten- 
tion to the foolishly conceived hotels broadcasting 
licence, which seems virtually to have become a 
dead letter almost as soon as it was framed. Then 
there is the muddle over the air -sea rescue device 
SARAH, which was apparently given a channel in 
Band III after it had been decided to clear that band 
for commercial television. 

Perhaps the most serious shortcoming of the 
Post Office is the failure to implement that part of 
the Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1949, which gives 
power to make regulations for curbing interference. 
The Act was passed five years ago, but, so far, all 
that has been done is to control interference from 
petrol engines. In the meanwhile, the manufacture 
of electrical devices capable of causing trouble is 
increasing at a frightening rate, and nothing can 
be done about it except to invoke the maker's good- 
will. For example, a 100 -kW r.f. heater, radiating at 
any frequency the maker chooses, may be legally 
operated next -door to an important receiving 
station or, more realistically, in the middle of a 
densely populated area that does not happen to 
enjoy a strong television signal. 

It has been said from time to time that the 
Post Office is basically unsuited to the task of con- 
trolling radio because, being itself a user of that 
medium of communication, it is in competition 
(especially in the matter of channel allocation) with 
its own licensees. That argument now applies with 
even greater force, in view of the growing demands 
of conflicting interests. But nowadays the vital 
factor is that broadcasting -especially television - 
has unfortunately become one of the most contro- 
versial of political issues. Under the present 
system the impartiality that is so essential in a con- 
trolling body cannot easily be maintained. 
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Television Intermediate 
Frequencies 

THE British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' 
Association has recently recommended that a fre- 
quency of 34.65 Mc /s be adopted for the vision inter- 
mediate frequency in television receivers. The 
recommendation has been made with the aim of mini- 
mizing not only any interference to which a television 
receiver may itself be subject but also any which a 
television receiver may cause to other receivers. It 
comes after a lengthy investigation into the technical 
problems involved. 

In the past, the choice of intermediate frequency 
has been made chiefly with a view to avoiding i.f. 
harmonic interference. The advent of Band III, how- 
ever, now makes it impossible to avoid it in this way; 
all that can be done is to choose the frequency to 
minimize it and to avoid the possibility of low -order 
harmonics being involved. In the future, the main 
remedy for it must lie in proper screening. 

The major object in the choice of frequency to -day 
is so to place it that neither the intermediate frequency 
itself nor the second -channel and kindred frequencies, 
which are influenced by it, fall in places where strong 
signals from other stations are likely in residential 
areas. Also, so that the local oscillator of the television 
set will not interfere with other nearby receivers, 
whether television or not. 

Choice of frequency and the liability to interference 
depend very much on whether the local oscillator is 
higher or lower in frequency than the incoming signal. 
The lower beat has often been chosen in the past, 
mainly because it is easier to obtain good oscillator 
stability. Interference problems are considerably 
more severe with it, however, and so the use of the 
higher frequency is recommended. 

With this frequency, the main interference possibili- 
ties are as shown on the chart. From this, it is at 
once evident that the best choice is around 35 Mc /s. 
The precise figure of 34.65 Mc /s is selected to mini- 
mize i.f. harmonic feedback on Band III; the fifth 
harmonic then falls midway between channels 8 and 9 
and only on channel 12 is there likely to be any 
trouble. If there is, it is from a sixth harmonic which 
is likely to be relatively weak. 

With the oscillator above the signal, the sound i.f. 
falls 3.5 Mc /s higher than the vision i.f. -at 38.15 
Mc /s. This is not very far from the sound signal of 
channel 1, 41.5 Mc /s, and any appreciably higher 
intermediate frequency would clearly be impracticable. 
The sound i.f. is not so well placed as the vision in 
regard to interference, but it is not so important be- 
cause, with its much narrower bandwidth, interference 
is more readily avoided by a slight change of tuning. 

Amateur transmitters can be a major source of inter- 
ference because they are commonly operated in 
residential areas. The 34.65 -Mc /s frequency should 
result in the disappearance of such interference, since 
it avoids the amateur bands, both for the i.f.itself and 
for the second -channel. 

Oscillator radiation is just as troublesome as the 
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other forms of interference, but to others than the 
owner of the set concerned. Viewers in the Brighton 
area have known this for some time, since the oscil- 
lators of some older sets tuned to channel 1 fall in 
channel 3. It is impracticable completely to suppress 
oscillator radiation and all that can be done is to put 
it where it will do least harm. With the 34.65 -Mc /s 
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Chart showing the forms of interference that are possible 
with various intermediate frequencies, the local oscillator 
being above the signal frequency. 
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i.f., any oscillator radiation will affect broadcasting 
mainly in Band II but, although the chart does not 
show it, there are distinct possibilities of avoiding it 
by a suitable allocation of the television and f.m. 
frequencies on an area basis. This would mean so 
allocating frequencies that in any area the oscillators 
of Band I television receivers did not fall on the Band 
II frequencies used for that same area. 

Generally speaking, nearly everything is in favour 
of a high intermediate frequency. The only import- 
ant drawback is that it makes it rather more difficult 
to obtain adequate adjacent -channel selectivity. That 
adequate selectivity can be obtained is evidenced, 
however, by the fact that some firms have successfully 
used frequencies quite near to 34.65 Mc /s for some 
years; and, of course, the older straight sets worked at 
a still higher frequency. 

Thz frequency of 34.65 Mc /s is not a critical one. 

IO 15 20 

In selecting it, allowance has been made for the in- 
evitable drift of the local oscillator and for variations 
from the nominal intermediate frequency. The last 
are small in new sets, since precision equipment can 
be used in the factory. Signal generators employed by 
dealers, however, may not be more accurate than 1 per 
cent in frequency, so that when a set is realigned its 
i.f. may depart from the nominal value by this amount. 
The allowance for all causes of drift has been taken 
as ± 500 kc /s. 

The use of the 34.65 -Mc /s frequency will not, in 
itself, necessarily remedy interference in particular 
cases. The full benefit will be Obtained only when 
all manufacturers adopt it and, even then, not until 
existing sets with other frequencies have fallen into 
disuse. Its use should, in time, reduce much of the 
existing interference and should certainly prevent 
chaotic conditions from arising in the future. 
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WORLD OF WIRF.I,RSS 
More Stations 

Interfering Receivers 

Components & Instruments Shows 

Extending TV Coverage 
IT WAS originally planned to close down the tern - 

porary transmitter on Truleigh Hill, near Brighton, 
when the Rowridge, Isle of Wight, transmitter was 
brought into service on November 12th. The tern - 
porary mast at the Isle of Wight station has, however, 
limited the range so some of those who were getting a 
signal from Truleigh Hill are at present outside the 
service area of the Rowridge station. As a result 
of pressure from W. Sussex viewers, the Brighton 
transmitter is to continue in service for the present. 

It has, of course, been necessary for the frequencies 
of Truleigh Hill to be changed to avoid mutual inter- 
ference, and it is now operating in Channel 2, 
which it shares with Holme Moss and S. Devon. 

Test transmissions from the North Hessary Tor, 
Devon, and Redmoss, Aberdeen, stations began a few 
days ago in channels 2 and 4 respectively. The 
Scottish station goes into regular service on Decem- 
ber 14th and the south Devon station on December 
17th. 

With the continued operation of the Truleigh Hill 
mobile transmitter which was to have been trans- 
ferred to Norwich, other arrangements have had to 
be made for East Anglia. A low -power transmitter 
is, however, to be installed in a temporary building 
and will be brought into service next February. The 
site will be at Tacolneston, 10 miles south -west of 
Norwich, but the city will come within the temporary 
station's service area (approx. 10 miles radius). 

P.M.G.'s Powers 
THE RECENT correspondence in Wireless World 

and last month's note by "Diallist" prompted us to 
enquire if the P.M.G. has, in fact, used his powers, 
under clauses 6 and 7 in the sound and television 
licences, to prohibit the use of receivers causing inter- 
ference. 

We understand that there have been two cases 
where the owners of sound receivers causing inter- 
ference were notified that unless their sets were modi- 
fied the licences would be withdrawn. One of the 
owners refused to modify his set and his licence was, 
therefore, withdrawn. 

Scientific Instruments 
THE annual exhibition of scientific instruments 

and apparatus, organized by the Physical Society, will 
be held next year in the Royal Horticultural Society's 
New Hall, London, S.W.1. The change of venue will 
not alter the character of the exhibition, but it will 
make the 140 stands more readily accessible. 

Fortunately the dates of the Physical Society exhi- 
bition (April 25th to 28th) will not clash with those 
of the components show as has so often happened 
in the past. 

PICTURESQUE setting for the television aerial erected by 
Pye for the 625 -line demonstration transmissions radiated 
during the recent British Trade Fair in Baghdad 

Components Show 
A RECORD number of 142 stands will be included 

in the 12th Radio Components Show which will be 
held in Grosvenor House, Park Lane, London, W.1, 
from April 19th to 21st next year. As in former 
years this private show, which is organized by the 
Radio and Electronic Component Manufacturers' 
Federation, will also include valves and test gear. 

Instead of circulating admission tickets, as has been 
done in the past, application cards will be issued and 
will have to be filled in and forwarded by each 
intending visitor, who will then receive a ticket " if 
his application is approved." Prospective overseas 
visitors, however, will receive their tickets as in 
previous years without application. 

Permanent Magnet Research 
TO accommodate the widening front of research 

into the fundamentals of magnetism and their appli- 
cation in the manufacture of permanent magnets, a 
new extension has been added to the Central Research 
Laboratory of the Permanent Magnet Association in 
Sheffield. 

In addition to their principal concern with the 
development of new alloys, this team of physicists, 
metallurgists and chemists is, amongst other things, 
investigating in detail the effects of ambient tempera- 
ture, over a wide range, on the performance and 
stability of magnets. The low -temperature range is 
of particular importance as it influences the accuracy 
of electrical instruments in high -flying aircraft. 
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Radio Engineers' Training 
DESPITE a deplorably low percentage of success 

in the graduateship examination of the Brit.I.R.E., the 
membership of the Institution continues to increase, 
and at the end of March was 4,750. 

Stress is laid in the annual report of the Institution 
on education and training, especially in relation to the 
low percentage of passes in the graduateship exam. 
Of last year's 1,149 candidates, which was a 10 per 
cent increase on the 1952 figure, only 72 were success- 
ful in the entire examination (approximately 6 per 
cent). The Institution's education committee has, 
therefore, recommended 
that a regulation be intro- 
duced requiring candidates 
entering for the examina- 
tion to provide evidence 
of supervised practical 
work. 

In his inaugural address, 
the new president, Rear - 
Admiral Sir Philip Clarke, 
laid emphasis on the need 
for close co- operation be- 
tween radio engineers in 
the Services, in industry 
and in Government de- 
partments. He a l s o 
touched on the menace of 
over -complexity in elec- 
tronic equipment and 
urged the need for con- 
stant awareness of the possibilities 
tions and brilliant simplifications." 

SIR PHILIP CLARKE 

of " neat solu- 

PERSONALITIES 
Brigadier E. J. H. Moppett, M.I.E.E., has been on a 

two- months' tour of Burma, India and Pakistan on 
behalf of Pye Telecommunications, Ltd., of which he 
became a director in 1952. His tour was mainly con- 
cerned with the introduction of the Pye transmitter - 
receiver C12, which is the modern counterpart of the 
wartime maid -of -all -work No. 19 set. He also spent 
some time with the radio survey team on the company's 
contract to supply, in conjunction with Redifon, Ltd., 
and Etelco, Ltd., a complete telecommunications v.h.f. 
system for the new 350 -mile pipeline being laid by the 
Sui Gas Transmission Company from Sui to Karachi. 

F. C. McLean, C.B.E., B.Sc., M.I.E.E., deputy chief 
engineer of the B.B.C., has gone to Karachi for five 
weeks to advise the Pakistan government on the develop- 
ment of the country's broadcasting service. The request 
for assistance in assessing the needs, and the ways in 
which they can best be met, was made to the British 
Government under the technical co- operation scheme of 
the Colombo Plan. 

Martin Ryle, F.R.S., M.A., lecturer in physics at the 
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, is to receive the 
Hughes Medal of the Royal Society " for his dis- 
tinguished and original experimental researches in radio 
astronomy " at the anniversary meeting of the society on 
November 30th. Martin Ryle left Oxford in 1939 with 
an M.A. degree and joined T.R.E., where he worked on 
radar applications until the end of the war. He then 
went to Cambridge, where he is undertaking radio 
astronomical research. 

R. J. H. Branthwaite, B.A., A.M.I.E.E., formerly chief 
engineer of Furzehill Laboratories, Ltd.. has been 
appointed by R. B. Pullin & Company, Ltd., of Great 
West Road, Brentford, Middx, as superintendent of the 
new electronic division of their Development Labora- 
tories. 
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H. M. Dowsett, M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., who retired some 
years ago from the Marconi Company, which he joined 
in 1899 as assistant to Marconi, has been elected presi- 
dent of the Association of Retired Engineers. The asso- 
ciation was formed in 1951 for retired professional 
engineers living in the neighbourhood of Worthing, 
Sussex. Mr. Dowsett was editor of the Marconi Review 
from 1928 to 1939 and for the latter four years was 
also principal of the Marconi School of Wireless Com- 
munication. 

Dr. E. Duncan- Smith, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E., 
has been appointed United Nations radio adviser for 
the Middle East and has relinquished his appointment 
as radio adviser to the Government of Jordan under the 
United Nations Technical Assistance Administration. 
He was formerly at the Admiralty Signal Research 
Establishment for some six years, where he served in 
the technical secretariat and the Shore Station Division, 
in which he assisted in planning high -power communica- 
tion schemes for the Middle and Far East. After resign- 
ing from the Royal Naval Scientific Service and before 
joining U.N.T.A.A., Dr. Duncan -Smith was with Air 
Service Training, Hamble, and International Aeradio, 
Ltd., organizing radio technical training. 

G. R. Scott -Farnie, general manager of International 
Aeradio, Ltd., was invited to attend the annual elec- 
tronics conference of the American Institute of Radio 
Engineers held in Kansas City in November and to be 
principal speaker at the banquet. His subject was 
" Some International Aspects of Radio Engineering," in 
which he reviewed the problems facing electronic 
engineers with the growing demands of civil aviation. 

F. Livingston Hogg, M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., director 
of Livingston Laboratories, Ltd., specialists in electronic 
instruments for industry, went to America early in 
November for an extended tour to study developments 
in the U.S.A. 

E. Green, M.Sc., who for many years has been well 
known in the transmitter engineering world, having 
joined the Marconi Company in 1913, has retired from 
the position as head of the Transmitter Advanced 
Development Group. He is, however, continuing his work 
for the company as a full -time consultant engineer. 
From 1919 to 1929 he assisted C. S. Franklin in the 
development of the Marconi short -wave beam system. 
In 1929 he was appointed chief of the group concerned 
with developing high -power short -wave transmitters 
and was responsible for the development of many of the 
well -known S.W.B. series of short -wave transmitters. In 
more recent years, as head of the Transmitter Advanced 
Development Group, he has been concerned with the 

E. GREEN V. J. COOPER 

development of vision transmitters. Mr. Green is suc- 
ceeded by V. J. Cooper, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E., 
who has been appointed chief engineer (advanced 
Development). The scope of the group, of which Mr. 
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Green was in charge, has been enlarged and the organiza- 
tion is now known as Advanced Development. Mr. 
Cooper joined the company in 1936 and, like his pre- 
decessor, has been concerned with the development of 
transmitters, including those for the Holme Moss 
television station. 

Dr. V. K. Zworykin, the well -known television pioneer 
and inventor of the iconoscope camera tube, has retired 
from the vice -presidency of the R.C.A. Laboratories, 
which he has held since 1947. He is continuing as 
technical consultant and has been elected honorary vice - 
president of the parent organization, Radio Corporation 
of America. Dr. Zworykin, who served in the Russian 
Signal Corps in the first world war and afterwards became 
an American citizen, received the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy at Pittsburgh University in 1926. He joined 
R.C.A. in 1930 after working on the research staff of 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 

Colin H. Gardner, past president of the Incorporated 
Practical Radio Engineers, has completed 25 years' service 
with Mullard, Ltd., where he is concerned with technical/ 
commercial liaison with. dealers. Leonard A. Sawtell, 
Comp.Brit.I.R.E., has also recently completed 25 years' 
service with the company, where he has been commercial 
manager of the Entertainment Valve Department since 
1945. 

B. H. Douthwaite, A.M.I.E.E., has joined British 
Physical Laboratories, of Houseboat Works, Radlett, 
Hens, as sales manager. During the war he was engaged 
on radio counter measures as a member of the scientific 
staff of the General Electric Company and has subse- 
quently had considerable experience as a technical execu- 
tive in the electrical industry. 

H. Priest has joined the car radio sales division of 
E. K. Cole, Ltd., as technical representative and will be 
responsible for liaison with car manufacturers and dealers. 

Douglas A. Lyons, of the Trix Electrical Company, is 

on an eight -weeks' tour of North and South America, 
during which he is meeting Trix distributors. 

OB11'CAR\' 
A. H. Ginman, for over 15 years president of the 

Canadian Marconi Company, died in Canada on 
November 7th at the age of 79. He joined the Marconi 
Company, Chelmsford, in 1901, where he worked with 
Marconi himself, and a year later transferred to the 
American Marconi Company. He also represented the 
parent company in the Far East and on returning to 
England became general manager at Chelmsford for two 
years before going to Canada in 1935. He retired in 
1951. 

IN BRIEF 
The many readers who were unable to obtain tickets 

for the recent Festival Hall Sound Reproduction demon- 
stration by G. A. Briggs (managing director, Wharfedale 
Wireless) -reported elsewhere in this issue -will be glad 
to learn that a similar demonstration will be given on 
Saturday, May 21st, 1955, in the Royal Festival Hall. 
Details of admission and prices, which, we understand, 
will have to be increased to cover the costs, will be 
announced later. 

TV By Wire.- Figures quoted at the annual luncheon 
of the Relay Services Association show that in addition 
to the million listeners served by the various relay com- 
panies throughout the U.K. some 300,000 receive 
television by wire. 

I.S.W.C. -The International Short Wave Club cele- 
brated its 25th anniversary on October 4th. Founded in 
the United States, the administration was transferred to 
London during the war, the present secretary being 
Arthur E. Bear, 100; Adams Gardens Estate, London, 
S.E.16. 
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VALVE JUBILEE. -The 50th anniversary of Sir Ambrose 
Fleming's first valve patent was celebrated on November 16th 

at University College, London, and by the I.E.E. In 1884 

Edison discovered the rectifying properties of a lamp with a 

sealed -in anode ; Fleming's great contribution lay in the 

practical application of this device to radio -frequency detec- 
tion. The photograph shows Dr. H. M. Barlow, professor of 
electrical engineering at University College. with one of the 
first Fleming diodes. 

Comet Investigation.- Strain gauge equipment, 
specially developed and manufactured for the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, by McMichael 
Radio, was used in the recent technical investigation into 
the loss of the Comet airliners. This equipment corn - 
prises a multi- channel amplifier of high gain and 
stability and a 2,000 -c /s carrier oscillator. 

Proc.I.E.E.- Changes in the publications issued by the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers are being introduced 
in January. The fournal will continue to be issued 
monthly but will in future be available to non -members. 
It will include some of the material at present appearing 
in Part I of the Proceedings. There will be, in future, 
only three pans of the Proceedings (A, B and C), part 
B" being that covering light current engineering. This 

will be published in alternate months. 
Radio Facility Charts. -Six maps showing the aero- 

nautical radio facilities available in the U.K., and 
tabulated lists of radio communication stations and 
navigational services, are given in the latest edition 
(4th) of " Radio Facility Charts " (C.A.P. 111). It is 
available from H.M.S.O.. price 5s. 

F.B.I. Register. -The 1955 edition of the " F.B.I. 
Register of British Manufacturers," issued by the 
Federation of British Industries, includes, in addition to 
the usual buyers' guide and directories of trade names 
and associations, glossaries ir. French, German and 
Spanish. Each glossary gives a translation of all the 
5,000 or more names of commodities and services under 
which the 6,800 member -firms are classified. The 
register is obtainable from our Publishers, price 2 guineas, 
post free. 

The 80 or more technical papers presented at 
.he tenth National Electronics Conference held in 
Chicago, Ill., from October 4th to 6th will be published 
in Vol. 10 of the Proceedings of the conference which 
will be available (price $5.00) from the N.E.C. Inc., 84, 
East Randolph Street. Chicago, Ill., early in 1955. 
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Many radio and electronic concerns are included in the 
list of donors to the Electrical Industries Benevolent 
Association given in its 1954 Year Book, which also 
incorporates the annual report and accounts for 1953. 
The collections at the Radio Industries Club luncheons 
in London are given to the E.I.B.A. and last year totalled 
£487. 

An explanation of modern Costing Techniques and 
their application to production engineering is given in 
" Cost Accounting and the Engineer," by Kenneth B. 
Mitchell. Published by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, 
Stamford Street, London, S.E.1, for Machine Shop 
Magazine, the 126 -page book costs lOs 6d. 

The American Audio Engineering Society has elected 
as its new president Albert A. Pulley, manager (general 
recording) of the R.C.A. Victor Records Division of the 
Radio Corporation of America. 

BUSINESS NOTES 
An industrial television camera has been set up by 

Pye, Ltd., in the experimental workshop of Smith 
Meters, Ltd., of Streatham, to improve the liaison 
between the experimental workshop and the design 
engineer's office where a receiver has been installed. 
With this closed -circuit equipment the piece of apparatus 
or diagram on which a question has arisen is placed 
before the camera and with the aid of the internal 
telephone the query is settled without the designer having 
to leave his office. 

Wafer switches in small quantities, made to one's 
own specification are obtainable from Specialist Switches. 
They are the well -known Type "H," made from parts 
manufactured by A. B. Metal Products to whom orders 
for bulk supplies should be sent. Enquiries for Specialist 
Switches -by post only -should be addressed to 24, 
Cranbourn Street, London, W.C.2. 

Two 650 -ton trawlers now being built in a German 
shipyard for Grimsby fishing companies are to be fitted 
with Redifon marine radio -communication and d.f. 
equipment. 

Twelve tankers now in course of construction for the 
Shell fleet -five of them of 31,000 tons -are to be fitted 
with Marconi radar equipment. 

A mobile radio installation has been supplied by the 
General Electric Company for the transport section at 
the Coryton, Essex, oil refinery. 

The name of Rees Mace Marine, Ltd., the Pye marine 
radio subsidiary, has been changed to Pye Marine, Ltd. 
Administration, production and sales departments are 
now at the new factory at Oulton Works, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk (Tel.: Oulton Broad 425). 

The Duke of Edinburgh recenrly opened Ferranti's new 
electronics research laboratories at Crewe Toll, Edinburgh. 
He is seen here being shown an electronically conrrolled 
milling machine by D. T. N. ' Amplifier " Williamson, who is 

now senior development engineer in the Ind,strial Appli- 
cation Laboratory. On the left is the Minister of Supply. 
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Four Nera projection television receivers (4 X 3ft) 
have been tnstalled by the B.B.C. in the television theatre 
at Shepherds Bush so that studio audiences can see the 
transmitted picture as well as the stage show. Two of 
the receivers are suspended from the ceiling, the other 
two, using a folded optical path, are installed in the 
circle boxes. The pictures are remotely controlled from 
a vantage point in the theatre. 

We are informed that the Ampex Corporation, of 
California, U.S.A., whose tape duplication system was 
referred to in our last issue (p. 530), is represented in 
this country by Rocke International, Ltd., 59, Union 
Street, London, S.E.1 (Tel.: Hop 4567). 

Midland Silicones, Ltd., of 19, Upper Brook Street, 
London, W.1, are the distributors of the silicone products 
of Albright and Wilson, Ltd., who have brought into 
service a new silicone plant at Barry, Glamorgan. One 
use of silicones in the radio industry is as a coating for 
resistors to improve their resistance to moisture. 

Lasky's Radio have opened new premises at 42, 
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1 (Tel.: Langham 
1151). Post orders are still dealt with at 370, Harrow 
Road, London, W.9. 

Arrell Electrical Accessories, Ltd., is the new name 
under which R. Lowther, Ltd., manufacturers of television 
aerials, of Vincent Works, New Islington, Manchester, 4, 
will in future operate. 

A new servicing depot and research laboratory at 
Wallisdown, Bournemouth, has been opened by Good 
Listening, Ltd., who provide a radio and television rental 
service from their 12 branches. 

The Bedford depot of British Insulated Callender's 
Cables, Ltd., has been closed and a new depot opened at 
81, Dumfries Street, Luton, Beds (Tel.: Luton 6866). 

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., have moved 
their Leeds branch office and cable depot (rubber, plastic 
and textile insulated) to 6 -8, York Place, Leeds, 1 (Tel.: 
Leeds 22900). 

EXPORTS 
A research centre has been opened by Export Packing 

Service, Ltd., of Sittingbourne, Kent, to study the pack- 
ing of equipment for export. Manufacturers of electronic 
components and equipment are invited to submit proto- 
types for advice on packing. This new research and 
development establishment, which covers 16,000 square 
feet, includes physics and chemical laboratories and a test 
section with humidity chambers, vibration and " drop " 
tests and an immersion tank. 

Pye, Ltd., of Cambridge, have received a contract from 
the Thailand police for over £100,000 worth of tele- 
communications equipment, including a large quantity 
of new 60 -watt h.f. sets. 

Components. -Quotations from U.K. manufacturers for 
the supply of a quantity of fixed and variable capacitors 
and resistors, and i.f. transformers (455 kc /s) are required 
by the Director of Industries, Department of Industrial 
Development, Khairpur Mirs, Khairpur State, West 
Pakistan. Details of values and quantities are obtainable 
from the Export Services Branch, B.o.T., Lacon House, 
Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1 (Ref. ESB/25652/54). 

Tape Recorders. -Frank Loasby, of the Raytheon 
Television and Radio Corporation, 5921, W. Dickens 
Avenue, Chicago, 39, Illinois, U.S.A., would like to get 
in touch with United Kingdom manufacturers of tape 
recorders. The Corporation is contemplating developing 
several new receivers which will incorporate tape 
recorders and is, therefore, interested in contacting 
manufacturers who would be willing to supply the basic 
tape recording chassis without the loudspeaker and other 
sound reproducing equipment. 

Californian Agency. -The Clyde Allen Company, of 
1355, Market Street, San Francisco California, U.S.A., 
would like to act as agents for manufacturers of tape and 
wire recorders, portable gramophones and valves. 

E 
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LEGAL 

REPORTING 

Use of ' l'ape Recorders 
in the Courts 

By T. D. CONWAY 
B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I.. A1U.I.E.E.* 

THE recording of court proceedings is now being 
seriously considered and, in order to examine some 
of the problems involved and study the techniques 
necessary, a prototype equipment has been built and 
installed in the No. 1 Appeals Court at the Law 
Courts. This was arranged by the Association of 
Official Shorthand Writers. In this article we shall 
discuss the special requirements which had to be 
met in the design of the equipment, and detail how 
these facilities were provided for. 

Basic Requirements. -ln the court where the 
installation was to be made the whole proceedings 
are taken down in shorthand, and this, after 
transcription, is the official record of the court. Tape 
recording was introduced to provide a simultaneous 
recording of the shorthand version with a view to 
determining whether the possibility exists of 
eventually replacing the shorthand version by a taped 
one. In practice, the recording equipment had to 
come under the control of the shorthand writer and be 
arranged in such a fashion that he had complete charge 
of it. It further followed that the maximum simplicity 
of controls must be provided so that the minimum of 
attention would be required to operate the equipment. 

The space available for the recording equipment 
was not great, but provision had to be made for up 
to three hours of recording without reel change; 
additionally, reliability demanded that a minimum of 
two machines were employed in order to allow for 
possible breakdowns. The total available floor area 
was lft 6in by 2ft, and the overall equipment height 
could not exceed that of the writer's desk (2ft 4in) 
since the keynote of the installation was to be its 
unobtrusiveness. The accompanying photograph 
shows the general layout of the court, the judges' 
microphones being marked Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and those 
of the counsel 4 and 5 : the shorthand writer's position 
is shown with the recording equipment beside him. 

Technical Problems. -The technical problems 
Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd. 
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Arrangement of the recording unit and the five microphones 
in No. I Appeals Court. 

involved were twofold. First, that of satisfactorily 
recording the inputs from five different microphones 
at levels varying from a murmur to loud conversa- 
tions, and, secondly, recording court proceedings up 
to three hours continuously without the necessity for 
changing of tape reels. In normal tape recording con- 
tinuous monitoring of the recording level is necessary 
to ensure that the recording stays within the dynamic 
range of the instrument; thus it must not be so low 
that it sinks into the noise and hum level, nor so 
high that it exceeds the maximum allowable dis- 
tortion on the tape. In this case any form of monitor- 
ing was completely out of the question. 

For the microphone inputs a special mixer unit 
was developed having a separate pre -amplifier chain 
with automatic gain control for each microphone : by 
the use of a.g.c. the recording level of the tape 
recorder can be kept within a relatively narrow 
dynamic range. A two -position sensitivity control 
was provided on each channel, the low sensitivity 
being for the judges, who would be close to their 
microphones, and the high sensitivity for the counsel, 
who would be from 5 -15 feet from the microphones. 
Details of this mixer unit and a circuit diagram follow 
in the next section. 

For the actual recording it was decided to employ 
a Grundig TK9 machine since it is compact 
(15ín by 13ín by 81in) and has the facility of record- 
ing on both tracks of the tape without reversing the 
reels : the economics of the situation make half -track 
recording imperative. This machine operates at 31in 
per second and although there is no doubt that per- 
fectly satisfactory speech recording can be made at 
lain per second, it was decided to use a standard 
machine in the interests of simplicity and economy. 
The 850 -foot tape provides 45 minutes of recording 
in each track, a total of 11 hours, and hence two 
machines provide a virtually continuous three hours 
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of recording, besides giving provision against break- 
down, when one machine may be used alone by 
changing the tape after 1# hours. 

A master change -over switch from the first recorder 
to the second was provided, and this changes over 
the input as well as stopping and starting the respec- 
tive machines. Owing to the switching complexity 
involved it was decided to employ a relay operated by 
a simple toggle switch. 

Mixer Unit. -The circuit of one microphone 
channel of the mixer unit is shown in the figure. The 
microphones are all of 200 ohms balanced impedance, 
which has been found to be a good compromise level 
for the minimum pick -up of hum and signal attenua- 
tion on long leads. Each microphone is connected 
to its own input transformer which feeds into the 
grid of an EF86. The EF86 has switchable alterna- 
tive anode loads of 230 k! 1 and 30 kit, which act as the 
two -position sensitivity control. 

Conventional coupling is made to the grid of the 
EBF80 via the volume control, which in practice has 
to be varied very little, and it will probably be dis- 
pensed with in later designs. The diodes of the 
EBF80 are fed directly from its anode output into 
a 10 -M9 load, and the a.g.c. voltage is passed via a 

filter network to the grid of the EF86; a.g.c. delay 
is provided by a cathode auto bias voltage. The time - 
constant of the a.g.c. feed is fairly critical in practice, 
as it must not produce too serious distortion by rapid 
compression, nor must it be too slow to follow the 
intensity variations of speech which may be empha- 
sized by the speakers' movements to and fro. It 
first appeared that it would be advantageous to use 
the variable -mu characteristic of the EBF80 for a.g.c. 
purposes, but experiments showed that in this 
arrangement the ratio of a.g.c. feed of the two valves 
becomes quite critical and unstable operation may 
easily result as the setting of the volume control 
is changed. 

Each channel develops approximately 3 volts of 
r.m.s. signal and since half a volt is adequate for 
the 500 -k!1 input of the TK9, a 1 -Mi1 isolator was 
added in series with the output to prevent inter- 
action of the individual a.g.c. circuits. 

The general appearance of the mixer unit may be 
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Mounting of recorders and mixer unit. 

seen in the second photograph, where are shown the 
five two -position sensitivity switches and their respec- 
tive volume controls. The master change -over switch 
for the two recorders, on the top left -hand side of 
the panel, controls the relay which simultaneously 
changes over the input from the first recorder to the 
second, and controls their operation through their 
respective remote control sockets; indicator lights 
are provided to show which of the two recorders is 
in operation. 

General Arrangements. -The two tape recorders 
and the mixer unit were mounted on to a trolley 
designed to fit into the limited space available. All 
microphones plug directly into the back of the mixer 

unit and interconnecting 
cables are run from the in- 
put and remote control 
sockets of the tape recorders 
into the mixer unit. 

Space limitations made it 
impossible to locate the 
power supply for the mixer 
inside the case, and hence 
a separate unit was located 
at the back of the trolley, 
providing h.t., 1.t. and a d.c. 
supply for the change -over 
relay: this had the added 
advantage of eliminating 
cooling problems in the 
mixer, which is only ven- 
tilated by small bottom and 
back louvres. 

Operation. -To operate 
the equipment both 

IoMÛ 
machines are first loaded 
with tape. The mixer and 
the two recorders are then . 
switched on, and their 

Circuit of one of the five amplifiers in mixer unit. 
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respective recording buttons are depressed. The 
sensitivity switches on the five microphones are next 
set according to the nearness of the various speakers, 
and trial speeches are used to set the volume controls 
of the five channels in accordance with the "magic 
eye" programme level meters of the TK9s. Overall 
control of each recorder is provided by the built -in 
recording level control, and this is set in accordance 
with the "magic eye" of each machine to limit the 
distortion on the loudest passages of speech. Owing 
to the a.g.c., the setting of all channel controls is 
very uncritical and once settings have been decided 
upon the equipment may be left untouched. 
Generally speaking, the output of the mixer unit only 
varies between very close limits and most adjustments 
are made on the master recording level controls of 
the recorders. 

To commence recording the track button of the 
No. 1 machine is depressed, the change -over switch 
being in the No. 1 position, and continuous record- 
ing then ensues for 1 -hour. At the end of this period 
Track 2 button is depressed to give a further 1 -hour. 

Whilst machine No. 1 is in operation the Track 1 
button of No. 2 machine is pre -set, so that this 
machine is ready to start immediately after Track 2 
becomes full on the No. 1 machine, by operating the 
change -over switch. If a particularly long session 

has to be recorded, a second tape is fitted to the No. 1 

machine whilst No. 2 is in operation and the change- 
over carried out as before. 

Finally, it should be noted that both machines are 
fitted with automatic stop foils at either end of the 
tape, so that, in the event of tracks or machines not 
being switched over, the machine in use switches 
itself off automatically. A third TK9 was provided 
with the installation so that transcription could com- 
mence immediately one tape is full. This machine is 
provided with stethoscope earphones and a foot - 
operated remote control having " back -space " facili- 
ties. 

Conclusion: Other Applications. -The equipment 
has now been in use for several months and has 
proved itself extremely simple to operate and reliable 
in its performance. 

Equipment of this kind is capable of wider applica- 
tions than court recording and is particularly con- 
venient for all forms of conference recording. Since 
the mixer is designed on a unit channel basis, there 
is no limit to the number of microphones which can 
be incorporated. For this application, push -to -speak 
buttons would be employed to reduce the general 
background noise normally emphasized by the a.g.c. 
and signal lamps would be needed on the micro- 
phones to indicate that they are live. 

Velocity of Radio Waves 
An Internationally Agreed Value 

By R. L. SMITH.ROSE* C.B.E. D.Sc., M.I.E.E. 

AT the 11th General Assembly of the International 
Scientific Radio Union (U.R.S.I.) held at the Hague 
in August- September, 1954, the following resolution, 
first formulated two years earlier, was confirmed: 

" As a result of investigations made in recent 
years by several different methods, it is recom- 
mended that the following value of the velocity of 
electromagnetic waves in vacuum be adopted for 
all scientific work: 299,792 ± 2 km /sec." 
As this is a matter of far -reaching importance 

to many scientists and engineers engaged in the radio 
field, it will be interesting to review briefly the circum- 
stances which have led to this resolution. 

From the earliest days of the discovery of the 
existence of electromagnetic waves in what is now 
known as the radio part of the spectrum, it was 
appreciated that their properties were similar to those 
of light waves, except, of course, that their frequency 
or wavelength was different. Prior to about 1940, it was 
also usually assumed that the velocity of light, and there- 
fore of radio waves, was approximately equal to the 
nice round number of 3 x 10" km /sec (or nearly 186,000 
miles per second). This was extremely convenient 
for the conversion of frequency into wavelength; but 
what was not always appreciated in those days was 
that, whereas frequency could be measured and ex- 
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pressed to a precision of better than one part in ten 
million, the wavelength derived by the above arith- 
metical process had nothing like this accuracy. This 
fact was not of much consequence for many applica- 
tions, and it was not until the early years of the war 
that the need for a careful study of this matter became 
apparent. 

A review' made in 1942, of the latest available 
measurements of the velocity of light in a vacuum 
showed that the mean value was 299,775 km /sec, and 
also that the accuracy of these measurements was not 
better than 50 parts in a million. It was also clear 
that the velocity of radio waves under practically 
useful conditions could not be stated more precisely 
than about one part in a thousand. Considering that 
at that time radar techniques for navigational aids 
and bombing purposes were being developed with 
a precision of indication very much better than this, 
there was obviously a need for more research into 
the true value of the velocity of electromagnetic 
waves in general. 

In the following decade several investigations were 
carried out, notably by L. Essen', who, in 1947, des- 

* Vice -President. International Scientific Radio Union. 
' R. L Smith -Rose: Tournal 1.E.E.. 1943, Vol. 90, Part I, p. 31. ' L. Essen: Nature, 1947, Vol. 159, p. 611, and Proc. Royal 

Society, 1950, Vol. 204, p. 260. 
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cribed a method of deriving the value of the velocity 
of radio waves from the resonant frequencies of a 
cylindrical cavity. Using the resources of the 
National Physical Laboratory for the measurement 
of the dimensions of the cavity in the Metrology 
Division and the frequency in the Electricity Division, 
he obtained a value about 17 km /sec greater than the 
hitherto generally accepted value for the velocity of 
light referred to above. This result was soon con- 
firmed by other workers. Concurrently, the apparent 
discrepancy between the values applicable to the 
velocity of light and of radio waves was later resolved 
by E. Bergstrand' in Sweden, who applied modern 
techniques to the classical methods of measuring the 
velocity of light. 

At the General Assembly of U.R.S.I. held in Sydney 
in August, 1952, a paper by L. Essen contained the 
following summary of the latest results obtained for 
the measured velocity of electromagnetic waves in 
a vacuum: 
Date Author Method Result-km, sec 
1950 Essen Cavity Resonator 299,792.5+1 
1950 Bergstrand Optical 793.1 +0.25 
1950 Bol Cavity Resonator 789.3+0.4 
1951 Aslakson Radar 794.2+1.4 
1952 Froome Interferometer 792.6 -I-0.7 

The arithmetic mean of these results gives the 
value 299,792 km /sec with a probable error of ±2 km/ 
sec. Further measurements by other investigators 
have since confirmed this value, which is thus recom- 
mended for adoption in accordance with the resolu- 
tion quoted at the beginning of this article. When 
applied to practical radio conditions, this velocity will 
usually be modified by the dielectric constant of the 
atmosphere or by the conductivity of the earth's 
surface, depending upon the actual frequency and 
mode of transmission used. Recent research, which 
is still in progress, has provided a knowledge of the 
appropriate corrections to be applied for various 
typical conditions. 

E. Bergstrand: Nature, 1950, Vol. 165, p. 405. 

The illustration shows the helical aerials and their reflectors 
used for a multi -channel telephone system for a summer 
camp in a somewhat isolated part of Yugoslavia. It was 
obtained by A. O. Milne, president of the R.S.G.B., while 
attending the Congress of the Yugoslav Amateur Radio 
Society this year. 
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Television Safety 

Precautions 
By E. G. GOODHEVG* M.I.E.E. 

THERE are, of course, possible hazards -such as 
electric shock and fire -involved in the use of a 
television receiver, as with any high -voltage equip- 
ment. There is, however, the additional danger of 
physical injury due to the implosion of the c.r. tube 
and the remote possibility of X- radiation. In this 
country the drafting of safety precautions for tele- 
vision receivers is the concern of one of the British 
Standards' Committees (TLE 2/2) which is drafting 
the ninth, and, it is hoped, the final revision of 
B.S.415. 

On the international level such matters are the 
concern of a sub -committee of the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (I.E.C.) which, in Sep- 
tember, held its jubilee congress in Philadelphia. 
The main item on the agenda of this committee (tele- 
communications safety, 12 -2) was the consideration of 
a draft of " safety requirements for electric mains - 
operated television receivers." 

During the post -war years, the meetings of this 
I.E.C. Committee have been held in Europe, and as 
a result, the recent meeting was the first at which the 
U.S.A. had been adequately represented. The United 
States delegation included engineers from the Under- 
writers' Laboratories Inc., whose approval must be 
obtained for domestic and other equipment offered 
for sale in the U.S.A. They have therefore tested 
for safety many more television receivers than any 
other laboratory, and their experience was invaluable 
to the Committee. 

The television safety precautions considered at the 
Philadelphia meeting will be a supplement to I.E.C. 
publication 65, " Safety Requirements for Electric 
Mains -Operated Radio Receiving Apparatus," issued 
in 1952. In this document a safe condition is specified 
for the receiver in its normal operating condition and 
under abnormal conditions when short -circuits are 
applied to certain spacings which are smaller than 
those considered sufficient to ensure safety in them- 
selves. This principle is also followed in the revision 
of B.S.415. 

The new problems not already contained in publi- 
cation 65 are those relating to the higher voltages 
involved. Acceptable spacings for voltages up to 4,500 
have been determined experimentally, but above this 
value the shape of electrodes and conductors has an 
increasing effect, and while the present method of 
specifying breakdown voltages is deemed to be satis- 
factory, it is to be expected that further experience 
will indicate more satisfactory methods. 

Even when the mains supply has been discon- 
nected, removal of the back -plate may involve a 
hazard due to the charge on the capacitor of the 
high -voltage source. It had been intended to specify 

Philips Mitcham Works, Ltd. [The author was member of the 
British delegation to the I.B.C. Congress, Philadelphia.] 
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a limit for the charge, but experiments being con- 
ducted in the U.S.A. tend to show that the hazard 
is more accurately specified by the energy than the 
charge. Until more is known, the I.E.C. has adopted 
a method of limiting the capacitance, used success- 
fully by the Underwriters' Laboratory for some time. 
This specifies that the capacitance shall not exceed 
3,000µµF and that the sum of the total capacitance 
in µµF plus 300 times the voltage in kV shall not 
exceed 7,500. 

Metal cabinets are appearing on the American 
market particularly for use in hotels. The majority 
of receivers in the U.S.A. are transformer fed, and 
therefore no particular hazard is involved when the 
cabinet is connected to the negative of the high - 
voltage supply. Receivers having a series heater chain 
and the chassis connected to one pole of the mains, 
must have the cabinet insulated from the chassis by 
a material appropriate to the voltage of the mains 
supply. Should the insulation break down, one pole of 
the mains supply would be connected to the cabinet. 

Circuits have been designed to overcome this 
difficulty. They will be studied in the light of the 
prevailing conditions in Europe (e.g., higher mains 
voltages). 

With minor changes, the requirements regarding 
fire hazard specified in publication 65 were considered 
satisfactory. 

Experience has shown that the probability of a 

cathode -ray tube imploding is not very high. Never- 
theless it is necessary to be certain that the enclosure, 
and in particular the protective screen, are strong 
enough to ensure safety should a tube implode. 
Attempts in the United Kingdom to find a satisfactory 
impact test have not been entirely successful, and it 
is therefore necessary to cause a tube to implode in 
order to test its enclosure. Of the various methods 
which have been used, that of driving a steel pin 
into the tube seemed to be the easiest to carry out, 
and as the Underwriters' Laboratory had already 
carried out about 1,000 tests, the standards which 
they have adopted were accepted by the Committee. 
Through a hole drilled in the cabinet housing the tube, 
a steel pin lin in diameter is driven into the tube 
at a point on the rim of the face by a weight, which 
varies according to the diameter of the tube, falling 
from a height of five feet. 

At the voltages in use on direct -viewing cathode - 
ray tubes, X- radiation is a hazard which need give 
no concern. Even using projection -type tubes operat- 
ing at 25kV, it is very difficult to measure any 
X- radiation outside the optical system assembly. The 
limit of 0.6 micro rontgens /second accepted by the 
International Electrotechnical Commission agrees with 
that included in the draft of B.S.415 and is one -third 
of the value given by the International Commission for 
Radiological Protection as a safe dose for eight hours' 
continuous exposure. 

EUROPEAN BROADCASTING 
Technical Work of the E.B.U. 

THE General Assembly of the European Broadcasting 
Union and the statutory autumn meeting of its Admin- 
istrative Council, which are held in a different country 
each year, were this year held in London. The oppor- 
tunity was taken also to hold meetings of the Legal, 
Technical and Programme Committees. At the meet- 
ing of the Technical Committee, at which E. L. E. 
Pawley (B.B.C.) was chairman, there were representa- 
tives from 18 member -countries, 3 extra -European 
associate -member countries, the C.C.I.R. and the 
I.F.R.B.* 

The technical work undertaken by the E.B.U. falls 
roughly into two categories -(i) routine and special 
studies undertaken by the Technical Centre in Belgium 
and (ii) studies delegated by the Technical Committee 
to individual Working Parties of experts, specially 
nominated for that purpose. 

At the London meeting, the Technical Committee 
first of all worked out a plan extending over the next 
five years for completing and improving the technical 
equipment of the Union's receiving and measuring 
station at Jurbise -Masnuy, Belgium, which was 
officially opened in July, 1953. Routine operations are 
to continue on approximately the same lines as 
hitherto, except that more attention is to be given to 
observations in the v.h.f. bands. After studying the 
present situation on long and medium waves, the com- 
mittee recommended the use of Band II by its mem- 
bers for local and regional transmissions. 

International Radio Consultative Committee and International 
Frequency Registration Board permanent organs of the International 
Telecommunication Union. 
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The reports of the Working Parties presented at the 
meeting covered : -A long -term study of indirect -ray 
propagation on medium waves that should prove of 
great value when these bands are reallocated; 
unattended sound and vision transmitting stations; 
magnetic recording, including the standardization of 
sound -recording in television and the recording of tele- 
vision picture signals; v.h.f. and u.h.f. sound and 
television broadcasting (incidentally, the programme of 
propagation experiments in Band IV has been deferred 
until more members have the necessary equipment); 
and the transmission of television over long cir- 
cuits including the exchanges of television programmes 
in Europe. 

It was decided to reconstitute the ad -hoc Committee 
which has been co- ordinating the recent European 
television exchanges as a Working Party, with M. J. L. 
Pulling (B.B.C.) as chairman, and to include represen- 
tatives of the television services of Luxembourg and 
Sweden. The terms of reference of the new Working 
Party are the planning, direction and technical super- 
vision of international television relays. 

The Technical Centre was instructed to issue as 
soon as possible a draft Code of Practice relating to 
international television relays. The question of the 
provision of a permanent international television co- 
ordination centre to replace the temporary arrange- 
ment at Lille was discussed at length. It was decided 
that, in the present state of development, it was too 
early to say whether such a centre would 
always be necessary, but that the E.B.U. should accept 
responsibility for the co- ordination. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents 

Quality on V.H.F. 
MAY I comment very briefly on the editorial about 
v.h.f. in your November issue. I said in my talk to the 
Radio Industries Club that the new v.h.f. stations would 
give improved quality because of reduced background 
noise, but I also said that the B.B.C. did not intend to 
transmit an audio -band up to 15 kc /s because the fre- 
quency characteristics of the Post Office music circuits 
would not permit it. 

But, of course, I agree with you, and I hope this was 
clear from what I said, that the absence of background 
noise will bring out the difference in quality of reproduc- 
tion between v.h.f. and what is possible at the present 
time on medium waves. The serious irritation of "mon- 
key chatter," which is heard if the frequency characteris- 
tics of a medium -wave receiver goes much above 5 kc /s, 
will be overcome, and the new service will permit a 
substantial improvement in receiver performance which 
will we hope be very welcome to the vast majority of 
listeners and certainly to the B.B.C. 

Director of Technical Service, B.B.C. H. BISHOP 
London, W.1. 

Output Stage Performance 
MR. WOODVILLE is correct in his statement that 
" ultra- linear " operation can produce considerably less 
distortion than either tetrode or triode operation. 

I drew attention to the advantages of this circuit as 
long ago as 1943. Since then, however, the principle has 
had to travel across the Atlantic and back again before 
becoming generally popular with designers. During this 
process it has been incorporated in many amplifier designs 
with both good and bad results. Much depends on how 
the principle is applied; there are several alternatives. 

For example, having a percentage of the output wind- 
ing common to screen and anode, part or all that per- 
centage can be placed in the cathode circuit (Wireless 
World, September, 1950). This gives greater freedom to 
the designer in integrating the output stage with the re- 
quirements of the amplifier design as a whole. 

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. P. J. WALKER 
Huntingdon. 

GRAHAM WOODVILLE, in your November issue 
(p. 555), makes out a convincing case for the adoption 
of distributed -load tetrodes in the circuit under discussion, 
but a few comments may not be out of place. 

Would it not be more reasonable to assume a maximum 
output of six watts per pair for the N709 when triode - 
connected, if the sharp increase in the curve at this point 
can be taken to indicate the onset of grid current? The 
distortion is then 1 per cent. Mr. Woodville's figures 
show 100 per cent increase in distortion for an increase 
of only 0.5 watt. The more gradual rise in the curve for 
the distributed -load condition is a characteristic of the 
circuit, and I think it is possible that grid current does 
not start until the maximum output of 14 watts is reached, 
with a distortion figure of 1.5 per cent. The advantage 
of the circuit would then appear to be chiefly in increased 
power efficiency. This criticism is, perhaps, unfair, and 
is invalid if Mr. Woodville's curves apply strictly to the 
Class A condition. 

The application of negative feedback produces a 
different state of affairs, and a direct comparison is avail- 
able in the published distortion -percentage /wattage output 
curves of such amplifiers as the Williamson and the 
Acoustical Quad II, the latter amplifier, of course, having 
the load distributed between anodes and cathodes. 

The subject is discussed at some length in the article 
" Amplifiers and Superlatives," by D. T. N. Williamson 
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and P. J. Walker (Wireless World, Sept., 1952). The 
figures given in that article, of relative distortion just below 
onset of grid current, are 1.0 and 1.5 for triode- connected 
tetrodes and tetrodes with load distributed between anode 
and screen, respectively, which would appear to bear out 
my observations on the N709 case. 

The term " ultra- linear," which is meaningless, can 
have no justification, and should be abandoned on this 
side of the Atlantic, unless " Free Grid " can think of a 
use for it. 

Birmingham. NORMAN F. BUTLER 

" Inexpensive 10 -watt Amplifier" 
I THINK E. F. Good is raising a mare's nest in his letter 
in your October issue. Whilst the form of coupling shown 
in the Mullard circuit does not go down to d.c., it is 
fairly satisfactory for 10 c/s or so, which is quite a good 
limit for an inexpensive amplifier. 

Mr. Good's point concerning the tertiary winding calls 
for some comment. In point of fact I was quoted six 
guineas for a Baxandall transformer, which is about the 
price of the classical Williamson output transformer. 
Hence there seems no saving in money by using the 
tertiary winding: I would not be dogmatic about it, but I think the high price may be due to patent royalties 
accruing to the holder of the patent cited in Baxandall's 
references. 

The other aspect in Mr. Good's letter is valid : viz., instability with capacity loads. I knew one Williamson 
enthusiast build a Baxandall amplifier because a cross -over 
network made his Williamson unstable. 

London, N.W.11. F. B. WHITE 

A.C. /D.C. Dangers 
" DIALLIST " (November issue, p. 579), would have us believe that a chassis of the a.c. /d.c. type cannot be of 
any danger when operating on d.c. mains. Nothing could 
be further from the truth and I sincerely hope none of your readers discover this the unpleasant way. 

Your contributor must surely be aware that most public 
d.c. supplies are distributed by the three -wire system; 
consisting of an " inner " (neutral) at earth potential and 
two " outers " (lives) at potentials equal to normal mains 
voltage, above and below earth respectively. The voltage 
across the two " outers " is twice the normal domestic 
supply. The service to domestic premises consists of 
connections to the " inner " and one of the outers." The 
point is, of course, that it is a fifty-fifty chance that 
any particular house is using the " negative " outer. When 
this is the case the positive side of all wiring therein will 
be virtually at earth potential and the negative side at 
mains voltage below earth and accordingly alive. Under 
these conditions, in order to operate at all, an a.c. /d.c. type 
sound or television set must have its chassis connected to 
this live side of the mains and all the usual hazards will 
be present. 

Like " Diallist," I do not like the growth of the a.c. /d.c. 
technique in the receivers of to -day. I do not, however, 
think the solution lies in making the dealer responsible 
for the correct fitting of a 3 -pin plug; for the simple reason 
there would be no guarantee, that immediately the dealer 
left his customer's house, the plug would not get changed, 
the flex extended, or some other modification carried out 
to meet the exigencies of the household concerned. In 
any case, the conditions regarding d.c. mains, discussed 
above, might exist and he would, in fact, be faced with an 
impossible task because the set just could not work at all 
when connected the safe (" correct ") way. 

Most manufacturers ensure that a.c. /d.c. sets bearing 
their name are adequately insulated and users need have 
no fear of danger, provided the back of the set and /or 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . 

control knobs, etc., are not removed without first com- 
pletely disconnecting from the mains. My own personal 
view is that all mains radio and TV receivers of the 
domestic type should be fitted with small " gate- switches," 
similar to those usually found on commercial and service 
transmitters (also on burglar alarms). This would ensure 
that the back of the set be firmly and properly affixed 
when in use. Also, any screws, control spindles, etc., pro- 
jecting from the cabinet should be completely insulated 
from the main chassis. 

It is true almost all set makers see that chassis bolts are 
suitably covered and control -knob grub screws recessed 
and wax covered when a set leaves the works. But how 
many dealers see that the same state of affairs exists after 
a set has been serviced? Very few. 

King's Lynn, Norfolk. A. B. GRIEF. 

Band III Television Interference 
WHILST appreciating that F. R. W. Strafford's article 

+in your October issue is of a tentative nature, I feel he 
has painted too gloomy a picture of the problems of 
suppression at Band III frequencies so far as domestic 
appliances and other small commutator motors are con- 
cerned. This is to be regretted at this stage as it may 
cause unnecessary discouragement to the large number 
of manufacturers, dealers and members of the general 
public who are now fitting Band I suppressors to appli- 
ances, and they may be tempted to discontinue the good 
work until Band III problems are resolved. 

The dominant note of the article is set by the photo- 
graph of electric shaver interference on Band III. Now 
unless the test was made with true transmission on Band 
III frequency and reception on a Band III aerial system 
(and the text does not imply this), it can be most mis- 
leading. Band III aerial systems are highly directional 
and interference from sources other than those situated 
on the line from receiver to transmitter will have less 
effect at the receiver than in corresponding circumstances 
on Band I. It seems, therefore, that higher interference 
noise levels may be tolerable on Band III than on Band 
I. Incidentally the electric shaver is not typical of small 
motors generally. It does not figure in the 1953 list of 
most frequent causes of TV interference compiled by the 
Post Office, and is not likely to be frequently in use during 
peak viewing hours. Furthermore, most shavers are of 
the impulse motor type in which the interference derives 
from the pulse waveform in the contact circuit of the order 
of 2 kV peak having a frequency spectrum quite different 
from that of.a normal commutator motor. 

Mr. Strafford has described how self -resonant inductors 
fitted in the mains lead to an appliance are ineffective at 
Band III frequencies. This is, of course, to be expected 
since suppressors so used are not working to their maxi- 
mum efficiency, even on Band I. Such limited measure- 
ments as we have made to date show that Band I sup- 
pressors efficiently fitted within the appliance give in 
many cases a good measure of suppression at Band III 
frequencies and are expected to prove adequate at these 
frequencies when other factors appertaining to Band III 
(e.g., aerial characteristics) are taken into account. Since 
many motor manufacturers are already fitting such sup- 
pression within the motor the outlook on Band III is 
reasonably encouraging. For special cases not responding 
to Band I techniques and available components, develop- 
ment work now in hand will, I believe, provide the 
answer. 

Dubilier Condenser Company. R. DAVIDSON. 
London, W.3. 

Tape Machines 
COULD not some enterprising manufacturer of tape 
recorders let us have a twin -track machine which auto- 
matically reversed itself at the end of each track, prefer- 
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ably taking spools up to 1,000 metres? As so very much 
has been done to give the disc user long duration surely a 
much simpler device would prolong the unattended play- 
ing time of tapes, and without any sacrifice of quality. 

Even with the much improved Continental spools, load- 
ing and threading takes time. Again we must hand it to 
the Continentals for at least making the tape switch off 
the motor, although a little more thought in locating the 
metal foils might have left the tape still threaded after 
fast spooling, instead of over -shooting as at present. 

Another bee in my bonnet is against the current craze 
for more than one tape speed from a single instrument. 
This increases costs more than would either of the sug- 
gestions made in my opening sentence, besides tending 
to jeopardize performance and reliability, to say nothing 
of the intricacies imposed on design by the ganged and 
interlocked switching of at least four different equalizer 
circuits. The net result of all these complications is 
simply a compromise between quality and duration. 

Since permanent recordings can be made mor cheaply 
on l.p. lacquer discs than on tape (given access to a disc 
recorder) the overall cost becomes virtually independent 
of the speed of the tape medium, which is erasable and 
can be regarded as part of the capital equipment. 

Surely what is now wanted is a high -quality twin track 
recorder of fixed speed (say 7 }in /sec) but capable of 
taking standard 111-in spools. Although the lid may not 
be closed whilst playing it should at least be possible to 
close it afterwards without having to wind off the tape and 
remove the spools -even the present professional equip- 
ment does not always provide for this. 

It is admitted that a delay of about 2 seconds would be 
needed every 90 minutes when reversing the tape, but 
this would present little difficulty to competent designers 
and still less to the user whose only alternative is a delay 
of eight seconds after every single side. Moreover, the 
best that can now be achieved in really long disc pro- 
grammes is the indefinite repeat of the last side only, 
whereas a self- reversing tape machine would repeat the 
entire programme ad lib. 

The prime factors of the tape medium would seem to 
be erasability and unlimited continuity, yet far from in- 
creasing spool diameters and tape speeds the manufacturers 
are in many cases reducing them as if portability were the 
prime consideration. I am surprised that the other (and 
comparatively inexpensive) desiderata have not been em- 
bodied in at least some current designs, and can only 
express my willingness to be customer number one when 
they are. 

Grimsby, Lincs. HARRY CRAMPIN. 

Dry Battery Life 
" DIALLIST " is incorrect in implying (your November 
issue) that all mains /battery broadcast receivers are fitted 
with combined h.t. -1.t. batteries. The " Ultra Twin," 
uses separate batteries and has done so for some years. 

Ultra Electric, Ltd. C. A. QUARRINGTON. 
London, W.3. 

O9en Warr 
I AM in complete agreement with Dr. Hague on the 
question of standardizing wherever possible: I am flattered 
by his great interest. But we are not all librarians and 
linguists, and we must not alarm the more timid readers. 
The spellings Tchebysheff and Chebyshev are both used 
in the literature: there are, I think, one or two more. 
I have used the spelling which is used by Guillemin, van 
der Pol and Darlington, because I think the reader is 
likely to turn to these writers before he turns to Green, 
or hunts through Science Abstracts. (And Science 
Abstracts does not correct the spelling of authors who 
write Tchebycheff). I remember that the B.B.C. attempted 
to make us spell Tchaikovsky as Chaikovski, but gave up 
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in despair. For the advanced work, the convenience of 
Greens A, B(utterworth) and C(hebyshev) responses are 
great, though, as Dr. Hague's last paragraph points out, 
irrelevant. For us, though, Tony Weller had the answer: 
" Spell it with a Wee, me lord, spell it with a Wee." 

THOMAS RODDAM. 

Transistor Circuit 
AS junction transistors of various types are now generally 
available, many of your readers will no doubt be trying 
them in receiver circuits, still an open field of modest 
experiment for those who have the patience and means 
to indulge their curiosity. The price of a good transistor 
is not yet as convenient as its insignificant size; a super- 
heterodyne circuit will be beyond most of us; but a great 
diversity of circuits can be tried with a single transistor 
and germanium diode in different combinations. The 
circuit herewith, on a fair outside aerial, gives good 
loudspeaker performance at all times for our local stations 
(West and Welsh Regionals) and brings in Third Pro- 

gramme and Continentals in adequate volume after dark. 
It is highly selective, especially if the transistor can be 
brought into oscillation, which is not the case with all 
types or with all samples of the same designation. The 
one used here is a Standard Telephones & Cables 
LS/828, which gives 2 -3 mA with 12 -221 volts on a local 
signal, cut off to 100µA on no signal -a convenient 
feature for standby or relay operation as the miniature 
hearing -aid battery will survive being left on for long 
waiting periods. We have not tested an LS /828 to des- 
truction but the collector -emitter voltage can be as high 
as 24 V and, in that condition, with a 45 -V battery, over 
100 mW can be developed in the output transformer. 
The coils used are basket -wound on a miniature former 
with adjustable ferrite core. 

Those interested in transistor circuitry in general will 
note that the signal drive is on the emitter and the 
rectified signal is derived from the coil in the base. The 
25 -K variable resistance is used as a volume control to 
limit oscillation. 

A note of warning. A good transistor will oscillate 
vigorously on the medium waveband and can cause wide- 
spread interference. In the words of P. P. Eckersley, 
Please don't do it! 

W. GREY WALTER. 
Bristol, 9. KARL WALTER. 

" Neon Timers" 
THE letter from J. R. Barnard in the November issue 
of Wireless World describes a simplified version of one 
of the timers in my article in the October number and this 
illustrates a principle of design. Almost any piece of semi- 
automatic equipment can be simplified behind the panel 
provided that extra manual controls are added to the front. 
In the case of the simplified timer, there is an additional 
operation; it has to be reset manually. In the original, 
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relay " B" is, in effect, an automatic reset. This is a small 
point, but in practice it will be found that the elimination 
of this added manual operation is well worth while. 

Actually, the simplified circuit is ideally suited for 
another purpose in the dark -room, namely, the timing of 
the exposure of a contact printer. Switch S2 would then 
become a change -over micro- switch actuated by the dosing 
of the pad which presses the printing paper to the negative. 
This would switch on the lamp and the pad would be 
kept closed until it was seen through the small observation 
port that the timer had switched it off. Releasing the pad 
would then reset the timer. In this case the values of 
Rl, Cl would have to be modified as the exposure range 
would be from about one -tenth of a second to five seconds. 

For reasonably accurate timing from one exposure to 
another a voltage regulator tube must be considered neces- 
sary and this becomes increasingly important should the 
timer be moved to a district having a different value of 
mains voltage and also if it is to be used in an area where 
there is the possibility of considerable mains variations. 

One point relating to both timers which was not men- 
tioned in the original article is that they are suitable for 
both a.c. and d.c. operation. 

Totland, I.o.W. B. T. GILLING. 

TIN -ZINC PLATING 
IN the course of a year a large quantity of steel parts 
are used in the radio industry, and, while several different 
protective finishes are in current use, none appears to be 
entirely satisfactory. 

A new process, demonstrated recently by the Tin 
Research Institute, employs a tin -zinc alloy and it is 
said to possess all the intrinsic advantages of these two 
metals but has none of their disadvantages. Zinc is a 
good rust preventer, but notoriously difficult to solder 
and prone to corrode, so a thick coating is generally 
required; tin is good in most respects and takes solder 
well but is costly. The new coating solders very easily. 

It is not restricted to use on ferrous metals, although 
this is probably its most profitable field, and it has been 
applied advantageously to brass and other high- copper- 
content alloys. It cannot, however, be deposited direct 
on aluminium or, curiously enough, on zinc -based alloys. 
Its silver -like appearance is extremely pleasing and it 
will take a polish if required. 

Full technical details of the process, together with 
advice on installation and operation of plant, are obtain- 
able from the Tin Research Institute, Fraser Road, 
Greenford, Middlesex. 

Examples of steel parts with the new tin -zinc finish 
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THE usual coverage of 20- 20,000 c/s for an audio 
oscillator is now regarded as sufficient for the ex- 
haustive testing of high- fidelity amplifiers and for 
general experimental purposes. Also with the increas- 
ing use of magnetic recording it is desirable that the 
range should be sufficiently high to cover the bias 
and erase frequencies in general use for checking bias 
filters, etc. The low- frequency end can also be use- 
fully extended, for the purpose of testing industrial 
electronic equipment. If possible the unit should be 
small and easily portable. 

The optimum coverage of the instrument to be 
described was set at 6- 70,000 c /s, as this would 
adequately fulfil the above requirements. 

The obvious choice was for an oscillator of the 
Wien bridge type, using a relatively low impedance 
bridge network. The variable capacitance method 
would give precise setting accuracy, but against this 
it is prone to hum pick -up, and at low frequencies 
the resistors for the required time constant would 
become far too high. Also the necessary four -gang 
condenser is too large for compact construction. 
Ganged potentiometers were therefore used, with 
fixed capacitors for range switching. At the high 
frequencies, in order to obtain accurate calibration, 
it is necessary to have the capacity large enough to 
swamp any strays so that on the highest range the 
range condensers are 0.001/AF with the lower ranges 
covered by 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0µF. This gives a 
required value for the ganged variable resistances of 
25 k1 (with a fixed series limit resistor of 2.2 k9.) 
which is a very convenient value in that it enables a 
preferred value to be used and also makes it possible 
to obtain smaller sizes of this value in semi -log form. 
Thus it is possible to build a cheaper, smaller unit; 
but of slightly less setting accuracy than one using 
the larger component sizes. 

The use of a low- impedance network means that 
in this case the overall impedance of the network, 
at the lowest setting is only around 3,000 ohms. To 
ensure that the amplifier gain remains constant over 
the frequency range it is necessary that the output im- 
pedance of the amplifier be made very small, so that 
the varying shunt effect of the network on the output 

25kû 
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load is reduced. This is achieved by inserting a 
cathode follower. The almost constant gain over the 
entire range means also that only a small degree of 
control is necessary to maintain constant amplitude 
and good waveform, so that the inclusion of the 
thermistor makes the unit extremely good on these 
points. 

The amplifier itself is quite simple and although 
SP61s were used there is no reason why other high - 
slope pentodes such as EF5Os or EF91s should not 
be used. Low -value anode loads are used to extend 
the top response, and there is no decoupling whatso- 
ever. A small 100 -pF capacitor shunts the grid of 
the second valve, and this was used to suppress 
parasitics which at first occurred. This only happened 
on an experimental set -up, but as the capacitor does 
not seem to have any detrimental effect it was left in. 

A 6V6 output valve is used for the cathode fol- 
lower, and again this could be changed for other 
high -slope output valves, with any necessary change 
in the self -bias resistor. Although the SP61 type was 
tried in this position it was not possible to obtain 
sufficient voltage swing in a small load. In this 
respect it must be remembered that initially, on 
switching on, it is necessary that the swing should 
exceed the peak of the thermistor curve in order to 
operate it at the correct point of its characteristic. 
Unless the thermistor is taken past this peak it will 
not assume a negative coefficient. 

Alternative Outputs 

As the unit was intended for feeding into compara- 
tively high impedances the output is simply taken 
from a potential divider across the cathode load with 
a step -down transformer for matching into inputs 
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L.F. Sine Wave Oscillator 
A Compact Source for Audio, Sub- and Super -Sonic 

such as those intended for moving coil or ribbon 
microphones. This arrangement is satisfactory for 
general use, but if required for working into loads 
which would appreciably shunt the output, and so 
upset the oscillator, it would be better either to take 
the output via an attenuator and sacrifice output level 
for isolation, or to feed the output via a further 
cathode follower. The reason for using a potentio- 
meter shunted by a resistor is simply that it allows a 
standard potentiometer value, and also the resistor 
carries most of the current. 

With several miniature Mumetal microphone 
transformers that were tried as output transformer 
a lowest frequency of between 15 and 40 c/s was 
obtained (depending on the particular primary induct- 
ance) before the waveform distortion became notice- 
able. The high frequencies were maintained up to 
maximum frequency as the low source impedance 
heavily damps the transformer. 

To extend the low- frequency limit at low imped- 
ance it would be necessary to use a transformer of 
larger dimensions with the required high primary 
inductance, or an alternative more complex output 
coupling arrangement. It is doubtful, however, if the 
input transformers into which the unit would feed 
under these conditions would have such an extended 
low- frequency response, so that a miniature type was 
fitted with a 20 -c /s lower limit and it was considered 
that this would be satisfactory for general use. If 
then the extended low response was required at any 
time it is always possible to feed out at high im- 
pedance and match with an external transformer of 
better quality. 

The feedback capacitor must obviously be of high 
value to feed back into such a low impedance bridge 
so that an electrolytic type is used. This is a high - 
voltage type, not bias type, so that leakage current 

A.L. 
MAINS 

Fig. I. Circuit diagram with values for an overall range of 
6 cis to 70 kc /s. The two -gang resistors recommended are 
Reliance TW or PIW, semi -log wirewound. 
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Testing 

is negligible, as any leakage would upset the correct 
working of the thermistor. The d.c. voltage at the 
6V6 cathode is considerably higher than that of the 
input valve, so that the condenser is always correctly 
polarized. In practice the component chosen was a 
16 -24 !IF, 275 -V d.c. working, with both sections in 
parallel. The container must, of course, be isolated 
from chassis. 

A valve voltmeter is incorporated to monitor the 
output level and is switched so that it can also 
measure external signals in the same range. This 
consisted of a small ex- Government meter scaled 
0 -20 V with a full -scale deflection of slightly less than 
2 mA. It is not recommended that this current be 
exceeded as the current pulses of the valve at low 
frequencies, below about 12 c /s, cause motor -boating 
via the h.t. line if greatly exceeded. This f.s.d. 
current is about the maximum possible and it is 
advisable to use a more sensitive meter. There are 
ex- Government meters of 0 -15 V scale 0 -500µA which 
would be ideal. The cathode resistor controls cali- 
bration and so would have to be changed to suit 
other meters. Also the bleeder chain to h.t. would 
have to be increased proportionately to obtain the 
correct zero setting of the meter. The anode of the 
voltmeter valve is returned to the reservoir to obtain 
better isolation from the oscillator h.t. supply as , 

smoothing is relatively unimportant at this stage. 
Separate decoupling could be provided, but it intro- 
duces extra components. 

Extra H.T. Smoothing 
Power supply is quite conventional except that the 
h.t. smoothing is rather large in order to cope with 
the by -pass of the very low frequencies. However, 
although the condenser is a 10 + 100 -IiF this is quite 
standard and is both small and cheap. The mains 
transformer was of 210-0-210 V but any type with 
an output of between 200 -0 -200 and 250-0-250 would 
be suitable. 

The whole unit is housed in a cabinet 13ín x 6in 
x 6in, but this is by no means cramped and it would 
be possible to reduce the size considerably, if desired. 

A maximum output of 15 V, r.m.s. is obtained and 
both the amplitude variation and the harmonic distor- 
tion remain negligible over the whole of the frequency 
range. 

To calibrate, selected 1%, 0.01 -!iF condensers are 
fitted in the appropriate position and the 600 -7000 c/s 
range marked on the scale, but actually calibrated 
6 -70c /s (1 /100 of the actual frequency). This is 
because 1%, 0.01 -;AF condensers are relatively easy 
to obtain and the range 600 -7000 c/s probably the 
easiest to calibrate. By actually marking the scale 
6 -70 c/s it enables the range control to be cali- 
brated as x 1, x 10, x 100, and x 1000. The two 
lower ranges and the high range are then matched by 
selecting condensers of slightly low capacity and 
padding with small parallel condensers to make the 
scale accurate on each range; only one check point is 
needed on each range. 
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PAN- CLIMATIC TESTING 
Reassessment of Requirements for 

By G. W. A. DUMMER,* M.B.E., M.I.E.E. 

Service Equipment 

S. C. SCHULER,* Assoc.I.E.E., and J. E. GREEN* 

EVEN in the short period since World War II, 
conditions under which Service airborne electronic 
equipment is operated have changed considerably. 
The increased speeds of modern aircraft have 
resulted in more frictional heat being generated on 
the aircraft skin, which may raise the internal ambient 
temperature considerably. Aircraft flying at heights 
of the order of 40,000 feet cannot use normal air - 
cooling methods to cool the electronic equipment, as 
the density of the air is so low that normal cooling 
fan systems have low efficiency. The development 
of guided weapons has also revealed new types of 
Service hazards for which testing is necessary. 

During the compilation of testing schedules cover- 
ing all Service equipments, climatic conditions and 
hazards likely to be encountered were the subject of 
considerable study, which was the result of joint effort 
by all the major Service establishments. The find- 
ings are presented in the Joint -Service Test Specifi- 
cation K.114 issued by the Radio Components 
Standardization Committee (Ministry of Supply). 

The summaries contained in Tables I and II give 
information from the K 114 Specification on the 
climatic extremes and environments experienced in 
different parts of the world, and also conditions of 
mechanical shock, vibration and handling. These 
conditions represent Service hazards and the tests 
cover combinations of these conditions depending on 
the intended use of the equipment- shipbome, air- 
borne, ground equipment, etc. 

It is mandatory that all equipment for the services 

Table I 

SERVICE CONDITIONS 

CLIMATIC EXTREMES 

DESERT Dry heat, intense sunlight, sand, dust, destructive insects. 

High day temperature JAir +60° C. l Grou nd exposed +75° C. 

Relative humidity 5% 
Low night temperature -10° C. 
Large daily variation in temperature, average 40°C. 

TROPICAL Damp heat, high relative humidity, heavy seasonal rainfall, 
mould growth, destructive insects. 
+ 40° C. during day. + 25° C. during night. Exposed 
surfaces +70° C. 
Humidity can approach saturation. 

ARCTIC Low temperature, driving snow, icedust. 
Exposed Arctic -70° C. extreme, -40° C. common. 
Sub -arctic -25° C. common. 

HIGH Low temperature, low pressure, condensation due to 
ALTITUDE rapid changes in temperature. 

30.000ft. 225 mm Hg -60° C. minimum. 
60,000ft. 55 mm Hg -90° C. minimum. 
Allowances: 10° C. for fuselage protection. 

Above 30,000ft. IS° C. for adiabatic heating. 

Sea spray, immersion. 
Air temperature extreme- +52° C, -40' C in harbour. 

+38° C., -32' C. at sea. 
Sea comparator. extreme +29' C. 
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should be tested by one of the Service research and 
development establishments, and the K.114 series of 
test schedules have been designed to cover nine types 
of conditions which are summarized in Table III. 

The value of initial testing before design approval 
is given to a Service equipment has been proved 
beyond doubt. During the past eight or nine years 
in which equipments have been tested to these 
stringent schedules, many faults have been exposed 
which would otherwise have occurred in service. 
" Pre -testing " results in improved reliability of equip- 
ments by exposing weaknesses and faults when there 
is still time to make modifications. 

Testing equipment designed and installed at the 
various Service establishments is considerable, and 
ranges from simple dry heat ovens to large strato- 
sphere chambers capable of testing complete equip- 
ments under all airborne conditions (low pressure, 
low temperature, etc.). A stratosphere chamber which 
is being installed at the Radar Research Establish- 
ment will have a working volume of 550 cu ft, and 
will cover the range +80 °C to 75°C and altitudes 
up to 70,000 ft. At the same establishment a large 
precision vibration testing machine (up to 120 c /s) 
is in use, capable of dealing with equipments up to 
500 lb in weight. The machine is mounted on a 55 -ton 
block of concrete, which in turn is freely suspended 
on springs. This is done to preserve the sinusoidal 
vibration waveform. 

Many attempts have been made to correlate the 
artificial test conditions with those experienced in 
various parts of the world, and recently an investiga- 
tion was made into the drop in insulation resistance 
of components of various types exposed at the 
Tropical Testing Establishment in West Africa and 
in the humidity chambers at T.R.E. (now R.R.E.). 
Whilst it was difficult to assess the ratio in time 
between the two sets of conditions, it was obvious 
that the humidity chambers produced worse deteri- 
oration of components than actual conditions. This is 
illustrated by the graph (Fig. 1) showing insulation 

* Radar Research Establishment. Ministry of Supply. 
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Fig. I. Comparison of insulation resistance tests of sealed 
potentiometers under tropical and laboratory test conditions. 
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TRANSPORT 

HANDLING SHOCKS 
UP TO 4' 6' DROP 

LAND 

I 1 

ROAD RAIL 

0 to iS cis. Vibration of 2 to 3 c/s 

Up to 3" (± I)) 
It lower frequencies Shunting shocks 

40g up to 20 ursec. 

Table II 

SERVICE CONDITIONS 
MECHANICAL SHOCK, VIBRATION AND HANDLING 

I 

SEA AIR 

TRAN PORT 

AIRCRAFT 

TRANSIT HANDLING SHOCKS 
VEHICLE TRANSPORT OVER ROUGH COUNTRY 
IMPACT OF SHELLS ON VEHICLES AND SHIPS 
AIR BLAST AND SHOCK CAUSED BY EXPLOSIONS 
LANDING BY PARACHUTE 
SHIP USAGE AND TRANSPORT 
AIRCRAFT USAGE AND TRANSPORT 

CARGO SHIP 

I to IS c/s (t 

d 

Vibration of 10 to 150c/s 

(} 0 010"to 0 001') 

ARMY 

SERVICE USER 

TANKS 

20 to 120c/s (t 0 0011 

SHOCK -EXCITED 
VIBRATION 

OF' 400 to 7.000 c/s 

UNPACKAGED EQUIPMENT 

Handling shocks -use or Servicing 
Pushover on to sides 

Drop test -l' free drop 

NAVY 
( 

MAJOR WAR VESSELS 

0 to 15 c/s ( ± l') 
(Masthead) 

0 to 25 c/s (dc 0.030') 

MINOR WAR VESSELS 

0 to 50 c/s 

(f l' at low r frequencies. 

mast ead) 

Oto50 c/s (* 00017 

R.A.F. 

FIGHTERS 
BOMBERS 

Vibration of 10 to 500 c/s 

(t 0.020" to 0 0005 -) 

Operational 
sho ks 

Fighters Bombers 
Bg 5g 

EMERGENCY LANDING 

25g for 0 I sec 

ACTION SHOCKS 
UP TO 200g 

Table III 
DESIGN ACCEPTANCE TESTS FOR SERVICE TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS 

KII4 TEST SCHEDULES 

SHIPBORNE EQUIPMENT 

KI14/A 

GROUND EQUIPMENT 

K 114/D 

Protected. For u"seJn 
permanent buildings 
Pan -climatically and 
resiliently packed for 
storage and transit by 
sea or land. 

KII4 /E 

Partially protected for 
use in light buildings. 
structures and vehicles 
Pan -climatically packed 
for storage, but subject 
to mechanical shocks 
during transit by land. 
sea or air 

Well shielded from the 
weather 

Kl l4/B 

Completely cxpcsed but 
not liable to immersion 
e.g. mast and super- 
structur mounted 
equipment 

K 1 1 4/C 

Completely exposed and 
liable to occasional im- 
mersion 
eg. upper deck 
mounted equipment 

K I I4 /F 

Exposed. For field and 
vehicle use 
Fully exposed to con - 
ditions of storage, use 
and transit by land. sea 
or air. 

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 

KII4 /G 

Exposed and liable to 
immersion. For field 
and vehicle use - 
generally applicable to 
sealed equipment 
Fully exposed to con - 

ditions of storage, use 
and transit by land. sea 

or air 

KI14 /H 

Operational ceiling not 
greater than 30.0001e 

KII4 /1 

Operational ceiling 
greater than 30.000ft 

Includes equipment niitable for,transport by air 
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Fig. 1. Airborne electronic equipment totally en:losed in a sealed container. 

resistance measurements on a.sealed type of potentio- 
meter at T.R.E., at T.T.E. under laboratory conditions 
(warehouse storage) and at T.T.E. exposed to jungle 
conditions. 

The faults which occur under K.114 tests cover a 
wide range, and in a short article there is only space 
to list some of the common faults which are found 
in electronic equipment submitted to the tests. The 
reliability of equipment could be greatly increased if 
it were designed to avoid :- 

1. Weak supports for component group boards and 
inadequate stiffness in structures, which result in 
resonances within the vibration test range. 

2. Mounting of large condensers and resistors by 
connecting wires without further support. 

3. Inadequate protection of cables and leads passing 
through metal partitions. 

4. Use of small bolts in mounting heavy trans- 
formers, components, block condensers, etc. 

5. Excessive heating of components mounted too 
close to vitreous -enamelled wirewound resistors. 

6. Operation of components at levels in excess of 
the R.C.S. ratings. 

7. Inadequate locking on screws, 
bolts and nuts. 

8. Seizure of rotating mechanical 
devices at low temperature due to 
differential contraction of materials 
or stiffening of lubricants. 

9. Poor finishes of metal parts. 
On unsealed equipments, most cad- 
mium- plated nuts and bolts corrode 
under the damp heat cycling, unless 
very heavily plated, and the greater 
use of stainless steel nuts and bolts 
is encouraged. 

10. Flashover at high altitudes in 
unsealed equipments due to insuffi- 
cient spacing of high- voltage ter- 
minations. 

11. Poor accessibility. Extra time 
and effort are required for servicing, 
and often part dismantling is neces- 
sary to gain access to some com- 
ponents. This aspect of Service 
electronic equipment still leaves 
much to be desired. 

Steps which are being taken to 
reduce component faults fall under 
the broad headings of (1) improve- 
ment in the components themselves, 
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(2) protection of components by 
sealing. 

Sealing may be either by rubber 
gasket or by the recently developed 
plastic resin potting techniques. 
An airborne sealed unit is illustrated 
in Fig. 2, and a typical experimental 
potted sub -unit assembly is shown 
in Fig. 3. It has withstood the 
K.114J airborne test schedule with- 
out developing a fault. 

A marked improvement in com- 
ponents has been achieved by better 
sealing methods, and fully sealed 
transformers, chokes, capacitors, 
relays and potentiometers are now 
available. If the equipment itself is 
sealed, it is not always necessary to 

use these fully sealed components, although, in the 
interests of reliability, many Service designers employ 
a combination of both methods. 

It can be seen from this review that the value of 
extensive testing in the early stages has been estab- 
lished, and it should be emphasized that the cost of 
" pre- testing " equipments on the ground is far less 
than that of flying them in aircraft or in guided mis- 
siles. Complete surveillance is possible and the 
development of faults can be seen under far less 
arduous conditions than those experienced in the field. 

A great deal of experience is being built up at the 
testing establishments on all aspects of electronic 
equipment and component design, and it is important 
to remember that this accumulated experience is avail- 
able to the designers and manufacturers of new 
Service equipments. Pan -climatic testing has un- 
doubtedly led to marked improvements in the relia- 
bility of Service electronic equipments, and will con- 
tinue to do so in the future. 

[Crown Copyright Reserved. Reproduced by permission of the 
Controller. H.M. Stationery Office.] 

Fig. 3. Underside of chassis employing the technique of sealed sub -assemblies. 
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FESTIVAL 
OF 
SOUND 
A Bold Experiment 
Succeeds 

WHEN G. A. Briggs announced his intention of 
taking the Royal Festival Hall in London for a lecture - 
demonstration on sound reproduction there was much 
shaking of heads. Could he hope to fill a hall with a 
seating capacity of 3,000? Would the vast size and 
acoustic clarity of the Hall prove too searching a test 
for equipment designed primarily to give an illusion 
of reality in domestic surroundings? 

The first question was unambiguously answered 
when it was announced that all tickets -including 
those for standing room -had been sold within four 
days. Any misgivings on the second were quickly 
dispelled on the night, when, after listening critically 
and perhaps a little anxiously to the opening items, 
we were able to sit back and enjoy ourselves -as Mr. 
Briggs intended that we should. 

For many of the items a single Wharf edale 
"3- speaker" system was used; two of these units, in 
parallel, were used for organ and orchestral pieces 
demanding a greater power output. A third unit, rein- 
forced with extra high- frequency units, was reserved 
for demonstrations of effects which were primarily 
dependent on good h.f. response; in a hall of this size 
atmospheric absorption is a significant factor -at least 
for those in the back seats. 

Pilot lamps showed the audience which loud- 
speaker(s) were in operation, and a visual power level 
indicator enabled all to see what was going in at any 
given moment. This instrument, devised by E. M. 
Price, M.Sc., consisted of a row of neon lamps 
arranged to strike in ascending order as the power 
increased from 3 to 60 watts. Viewing this meter 
from a seat in the stalls, one gained the impression 
that levels in excess of 15 watts were extremely rare. 
The whole of one organ piece (Allegro -Voluntary in 
D, by John Stanley) was accomplished within the 
3 -watt level. On the other hand, there were occasions, 
usually when one least expected it, when the power 
flicked up to the 60 -watt level. To take care of the 
peaks, four of the Acoustical Manufacturing Com- 
pany's " Quad II" amplifiers were connected in 
parallel. 

Records were played on a Garrard Model 301 tran- 
scription turntable in which the speed control enabled 
exact equality of pitch to be found with the "live" 
performances with which comparisons were made. 
The pickup was a Ferranti ribbon type. 

Tape records were made and reproduced by an 
E.M.I. Type BTR /2 professional machine. 

All seats and standing room were filled long before 
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The trenchant commentary by G. A. Briggs was as much 
enjoyed by the audience of 3,000 as were the demonstrations 
of good sound reproduction and the " live " performances by 
well -known musicians. 

8 p.m.; thus, even before the proceedings were opened 
by the genial chairman, J. R. Tobin, B. Mus., we were 
already in debt to Mr. Briggs for showing us the 
strength of the public interest in good sound repro- 
duction. With a disarming pretence of being non- 
technical, and with many bold sallies at the pundits 
Mr. Briggs quickly cut through the undergrowth of 
" hi fi " to get at the roots of good sound reproduction 
where art is more important than science; in parti- 
cular the importance of microphone and studio tech- 
nique to create the exact degree of " atmosphere," 
" ambience " -call it what you will -when replayed 
in given surroundings. It followed that his choice of 
orchestral recordings for demonstration in the Fes- 
tival Hall carried a higher ratio of direct to rever- 
berant sound than would be chosen for playback in a 
small room. 

The acoustic level of reproduction relative to that 
of the original has a profound influence on balance 
and quality and must obviously be exact when direct 
comparisons with the original are made. For some 
of the items this yardstick was not available, but in 
all cases one felt that judgment in the choice of level 
was well informed. 

The most courageous of Mr. Briggs' experiments 
-the immediate comparison of rye performances by 
Stanislav Heller (harpsichord), Ralph Downes (organ) 
and Denis Matthews (pianoforte) with disc and tape 
recordings -proved to be the highlights of the even- 
ing. The delicacy and precision of the harpsichord 
playing, with every gradation of tone crystal clear 
in the recording made by C. E. Watts, were exactly 
matched in the impeccable playing of Stanislav Heller. 
The background noises in the Hall, which fell to a 
level creditable for an audience of three in a country 
cottage rather than 3,000 in the heart of London, was 
an even more eloquent comment than the applause 
which followed. 

In the Bach organ Toccata in D we were able to 
compare an E.M.I. tape recording, made in the Fes- 
tival Hall by Ralph Downes, with a live repetition 
of the same piece by the :same player. In volume and 
quality the original and the reproduction were again 
exactly matched. By listening carefully the slightly 
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A study in concentration at one of the rehearsals. Facing 
the canera are G. A. Briggs (left) and P. J. Walker, who 
was responsible for the operation of the amplifier controls. 

longer reverberation time of the recording was per- 
ceptible-proof that the Festival Hall really has got 
a hangover of sorts, if you go looking for it by succes- 
sive recordings. This effect was absent in the harpsi- 
chord recording, which was made in accordance with 
the principle advocated by Watts of "no ambience" 
for solo instruments other than mat of the space in 
which they are reproduced. 

Unfortunately the piano available for Denis 
Matthews' playing of the Beethoven D minor sonata 
was not the one he used for the E.M.I. recording, 
so comparative analysis was given a holiday while we 
sat back and enjoyed two similarly realistic and virile 
examples of the pianist's art. 

No live orchestra was available for comparison with 
the Decca 1.p. recording (LXT2872) of the Beethoven 
6th Symphony by the Concertgebouw orchestra under 
Erich Kleiber; but none was needed, for the inherent 
clarity and definition of all the parts was self- evident. 
The sight of an empty stage was the only incongruity. 
The string tone -wiry in some early l.p.s -was as 
near the real thing as the tone of one violin is to 
another. 

Those whose appetite for the classics is insatiable 

would have liked longer excerpts from many of the 
works, but that would have deprived others in the 
audience of a hearing of some remarkable sound 
effects, the records of which are themselves classics 
in their sphere. There was R. Bradford's recording 
of breaking glass, the B.B.C. recording of awe - 
inspiring reverberation effects in the Hamilton 
Mausoleum, the incisive tugboat engine -room noises 
captured by Mercury Sound Recordings, Ltd. and 
the W. S. Barrel! collection of percussion instruments, 
with and without high frequencies (E.M.I. JGS74). 

Mr. Briggs made some pithy comments on exag- 
gerated claims for frequency response, particularly in 
the bass, and proved his point by having 32 -c /s and 
16-c /s notes played on the organ. The 32 -c /s pure 
tone sounded useful, but most people would have 
needed a barometer to detect the 16 -c /s. A 32 -c /s 
reed pipe gave a plausible imitation of a loudspeaker 
with the coil off -centre. 

The last item on the programme was the Vaughan 
Williams Sea Symphony (Decca LXT2907). A sugges- 
tion from Mr. Briggs that Ralph Downes should 
double the organ part was received in shocked silence 
by the musical purists, until Mr. Briggs fired a charac- 
teristic parting shot: " Well, if he plays as loudly as 
all the rest put together, we shall be only 3 db up- 
and what's 3 db among friends? " 

On this note ended a most successful evening. The 
sound reproduction community owe a great debt to 
Mr. Briggs for his courage, vision and drive in staging 
this event. He in turn paid tribute to the help 
received from firms collaborating in the assembly of 
the equipment, to P. J. Walker for his sure handling 
of the amplifier controls, and to the recording com- 
panies for putting on disc and tape the high standard 
of quality which he was able to reproduce. 

There was still much shaking of heads as the 
crowds left the Festival Hall, but it was noticeable 
that whereas six months ago the polarization was 
horizontal it had now changed to vertical. -F. L. D. 
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Original and reproduction. Denis Matthews 
alternates with the loudspeakers in a performance 

J of a Beethoven piano sonata. 
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Filters without Fears 
4 -Make Your Mathematics Multi- purpose 

By THOMAS RODDAM 

NE of the main defects of formal education is O 
that everything has to be made up into neat 
packets. This is history, that is geography and 
that rather grubby subject is science: if someone 
invents a steam engine on an island, it isn't anyone's 
business to point out that what has really happened 
is a sharp change in the movement of history. In 
our own special field we begin by making the same 
mistake: we chop up telecommunications into a 
number of special plots, and these we then subdivide 
again. If you look in the textbooks you will see a 
a chapter on low -pass filters, a chapter on high -pass 
filters; a chapter on band -pass filters and a quick 
mention of band -stop filters. This arrangement 
is both unnecessary and unwise. 

The three previous articles have been concerned 
with the algebraic design of low -pass filters. For the 
forgetful, the procedure has been to take a simple 
network made up of series inductance and shunt 
capacitance elements connected between a resistive 
generator and a resistive load, to calculate by means 
of Kirchhoff's laws, or any other method, the ratio 
of generator voltage to load voltage, and then to do 
some simple algebra. We find that V, /Vow =A +jB, 
we convert to ¡ V, /Vout 

I =A2 + B= and for the net- 
works we have considered I V, 'Vout 

I =a + bw2 +cw*. 
This is the frequency response of the network, 
and we have then considered two special forms that 
this polynomial can take. The result is to give us a 

) 

Above : Fig I. The second -order low -pass 
filter (a) can be drawn in a more formal 
way by inserting impedance and admit- 
tance boxes as in (b). 

Right: Fig. 2. The impedance and 
admittance characteristics of (a) lead to 
the insertion loss characteristic (b). Note 
that a linear frequency scale is used here. 
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number of equations which can be solved to provide, 
in the end, the values of inductance and capacitance 
needed for a specified frequency response. The more 
complicated the response (for example a Tchebycheff 
response with ripples instead of a smooth Butterworth 
response) the more complicated the equations. 

We could now start off again, and repeat the whole 
process for high -pass and band -pass filters. This 
method is possible, it is tedious and it is completely 
unnecessary. 

Let us look at a second -order low -pass filter, shown 
in Fig. 1(a). We can draw this in a rather more 
general way by using the form shown in Fig. 1(b), 
in which the series arm is now a box mounted with 
its impedance, Z =jw L. wiwo, and the shunt arm is a 
box marked with its admittance, Y =j w0C. w1 wo. There 
are two points to notice here. The first is the choice 
of impedance for the series arm and admittance 
for the shunt arm: this is to enable us to draw graphs 
of these functions easily. It is a general rule that 
if you can choose your relationships to make your 
graphs straight lines you should. The second point is 
that instead of writing j wL, I have written j w L. w / wo : 

this is the usual normalizing process, the process of 
making one graph do the work of many. All the 
responses we have seen in the previous articles have 
been normalized responses. 

Fig. 2(a) shows the impedance and admittance 
functions, j woL. w/ w and j w0C. w/ wo plotted as functions 

of al/wo. If you don't ask 
what is meant by a negative 
frequency there is no reason 
why the two straight lines 
in the top right -hand quad- 
rant should not be projected 

w back through the origin into 
Y =woC wo ?fit the bottom left -hand quad- 

rant. Similarly we can draw 
Fig. 2(b), the insertion loss 
characteristic, but this time 
on a linear scale including 
negative frequencies. I've 

Z =jwoL wo 

( b) 

Z Y 

J ' J 

(a) 

w _ wo 

t2 

9 

6 

} 

-2 

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY wo OR S2 

(b) 
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Fig. 3. The transformation of 
low -pass to high -pass takes us 
from AI (a), up to the trans- 
formation line and then along 
to A., (b). Then we go across 
to the transformation curve 
(c), and down to (d). The 
transformation is of frequency 
only: the insertion loss just 
goes straight across. 

Below: Fig. 4. For the high - 

pass case, we need only 

reverse the scales in a 
logarithmic frequency plot. 

12 

9 

6 

3 

OS 

01w0 w0 2w0 ACTUAL FREQUENCY, LOW-PASS 

(b) 

(a) 

INSERTION LOSS 

PN 

d 
A= 

B, 

wz 
- 

w 

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY 

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY 0 

2v0 w0 O5w0 ACTUAL FREQUENCY, HIGH -PASS 

chosen the Butterworth shape because it is easier 
to draw, and since we have 

[i+(-!-) Insertion loss =10 log ] 
wo 

the insertion loss at any negative frequency -w is 
exactly the same as at the corresponding positive 
frequency w, and the response is symmetrical about 
the insertion loss axis. Similarly symmetrical 
Tchebycheff responses were given in Fig. 2 on p. 446, 
September, 1954 issue. 

We got from the circuits of Fig. 1(b) to the insertion 
loss characteristics of Fig. 2(b) by a series of mathe- 
matical manoeuvres. There is a very difficult mathemat- 
ical step, so difficult that most of us take it on trust 
and never really question it. This is the abstract 
truth of a mathematical equation. We start off quite 
happily with the idea that 2 apples + 3 apples = 
5 apples. This is followed up by a series of confidence 
tricks which convince us that 2 +3 =5, always, and 
then that 2x3 =6, and (x +l)(x- 1) =x2 -1. It's 
a good job we started off with apples, because with 
rabbits we should find that 1+ 1 =1 + e c 

t was a reason- 
able approximation. The only trouble is that very 
often the apples still lurk in our minds, the equations 
are held too firmly to physical reality, and then we 
give ourselves a lot of unnecessary trouble. Let us 
write in our discussions above II= w/ wo. Then we know 
that if we have a series impedance jASI and a shunt 
admittance jBQ, provided that A and B are properly 
related to the circuit resistances the insertion loss 
will be small for -1 < fl < 1 and large for I ill >1. 

Note that f2 does not have to be any particular 
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By 

-wo O w0 

FREQUENCY 

(c) 

(d) 

kind of thing: since it had, at its first appearance, the 
dimensions (frequency /frequency) there is no dimen- 
sional limitation. So long as Z and Y are proportional 
to i2 we get the filter type insertion loss characteristic. 

As a special case, we can take S2 =w /wo. Then, 
as we know, we get a low -pass filter. Suppose, 
however, we take SZ= - wo/ w. If we look at some 
special values of f2, 12 =0, +1 and + oo we see that 

f2 = -co -1 0 +1 +00 
w= 0 wo ico -wo 0 

The stop band of the insertion loss characteristic, 
which we can take as roughly the region I DI >1 
(the transistion region can be forgotten for the moment) 
now becomes the region - wo< w < wo. 

The pass band, in the positive frequency region, 
begins at wo and extends up to infinity: the filter is 
a high -pass filter. The elements of this filter are: 
series arm, Z = j woL. wo /w, and shunt arm, Y = 

-jw0C.wo /w. Thus we have Z= -wo2L wo L 
w jw 

j 
wz 

z 

and Y = -° C = w° C. The series arm is therefore a 
w jw 

capacitance, 1 /wo2L, and the shunt arm is an inductance 
1 /w02C, where L and C are the values we calculated 
from our basic low -pass theory. If the low -pass 
filter has a Tchebycheff type of insertion loss charac- 
teristic, so has the high -pass filter: if the low -pass 
filter has a Butterworth type of insertion loss charac- 
teristic, so will high -pass filter. 

Notice how useful that negative frequency region 
has become. We must use í1= - wo/ w to get the 
signs right in Z and Y, and it is the negative frequency 
region of the low -pass characteristic which is trans- 
formed into the positive region of the high -pass. 

For those readers who like a geometrical picture, 
Fig. 3 has been constructed. The bottom left -hand 
diagram (a) is a simplified filter characteristic, showing 
insertion loss as a function of the normalized frequency 
O. First of all we do a scale transformation, to give 
us the response shown in (b). The scale transformation 
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is just a way of altering the size of the diagram, and 
twisting it through a right angle. From each point 
on the characteristic in (a) we move vertically until 
we hit the transformation line, giving us our position 
on the " scale frequency " axis. Then we mark off 
the same insertion loss as we have in (a), to get a 
diagram of insertion loss against scale frequency. 
If we make the slope of the transformation line 45° 
the scale frequency will be the same as the normalized 
frequency: any other slope opens out or closes up the 
frequency scale. Now we move across from points 
in the characteristics in (b) to the main transformation 
curve (c). This, which is the form used for the 
low -pass to high -pass transformation, must be of the 
kind f2 =k/w, where k includes w and the slope of 
the transformation line. You need not worry about 
that k, because it is really put in just to enable us to 
write the actual frequency in our final characteristic. 
We go across from (b) to (c), and then down to (d). 
To make it easier to draw, I have not traced out the 
path of a single point, but you can, if you wish, follow 
the section A1B1 to A2B, and then on to A,B:;. The 
corner of this section, which is at S2 = -1 in (a), 
is at w= w° in (d) (that's what we use the k for). 

I have drawn this transformation process for a 
rather simple and unreal filter characteristic. Obvious- 
ly it can be done for any complicated real characteristic, 
and point by point you can build up the high -pass 
filter obtained by changing all the inductances to 
capacitances of size 1 /w °2L and all the capacitances 
to inductances of size 1 /w 02C. To do this, of course, 
you must use a linear scale for Q. 

You may think this is a long way round for the high - 
pass filter. It is. As you can see from Fig. 4, if we 
have our response plotted on a logarithmic scale we 
need only number it from right to left instead of left 
to right to obtain the corresponding high -pass response. 
Why, then, all this complication of Fig. 3 ? 

The answer is, of course, that this is a general 
process of very much wider application. Instead of 

taking D = - wa /w, let us now take S2 = - -- W 

Wo wm CO 

This function is plotted in Fig. 5(c), and the trans- 
formation construction is carried through again. 
To save effort, the transformation line in Fig. 5(b) 
is at 45 °, so that Fig. 5(b) 
is the same as Fig. 5(a), 
but sideways. The trans- 
formation curve of Fig. 5(c) 
has two branches, both of 
which must be used. The 
result is the response shown 
in Fig. 5(d), a band -pass 
characteristic. Notice here 
that the single pass -band 
of the low -pass filter from 
- w° to + w° has been 
transformed into two pass - 
bands, one centred on wm 

and one centred on - wm. 

Normally, of course, we 
only worry about one 
of these, the one centred 

Fig. 5. With the curve 
shown in (c), the low-pass 
filter transforms into a band - 
pass filter. 

(b) 

(a) 

on + wm but the existence of the other is of some 
theoretical importance. It accounts for certain oddi- 
ties of behaviour, such as the lack of symmetry of 
the band -pass characteristic. 

Geometrical exercises are all very well, but what 

use are they ? Here we have written S2 = 
wo 

( 
- 

The series arm of the filter, then, is an \impedance 

( l a_ 
Z =jw°L.f2 =j,ol-. 

coo cum um/=JmI--/ro/wm 
This impedance can be recognised as the impedance 

of an inductance L, and a capacitance C, in series, 
with w,n2L1C, =1. The change from L, C, to L 
C, is made, so that we shall not get confused with 
the capacitance in the shunt arm. 

1 

jwC1 
1- rv2L1C1 -1 

Z =jwL 
. 

jwC, w 
; L,C, 

w2 /w rn 
2 -1 

= .%wmLi (0/ cum 

In the same way, the admittance of the shunt arm, 
Y =j w °C. f2 is the admittance of a capacitance C, 
tuned to wm by a parallel inductance L2. 

We have made the transformation SZ = "ó (-a) - !ml 
w w w 

and we want to know more about this. We have 

wm W2- wm2 2 -wm2 (w +wm)(w -wm) 
WO wwm COW, wwo 

The band edges, as we can see from Fig. 5, correspond 
to S2=± I. What does this mean in terms of w ? 

Suppose we have a narrow -band filter, first of all. 
Then (0,--(0, in the band, and we can write (w+ wm) 
.:2w. This makes 

2w(w -wm) 2 
f2= - -. (4)- Wm). 

wwo W 
For S2 = +1 this means that w =wm +w0/2 The 

band -width of the band -pass filter is w°, the band- 
width (in the positive frequency direction) of the 
low -pass filter from which we started. The reason 
why we get this halving is that there is a second 
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pass -band in the negative frequency region: the 
total pass -band width is the same for the low -pass and 
band -pass filters if we watch all the pass -bands. 

It may not be immediately obvious what has hap- 
pened. Suppose we want to design a band -pass filter 
of band -width B, centred on some frequency F. 
First we design the low -pass filter which has a cut -off 
at a frequency B, then we tune all the inductances 
with series capacitances to the centre frequency F, 
and all the capacitances with parallel inductances 
to the same centre frequency F. Provided that B/F 
is small, the filter will have the wanted response, 
and according to our choice of shape for the low -pass 
circuit, so the band -pass filter will be Tchebycheff 
or Butterworth or what you will. 

When B/F is not small, we must determine wo, 
the design characteristic for the low -pass filter, more 
carefully. We know that n= +1 represent the values 
of the transformation function at w =± wo in the 
low -pass circuit. Let us call the upper characteristic 
frequency of the band -pass filter wC2f and the lower 
characteristic wC1. We can then write 

í2 =1 at 
wm wc2 2 -wm 2 

wo wcYwm 

Y 2 

52 = -1 at w'n wct -wm 
wo wclwm 

and 

This leads us to 
z z 

w 
2 

c2 wm wm t 

wcYwm wclwm 

wc1wc22 -wctwm z =wc2wm 2 -c2wc12 
or 

(cocci wes)wclwc2= (wcl +wc2)wm 
wclwc2 =wm z 

Thus w,,, is the geometric band centre. 
Now we can work the geometrical construction 

backwards, because we know what w,,, is to be. 
Alternatively, we know that from the equation í2 =1, 

2 wc22-0(m 2 
wc2 -wclwc2 too= - =wc2 -wet 

wc2 wc2 

Much to our surprise, this complicated transforma- 
tion leaves the band -width completely unaltered. 
Thus for any ratio of band -width to centre frequency, 
the primary elements -by which I mean those we 
calculate from the low -pass theory- depend only on 
the band -width. 

Let us look at a slightly synthetic but fairly typical 
example of the problems we can solve by this method. 
We want a transformer to connect a valve to a feeder 
and to give a response which is 3 db down at 2 Mc /s 
and at 8 Mc /s. The valve output capacitance is 
10pF and the feeder impedance is 100 ohms. 

Then wE1= 277.2.108 

wC,= 277.8.106 

wm= 2x.4.106 
We start off with the low -pass filter of Fig. 6, and 

we assume that we want a Butterworth response with 
the 3 db point at wo =277.6.106. If we turn back 
to the first article and take k' =1 on page 369, we find 
that 

C(2)= 1'2/w0R2 so that R2= 1/2/w0C 
This gives us R2= 1/2/2x.6.10 ".10.10 -1Y putting 

in the values for C2 and wo already chosen. Thus 
R2 =4,100 ohms. 
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Fig. 6. In designing an output transformer we begin with 
this low -pass circuit. 

l 1 

1 é C13 
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(d) 

L, ttó C, 

n:i 

(b) 
Fig. 7. The conversion to band-pass leaves C2 and Lt 
unaltered from Fig. 6 (a), but we introduce the transformer 
as shown in (b). 

L1 we could calculate from the equation wo2LC =1. 
We shall not do this, though, because we can avoid 
one step by adopting a different order. We convert 
Fig. 6 to a band -pass filter by adding L2 and C1, 
producing two tuned circuits, both tuned to 4 Mc /s. 
We want to work into an impedance of 100 ohms, 
so now we convert to the circuit shown in Fig. 7(b), 
in which L2 is the primary of a transformer, the ratio 
of which must clearly be (4,100/100)4:1 or 6.4 : 1. 
We put L, on the secondary side, and from the first 
article we know that 

L1' =R2/ V2 wo =100/ V2.2 x.6.108 = 1.8711H. 

Cl', is the capacitance which tunes 1.87 µH tc 
4 Mc /s. The output transformer, then, has a primary 
inductance which resonates at 4 Mc, /s with 10pF, 
a ratio of 6.4 : 1 and a leakage inductance of 1.87µH. 
The remaining numbers are easily calculated. With 
such a transformer we present a load of 4,100 ohms 
to the valve at band centre. 

If we want to know any other characteristics of 
the circuit, we can work them out for the low- frequency 
case, plot the result as a function of LI and 
then transform by the geometric method of Fig. 5. 
For example, the impedance presented to the valve 
at any frequency is obtained by calculating, for the 
low -pass case, 

1 -I 
Z= (jwC 

+)wL +R2/ 
jwL+R2 -R 1+jí21/2 

1- w2LC +jwCR2 2 1- 02 +jí21'2 

1 
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Then we can plot the impedance as a function of ß, 
and transform the resulting curves by the method 
of Fig. 5. 

We really need no more transformations, for our 
simple analysis, because if we first convert from 
low -pass to high -pass, and then carry out the trans- 
formation which gave us the band -pass filter, we 
shall obtain a band -stop filter. Only rarely do we 
want a band -stop filter, however, and I do not think 
we should trouble too much about it. 

Having come to this point, let us look back and 
see what we have managed to do. We have seen that 
filters can be designed without any special concepts, 
such as image attenuation constants or characteristic 
impedance: we have seen how exact responses can 
be selected and the choice which is presented to us. 
All this, using ordinary simple algebra, we work out 
in terms of low -pass filters. Now we have shown 
that the whole of the low -pass analysis can be used, 
lock, stock and barrel, to solve our high -pass and 
band -pass problems. By two successive operations, 
the band -stop filter can be handled without introducing 
a new transformation. Similarly, if the band -pass 
filter is re- passed through the transformation of 
Fig. 5, we shall have designed a filter with two pass - 
bands. It is, of course, the ordinary band -pass case 
which is of the greatest importance, and it is here 
that the method is of special value, because a direct 
approach involves such very cumbersome algebraic 
expressions. 

An interesting example of the power of this method 
of attacking the band -pass filter will serve as a tail- 
piece. When we make the system of Fig. 7(b), 
what happens if the two circuits are not tuned to the 
same frequency? If we transform the impedance 
and admittance of Fig. 2(a) to the band -pass form, 
we see that they should both look like the curve of 
Fig. 8(a). Suppose, however, that one is tuned slightly 
above f,n, and the other slightly below. The result 
is shown in Fig. 8(b) as an approximation; when 
we transform this back to the low -pass case, we have 

- =(w +Sco)L and Y= (w -8w)C, assuming that 

the two circuits are detuned by equal amounts above 
and below the correct value (this may imply a new 
definition of wm). 

The insertion loss coefficient can be obtained by 
writing j(w +Sw)L in place of jwL and j(w -Sw)C 
in place of j wC in the equations previously derived. 
We had 

N =1 +jw (CR +R) -w2LC4 
s 

for the special case of Rl =oo, k' =1 and It s=00 
so that N=1 +j wCR 2 - w2LC 

Now we put in the modified forms, to get 
N'= 1 +j(w- Sw)CR,- (w +Sw)(w- Sw)LC. 
=1- w2LC +j (w - S (0)CR 2 if (8 w)2 can be neglected. 

N' 12 =1 + a,2(C2R,2 - 2LC) + w4L2C2 -2 co 8 wCR, 
For a Butterworth response we put (C2R; -2LC) 

=0 and this now gives us 
IN'12= 

1 +w4L2C2- 2w8wCR, 
Now CR2 = i./2 /w0, so that 

IN'I2= 1 +w4L2C2- 2./28w. -° 
coo 

=(1 + S14) -2 A/28(0.11 

The term (1+ (14) is just the usual Butterworth 
response, while -2 N/2.43 co. II is the perturbation due 
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to the mistuning. As you can see, with the approxi- 
mations and assumptions we have made, the perturba- 
tion is proportional to û. 

The whole response has thus acquired a tilt, some- 
thing on the lines of Fig. 9, and across the full band 
our approximations have led us to a uniform slope 
to be added to the Butterworth curve. When we 
transform to the band -pass case, the whole positive 
and negative low -pass response is used, and now it is 
important to remember this, because it is no longer 
symmetrical. 

How large is the effect? Let us now look back 
at the example we discussed earlier of a band -pass 
output transformer where we could expect the valve 
capacitance, nominally 10pF, to have a tolerance 
of ±lpF. Suppose that it is actually 10pF -1pF. 
The series tuned circuit is unaffected, so that if we 
want to use our simple approximation above we must 
first shift our reference frequency up a little, so that 
the two circuits are equally detuned on either side 
of the reference frequency. The capacitance error 
at the valve anode will then be halved, to 0.5pF. 
From this, the value of Sw in the normalized low -pass 
case will be about 1/40, so that at the band edges, 
where Sl =±1, the response will be 

10 log 2+ 2 V2 /40db 
=10 log 2 +0.07db 
= 3.15db and 2.85db. 

There is nothing to prevent our carrying out the 
same calculation for a third -order Tchebycheff 
filter: nothing, that is, except laziness. All the 
processes we have considered in this article are 
applicable over a very much wider field than that 
I have tried to cover. There is still a trace of the 
original apple in our analysis. But this set of articles, 
now at an end, has been intended only to describe 
the methods which you can use to understand filters. 

( b) 

FREQUENCY 

(a) 

Fig. 8. (a) For a band -pass filter, bcth circuits should tune 
to f,,,. Errors in alignment may cause one to be slightly 
low, and one slightly high (b). 

- -- =i - - o i 2 S2 
(Wm) 

Fig. 9. The effect of mistuning is to put a linear tilt on 
the curve, as well as shifting it sideways. 
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COLOUR 
COMPLICATIONS 
Additional Circuitry Required for 

Television Receivers 

THE diagram below gives some idea of the type of re- 
ceiver circuitry we would have to cope with if colour 
television came to Britain -that is, colour television 
based on the N.T.S.C. compatible system. It shows not 
a complete receiver, but simply the additional circuits 
required to enable colour information to be received and 
displayed. The receiver in question is actually the first 
commercial colour set to be produced by R.C.A. -thc 
model CT -100. It uses 37 valves, two metal rectifiers 
and three crystal diodes. Just over half of these are in 
the standard parts of the circuit, which are much the 
same as an ordinary black- and -white receiver. The front 
end consists of a u.h.f.- v.h.f. turret tuner, while the pic- 
tures are displayed on a tri- colour c.r. tube (type 
15GP22)* with a diagonal of about 121 inches. 

Separation of colour information from the complete 
video signal is done by a pentode band -pass amplifier 
with a pass band of 2.4 -5 Mc /s. In the absence of colour 
information (a normal black- and -white transmission) this 
amplifier is cut off automatically by a triode gating circuit 
operated from the colour sync signal. The separated 
colour signal is passed to two synchronous detector stages 
(heptodes), and these demodulate the two colour- difference 
signals (which, at the transmitting end, are modulated on 
to two components of a sub -carrier displaced 90° 
in phase). 

The synchronous detection is achieved by heterodyning 
the incoming colour signal with two com- 
ponents, displaced 90° in phase, of a local oscil- 
lation having the same frequency as the colour 
sub -carrier (3.58 Mc /s). This is produced by a 
quartz crystal oscillator (followed by pentode 
amplifier) which is automatically kept at the 
right frequency and phase by a control system 
worked from the incoming colour sync signal. 
The control system has a double -triode phase 
detector which compares the phases of the in- 
coming sync signal and the local oscillation and 
produces an error signal proportional to their 
difference. This error signal controls a reactance 
valve which in turn varies the frequency of the 

* Wireless World, May, 1954, p. 242. 

local oscillator until the error is reduced to zero. A triode 
gating circuit is used to select the colour sync signal 
from the rest of the video waveform. 

Returning to the two demodulated colour- difference 
signals, each of these is now passed to a triode phase - 
splitter and this produces positive and negative outputs 
suitable for the adding circuits, which come next. The 
adding circuits consist of three resistance networks, each 
followed by a triode. Here, suitable proportions of the 
colour- difference signals and the brightness signal (from 
the black- and -white section) are combined to produce three 
outputs corresponding to the red, blue and green com- 
ponents of the original picture. These are amplified by 
three output triodes, then d.c. restored by three diodes and 
finally applied to the three grids of the tri- colour tube. 

There is also a double- triode circuit directly associated 
with the tri- colour tube itself. This modulates the d.c. 
potentials on the focus and convergence electrodes so 
that the electron beams arc always kept properly con- 
verged and focused on the perforated mask wherever they 
are moved across it by the scanning system. Without 
this the beams would not pass through all the holes in 
the mask correctly and fall on the appropriate coloured 
phosphor dots on the screen. 

Colour Television Valves 
THREE new valves, specially designed for colour tele- 
vision, are used in the colour channel of the CT -100. 

6AN8, a miniature pentode plus triode. The pentode 
section is used as a video amplifier or as a reactance valve 
while the triode performs variously as a phase detector, 
gating valve, oscillator and phase splitter. 

6BY6, a miniature heptode. This is used as a synchro- 
nous detector, and the local oscillation from a separate 
source is applied to g, (the second control grid). 

6BC7, a miniature triple diode. This provides the 
three d.c. restorers used on the red, blue and green colour - 
component signals immediately before they are applied 
to the tri -colour c.r. tube. 

'"W 

(Courtesy RCA Review) 
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Feedback I.F. Amplifiers for 

Television By H. S. JEWI1T,* B.Sc. (Eng.) 

Experimental Design Offering Simplicity of Alignment 

LAST February this journal published an articlet 
giving details of a feedback technique for obtaining 
wide bandwidths in i.f. amplifiers. No specific appli- 
cation was discussed, but, in view of the simplification 
claimed to result from the use of this technique, the 
possibility of its application to television receivers has 
now been investigated. The present article is con- 
cerned with current television receivers of about 
3 Mc /s bandwidth, but, as was clear from the previous 
article, the technique is likely to be of even greater 
value if wide -band colour television comes into use 
some time in the future (see page 625). 

The television receiver presents a special problem 
for study, with requirements not met in other design 
fields. The first of these is the need for adequate 
sound rejection, which demands a trough in the 
response curve at sound frequency giving about 30- 
40 db of attenuation. This rejection may be pro- 
vided by sound traps, or by designing the vision am- 
plifier so that the response curve falls so sharply on 
the sound side that, although the highest vision fre- 
quency is passed satisfactorily, the sound carrier 0.5 
Mc /s from this frequency is attenuated by the 
required 30 -40 db. 

The second special requirement has been intro- 
duced by the opening of new transmitters to give 
national coverage. This has filled the allocated tele- 
vision band of frequencies (in Band I) and created a 
number of areas where two or more transmitters can 
be received, possibly on adjacent channels within the 
band. It has become necessary to ensure that recei- 
vers will reject signals from the channels on either 
side of the one to which the receiver is tuned: thus, 
on the sound side the attenuation must be maintained, 
and on the vision side the response curve must fall 
away sufficiently sharply to give adjacent -channel 
rejection. The same methods as were noted for sound 
rejection apply in this case. 

In commercial receivers both methods have been 
used. Traps tend to be simpler to fit and adjust 
but involve a loss of receiver performance, which 
may necessitate fitting an extra stage of amplification; 
the steep -sided selectivity curve can be obtained by 
using complicated coupling networks, which tend to 
be difficult to design and align. Amateur -built re- 
ceivers have used traps almost exclusively since they are 
simple and the cost of an extra amplifying stage is 
of little importance to the amateur. 

Current methods of obtaining the wide bandwidth 
necessary for the vision channel are the use of trans- 
formers, or frequency staggering, or a combination 
of both. The complications inherent in these methods 
were indicated in the previous article and they can 

* Decca Radar. 
t "Wide -band I.F. Amplifiers" by H. S. Jewitt, Wireless World. 

February, 1954. 
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be summarized here as: (a) transformers are not easy 
to design or manufacture but are relatively non- 
critical once correctly made; (b) frequency staggering 
uses simpler circuits but requires a complicated align- 
ment procedure and is very dependent on capacitance 
and damping resistor values. The advantages to be 
expected from the use of feedback are: (1) the use of 
simple, single -tuned circuits; (2) a simple adjustment 
procedure; (3) insensitivity to small capacitance and 
resistance value changes. 

The foregoing remarks consider the use of feedback 
to broaden an isochronous amplifier (i.e., tuned to a 
single frequency): feedback can also be used with 
transformers or staggering, and improves both at 

Fig. I. Two stages of a conventional staggered i.f. ampli - 
fer. The first circuit is tuned to f, and the second to 12. 

Fig. 2. Feedback amplifier with Loth circuits tuned to the 
some frequency (f). 
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a sacrifice of simplicity. From one aspect, however, 
feedback presents a difficulty not met with in either 
of the other schemes -that of certain inevitable circuit 
capacitances. Consider Fig. 1, which is the circuit 
of two stages of a staggered amplifier. If R, and R, 
possess capacitance -as, being practical resistors, they 
do-it can be absorbed in the tuning capacitance and 
the coil made slightly smaller to maintain the tuning. 
Similarly, the effect of anode -grid capacitance may be 
allowed for. If, now, Fig. 2, the circuit of a feed- 
back amplifier, be examined, a different state of affairs 
is seen to exist. Capacitances across the resistors R 1, 

R, and R, cannot now be absorbed in the tuning capa- 
citance, and they will, in fact, affect the feedback both 
in magnitude and in phase. Again, the anode -grid 
capacitance of V2 has the effect of tilting the response 
curve, and, if it is sufficiently large, may produce 
a tilt which cannot be corrected. Both of these effects 
will become worse as the bandwidth decreases (and 
consequently the gain per stage increases): as R, and 
R, increase the effect of their self- capacitance will 
become more obvious, and the same holds for the 
effect of the anode -grid capacitance of V2. 

It is apt here to consider one point of view on tele- 
vision receiver bandwidth -that of the radar receiver 
designer who considers television receivers as being 
of narrow bandwidth. This may be rather startling 
unless it is appreciated that the radar designer is 
usually concerned with " wide " bandwidths of 20 Mc /s 
or more and that, to him, a bandwidth of less than 
5 Mc /s is narrow. Consequently, a circuit configura- 
tion that is ideal for radar wide bandwidths may 

I!' FEEDBACK 
PAIR 

present difficulties at television "wide" bandwidths. 
This is so in the case under discussion. The values 
of R, and R, (Fig. 2) needed for 3 Mc /s bandwidth 
are so high as to lead to difficulties with their stray 
capacitances. Similarly, the resultant gain per stage 
of approximately 26 db is higher than any normally 
used in radar practice with feedback amplifiers, and 
leads to tilt trouble with the anode -grid capacitance. 

Circuit Configuration 

With the foregoing difficulties in mind, an experi- 
mental design of a vision i.f. amplifier was attempted. 
One primary parameter to be chosen was the i.f. 
itself: this is preferably low to reduce the troubles 
associated with stray capacitance effects. An arbi- 
trary choice of 16 Mc /s for the vision carrier and 
19.5 Mc /s for the sound carrier was made. The 
circuit configuration was considered, and, bearing in 
mind the experimental nature of the work and the 
requirement for simplicity, it was decided to use two 
flat feedback pairs. This choice was also conditioned 
by the stray capacitance problem, for other feedback 
circuits generally use higher resistor values. A quick 
computation of the gain to be expected from two pairs 
yielded a result of approximately 100 db, assuming 
the Mullard EF91 valve to be used. If the first of 
the four valves be made the mixer and detection losses 
are taken into account, an overall gain figure from 
mixer grid to detector output of 75 to 80 db is to be 
expected, and this appears to be a reasonable value. 
The flat pairs were initially designed using the data 
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given in the previous article and the resulting i.f. 
amplifier was constructed. 

As had been anticipated, stray capacitances modified 
the response curve considerably and some modifica- 
tion of resistor values had to be made. This is nor- 
mally regarded as most unusual at wider bandwidths, 
but was not unexpected in this case. Due again to 
the capacitance problem, a very large value of tilt - 
compensating capacitance was necessary to overcome 
the falling -off on the high frequency side of resonance. 
Traps were fitted to the completed vision amplifier 
for sound rejection and these produced some modifi- 
cation of the response curve. It had been hoped 
that much of this change could be corrected, using 
the tilt compensator, but as this had already been 
raised to its limit value, it was not possible. The 
aligning frequency was therefore raised from 17.5 to 
18 Mc /s. Finally, a sound amplifier was added, taking 
its input from the first sound trap. 

Fig. 3 is the circuit diagram of the complete i.f. sec- 
tion for a receiver. VI would be the mixer, possibly 
preceded by an r.f. stage (certainly for Band III use), 
and the only requirement on this valve is that its out- 
put capacitance should be very close to that of the 
EF9Is used throughout the amplifier. VI and V2 form 
the first pair, and V3 and V4 the second. Contrast con- 
trol may be applied to the mixer and to V3, but V2 
and V4 cannot be so controlled since variation of the 
gain of these stages affects the feedback factor and 
hence the bandwidth. The sound i.f. amplifier com- 
prises VS and V6 in a conventional narrow -band 
circuit. The two detectors D1 and D2 may be either 
thermionic diodes as shown or germanium crystal 
diodes (the Mullard 0A73 for example). 

The alignment procedure for this amplifier consists 
in short -circuiting R and adjusting L, and L, to 
resonate at 18 Mc /s. This short -circuit is then re- 
moved, R, is short- circuited and L, and L, are made 
resonate at the same frequency. With the signal 
generator set at 19.5 Mc /s, L, and L, are adjusted 
for minimum signal at the vision detector and L, and 
L, for maximum signal at the sound detector. 

The response curve obtained in this fashion is 
shown in Fig. 4. This is not ideal for television recep- 
tion but indicates that a usable response curve can 
be obtained with such a simple amplifier. It should 
be noted that the response is not -6 db at 16 Mc /s, 
the vision carrier frequency, but approximately 
-4.5 db: this allows for the effect of the mixer and 
r.f. -stage tuned circuits. The dotted curve on Fig. 4 
shows the result of changing all four valves in the 
vision amplifier, without any re- alignment, and indi- 
cates the lack of sensitivity of the circuit to valve 
changes. The replacement valves were chosen at 
random from batches other than those of the original 
four. 

Performance Figures 

The amplifier measurements made (apart from the 
vision response curve) give the following results: 
Vision gain, V1 grid to D1 output 
Sound gain, VI grid to D2 output 
Sound channel bandwith to -3 db points 
Sound rejection on vision channel 
Vision rejection on sound channel 
Adjacent sound channel rejection on vision 

92 db 
97 db 

210 kc/s 
-35 db 
-57 db 
-35 db 

The principal effect of the valve change was to reduce 
the sound rejection to -28 db. 
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This experimental circuit indicates the possibilities 
for television of the negative feedback i.f. amplifier. 
It cannot be expected to show to best advantage at 
the rather narrow 3 Mc /s bandwidth of the present 
British television system, but, even at this bandwidth, 
may well be used where simplicity of construction 
(the absence of transformers) and of alignment (no 
frequency staggering) is important. 

The author would like to thank Mr. S. H. Knight for 
much helpful advice and assistance in the experi- 
mental work. 

Medium Power Television 
Transmitter 

New B.B.C. Station in the Isle of Wight 

THE first of the B.B.C.'s medium -power television 
transmitters came into service on November 12th. 
It operates on Channel 3, 56.75 Mc /s vision and 
53.25 Mc /s sound, with vertical polarization and a 
power of 5 kW peak -white for vision and 2 kW carrier 
for sound. 

The station is at Rowridge in the Isle of Wight 
470 ft above sea level and is at present operating with 
a temporary 200 -ft mast. The permanent mast will 
be 500 ft high and will carry a higher gain aerial; it 
is expected that it will come into service during the 
autumn of 1955. 

The vision signal for modulating the transmitter 
is brought in by a radio link. A Post Office receiving 
station at Alton in Hampshire receives the London 
signal on Channel 1 and transmits it to Rowridge on 
a microwave link. The receiving aerial is a parabo- 
loid on the 60 -ft level of the mast. The sound signal 
comes in by line, a submarine cable being used 
between the island and the mainland. 

The vision transmitter employs low -level modula- 
tion, actually at a 500 -W level, the subsequent 
amplifier comprising two wideband linear r.f. stages 
in cascade. Each stage has two forced air -cooled 
triodes operating in class B. An unusual feature is 
the omission of a special vestigial -sideband filter, the 
appropriate shaping of the sidebands being obtained 
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instead by the design and adjustment of the tuned 
circuits of the amplifier. 

The transmitter is crystal controlled with a long- 
term stability better than 0.002 %. Frequency multi- 
pliers and amplifiers bring the r.f. power to a level 
of 50 W to drive the push -pull tetrode modulated 
amplifier. This is grid modulated. 

The video circuits, which amplify the received 
signal, to drive the modulator include sync -pulse 

View of the vision and sound 
transmitters at Rowbridge 
with the control desk in the 
foreground. 

stretching and picture - 
amplitude shaping circuits. 

The transmiäer has been 
manufactured by Marconi's 
Wireless Telegraph Co., 
Ltd., who have also made 
the sound transmitter. This 
is of the class B modu- 
lated type rated for 2 kW 
output. It will normally be 
used to deliver 1.25 kW in 
order to maintain the stan- 
dard ratio of vision to 
sound power; that is, 
equality of peak power. 

The station includes a 
stand -by 500 -W vision and 
125 -W sound transmitter 
made by Standard Tele- 
phones & Cables, Ltd. 

The power supply comes 
from the grid at 11 kV and 

is transformed to 415 -V 3 -phase on the site. A 
local supply from a diesel -driven generator is avail- 
able for emergency use and permits low power 
operation. 

No studio or camera facilities are provided but this 
does not prevent the origination of programmes in 
the island. The usual O.B. vans can be used and 
the station can accept the signals from them and 
transmit them to the main television network. 

B.F. CABLES AND CONNECTORS 
Preferred Impedances Agreed by I.E.C. 

ONE of the sub -committees to the International Elec- 
trotechnical Commission, which met in Philadelphia 
during the recent jubilee congress, is concerned with 
h.f. cables and connectors. There were three British 
representatives on this sub -committee and we are 
indebted to one of them -R. W. Kersey of Mullard, 
Ltd. -for this brief report. 

The main object of the meetings of the sub -com- 
mittee was the reconsideration in the presence of 
American specialists of the work done at the first 
meeting held at Lugano last April. Twelve nations 
were represented on the committee at Philadelphia 
by over thirty delegates, nearly half of whom were 
Americans. 

For two days discussions were mainly concerned 

PUBLICATION DATE 
We regret that owing to the Christmas holidays 
it will be necessary to postpone publication of 
the January issue of Wireless World from 

December 27th to January 3rd. 
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with preferred impedances and diameters for h.f. 
cables. A British document was submitted in answer 
to the German plea for the selection of 60 ohms rather 
than the preferred values of 50 ohms and 75 ohms 
which are in accordance with British, American and 
French practice, both as regards Services and industry 
applications, and moreover had been accepted at 
Lugano. 

Other matters that were dealt with included coaxial 
aerial connectors for television (based upon a British 
proposal) and a general requirements specification for 
h.f. cables. 

It may be said that the interchange of ideas had 
proved valuable and that in general the experience 
of U.S. Services and industry supported the conclu- 
sions that had previously been arrived at in Europe. 
The American delegates were evidently impressed by 
the technical level of work already done by the sub- 
committee and there is, therefore, every reason to 
suppose that the keen American co -operation that was 
so evident at Philadelphia will be maintained at future 
I.E.C. meetings in Europe and, in particular, at the 
next meetings of the sub -committee to be held in 
London during the summer of 1955. 
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Signal -Operated witc'hiiig 
Fault- warning System Using a Thyratron Valve 

By R. SELBY* 

THERE are a number of occasions when it is 
necessary to arrange for a certain switching operation 
to be performed automatically by the starting or 
cessation of an audio signal. These may include 
voice -operated send -receive switching for radio com- 
munication and intercom systems, start and stop 
arrangements for tape recording, and fault -warning 
systems for radio relay services. The last mentioned 
case is the one which concerns the writer, and as 
in some ways it presents the most difficulties, a 
description of a simple practical scheme is given. A 
similar unit would probably be useful to radio service- 
men when " soak- testing" receivers having obscure 
intermittent faults. 

In all these applications time is an essential 
element. Generally it is required that operation of 
the switching relay should occur as quickly as pos- 
sible after commencement of a signal, but that there 
should be a controllable delay after cessation of the 
signal before the relay changes over. For communi- 
cation purposes this delay will require to be long 
enough only to avoid false switching during normal 
pauses in speech, but in the case of a programme - 
failure alarm it must extend to a period slightly 
longer than the expected maximum interval in the 
programme. This may vary between 20 or 30 seconds 
for the Light Programme and 3 or 4 minutes for the 
Third Programme. 

A system incorporating a conventional negative 
feedback time delay circuit has been described else - 
wheret and has been used with fair success for some 
two or three years. The basic circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1. The audio signal is rectified by the diode 
and charges C (41íF) negatively so that the triode 
is cut off. Upon cessation of the signal, C dis- 
charges slowly through R, RA, and the relay wind- 
ing. Approximate resistances are 5 M!2, 5 ki? and 
1,000.0 respectively. The triode grid slowly rises 

* Metropolitan Relays. Ltd. 
t Relay Association Journal March 1951 

Experimental single -channel 
unit using high -insulation resis- 
tance electrolytic capacitor as 
delay element. 
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to the same potential as the cathode, allowing anode 
current to pass and the relay to operate, but the 
action is prolonged by the feedback effect of the high 
resistance in the cathode circuit. This system suffers 
from several disadvantages. One is the fact that some 
valves are unsatisfactory with such a high value grid 
resistor. Another is the very slow rate of change of 
anode current, which does not allow the relay to 
operate smartly, resulting in " dithering" of the con- 
tacts and difficulty in setting and maintaining a 
definite delay period. The latter varies considerably 
with the adjustment and spring load of the relay. 
A further complication which arises when it is desired 
to feed several such units from a common power 
supply is the necessity for voltage stabilization. 

Fig. 2 shows the basic circuit of a system which 
is considerably simpler, has fewer variable factors, 
and which gives positive operation of the relay. The 
triode is replaced by a thyratron, thus ensuring that 
the relay is either fully energized or completely non - 
energized, so that precise adjustment is unnecessary 
and a full spring load may be carried. 

Since the thyratron current is either zero or a 
maximum determined by other circuit elements, a 
negative feedback circuit cannot be used, and the 
required delay can only be obtained by the simple 
discharge of a capacitor through a resistor. For- 

Fig. I. Basic circuit of signal- operated switching system 
described in the text. 

Fig. 2. Modified circuit using a thyratron valve. 
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Fig. 3. Complete circuit of a practical 
signal- operated switch. 
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Ikn in any case it will fre- 
quently be necessary for 
other reasons to employ 
two or more rectifiers in 
series, when the total 

,D2I reverse resistance becomes 
high enough to be ignored. 
Moreover, it is over the 
useful working range of 

Io0V 250V lower voltages that the 
resistance rises. 

The practical circuit is 
shown in Fig. 3. The 
0.02 -uF capacitor in series 
with the a.f. input serves 
no essential purpose, but 
was fitted in a particular 
instance to reduce the 
response to hum fre- 

quencies. The ratio of the transformer depends on 
several factors, including the voltage and impedance 
of the a.f. source, the time delay desired, and the 
required speed of response on resumption of the input 
signal. The resistor of 100 ki 1 at the grid is a probably 
unnecessary precaution to protect the thyratron from 
excessive grid current in the event of failure of any 
other component, or accidental reverse connection of 
the rectifier. The resistor (1 kit) in the anode circuit 
limits the current to a figure well below the maximum 
rating of the 2D21. It might need to be reduced 
slightly if an unusually heavy spring load is required 
on the relay. In order to operate the thyratron at a 
low critical grid voltage point the anode supply is of 
the order of 100 V only. It should be noted that it is 
not possible to employ a higher voltage transformer 
winding in conjunction with a series voltage- dropping 
resistor, since, until the thyratron fires, there is no 
current and therefore no voltage drop. 

The primary elements in determining the time delay 
are, of course, the grid capacitor and leak resistor, 
and the values shown are the maximum likely to be 
required for most purposes. Where delays of up to 
one minute only are required, C could often be reduced 
to about 41íF. It must naturally have a high and 
stable insulation resistance. 

The delay period is also a function of the voltage 
existing across the capacitor at the moment when the 
input signal ceases. In other words the delay is 
affected by the level of the final signal. Where a fairly 
constant signal level is maintained, as might be the 
case for communication purposes, this point may not 
cause difficulty, but where, as in the writer's case, 
the system is to operate from broadcast programmes, 
some means of compensating for wide variations in 
signal level is necessary. A d.c.- limiter with adjust- 
able bias is therefore incorporated, and this uses 
also a miniature selenium rectifier. It is very unlikely 
that the bias will require to be adjusted to a figure 
approaching the maximum d.c. reverse voltage rating 
(20 V), and a single M1 rectifier should suffice. The 
maximum current rating of this type is, however, only 
250 aA, and it is therefore necessary to restrict the cur- 
rent on peak signals by inserting a 150 -k9. series resis- 
tor. This has the effect of slowing up the limiting 
action somewhat, so that there is a few seconds varia- 
tion in the delay between maximum and small signal 
voltages. If closer timing is essential, the series resistor 
may be much reduced and the single M1 rectifier re- 
placed by two or three Type M3 in series. This is necess- 
ary to maintain sufficiently high reverse resistance. 

tunately the rule of thumb formula for such a time 
constant, T= CR, where T is in seconds, C in uF 
and R in Mfì, is not strictly correct, otherwise impos- 
sibly high values of C and R would be needed. It 
was found quite practicable to take advantage of the 
latter part of the exponential voltage decay curve for 
a CR combination, where the voltage is dropping at 
a progressively slower rate. This, combined with 
the small range of critical grid voltage required to 
strike the thyratron, enables delays of several minutes 
to be obtained, providing the initial voltage is reason- 
ably high. 

The anode of the thyratron is supplied with a.c., 
so that the grid has the opportunity of regaining 
control at every half- cycle. When the negative grid 
potential is below the critical value the thyratron is 
conductive and behaves as a half -wave rectifier with 
the relay as the load. Under these conditions it is 
necessary to prevent the relay buzzing and also to 
prevent a high back -e.m.f. being generated by the 
cessation of current in the inductive winding of the 
relay. Such a back- e.m.f. would be injurious to the 
thyratron. The simplest method is to employ a 
slugged relay, and a P.O. Type 3,000 having a 1,000 i! 
winding and a i -in slug at the armature end has 
been found quite effective. Alternatively a plain 
winding may be used if shunted by a capacitor. The 
additional operate and release lag introduced by the 
slug does not exceed 200 millisec under the most 
unfavourable conditions, and is therefore unlikely to 
cause difficulty. 

Practical Circuit Details 

The opportunity was taken when designing this 
simplified unit to explore the possibility of replacing 
the thermionic diode (Fig. 1) by a metal rectifier 
in order to reduce space and wiring. Germanium 
and copper -oxide types are unsuitable, as their com- 
paratively low reverse resistance allows C to dis- 
charge far too quickly for most purposes. The 
miniature selenium Types M1 and M3 recently intro- 
duced by Standard Telephones and Cables proved 
quite satisfactory however. The M3 is the more 
suitable on account of its higher current rating. Its 
reverse resistance varies considerably with the applied 
voltage, representative nominal figures being 45M -1 
at 5 V and 25 M! 1 at 15 V. These values are not 
low enough in relation to the maximum permissible 
grid -cathode resistance of the thyratron (10 Mil for 
Type 2D21) to affect the time constant greatly, and 
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A bias supply of about -10 V will usually be suffi- 
cient and may be obtained by any convenient means, 
such as by a shunt diode rectifier circuit fed through a 
capacitor from the 100 -V winding on the transformer. 
If an additional low- voltage winding is available for 
pilot bulbs, alarm bell, etc, this may be connected in 
series -aiding with the 6.3 -V heater winding to 
supply a small metal rectifier. A single 25 -!4F capaci- 
tor provides sufficient smoothing. 

The potentiometer (25 k!!) for adjusting the bias, 
automatically provides a very effective means of adjust- 
ing the time delay because its setting determines the 
starting point of the effective CR discharge curve, 
assuming that a signal greater than the bias voltage 
has been received recently. If a prolonged low signal 
is being fed in, and then ceases, the charge on C may 
initially be lower than the bias voltage, and the delay 
will be shortened. A numerical example may make 
this clearer. Assume a delay of three minutes is 
required and that this can be obtained when the 
potential across C is 9 V. The limiter bias will there- 
fore be adjusted to 9 V, and a final signal of 9 V 
or more will offer the correct delay period. But if 
for the past three minutes or longer a signal at only 
5 V has been received, and is then interrupted, C com- 
mences its discharge with an initial voltage of only 
5 V, and a period of less than three minutes elapses 
before the thyratron fires. Fortunately, in practice it 
would be uncommon to find a programme containing 
such a relatively low signal lasting for such a period 
without a single peak, and then followed by a further 
period of complete absence of signal. It will usually 
be satisfactory to set up the adjustments at a signal 
level corresponding to quiet speech. Greatest con- 
stancy of time delay is obviously achieved if the unit 
is fed with an adequately high signal, so that even on 
quiet passages, C is charged to the maximum potential 
permitted by the setting of the limiter bias. 

It will be clear also that with given values of C and 
R, the lower settings of bias voltage give correspond- 
ingly shorter time delays, but greater constancy. 
The following table shows the time in seconds taken 
for the relay to operate after the input signal is 
reduced to zero from the value given in the first 
column. Figures are given for three settings of bias 
voltage, the test frequency being 1,000 c/s and the 
component values those given in Fig. 3. 

Signal 
Volts 

Bias Voltage Release 

-5 -7.5 -10 
time 

(r.m.s.) 

4 87 73 62 3 
5 115 105 110 2 

10 125 170 197 1 
20 130 172 203 
50 133 174 210 

With the limiter circuit disconnected, a delay of 
310 sec is obtained following a signal of 25 V r.m.s. 

The column headed " release time " refers to the 
period taken for the relay to open after re- application 
of the signal. This time may be decreased by reduc- 
ing the value of the series resistance in the rectifier 
circuit. It is not essential for the signal to fall com- 
pletely to zero for operation, and the relay will close 
if the input falls to approximately 2 V. 'l'he minimum 
signal required to release the relay is 3.75 V. There 

Four -channel unit transmitting d.c. warning signals over P.O. 
lines in event of programme failure at a substation. 

is thus some degree of backlash between the two 
conditions. 

The 33 -k!l resistor in series with the signal rectifiers 
is for the purpose of limiting the current to a figure 
within the maker's rating of 1 mA average. No 
figures are quoted for maximum peak current. This 
series resistance increases the charging time of C to 
some extent and therefore slows up the release time 
of the relay. It should therefore in most cases be 
kept to the minimum safe value, which will depend 
principally on the maximum a.f. voltage to be applied. 
All the component values given in Fig. 3 refer to a 
unit designed to operate from an a.f. source having 
a maximum level of 100 V r.m.s. 

Precautions 

Care must be taken not to exceed the peak inverse 
voltage rating of 68 V for the rectifiers, and it may 
often be necessary to use two or three in series. 
Where no d.c. voltage limiter is used, the load resist- 
ance is very high, and the p.i.v. is :'most twice the 
peak value of the signal voltage. When a limiter is 
used, the effective load resistance is much reduced 
and must be considered in relation to the total series 
resistance (including the source resistance) in arriving 
at the p.i.v., which will be lower in this case. When 
operating from a 100 -V signal with the circuit values 
of Fig. 3, a minimum of three rectifiers is required. 
Whether the comparatively short duration and infre- 
quent occurrence of peak signals in practice would 
permit a reduction in the number remains to be seen. 
A unit using two only has run without breakdown 
for a few hundred hours so far. 

One small point to bear in mind is the maker's 
recommendation to allow 20 sec cathode heating time 
for the 2D21 before allowing anode current to flow. 
In some circumstances this might call for delayed 
switching of the anode supply. 

This circuit (Fig. 3) enables a very simple and 
compact unit to be built, which gives positive opera- 
tion of the switching relay. Where timing require- 
ments are particularly stringent, the limited current 
ratings of the miniature selenium rectifiers might 
make it desirable to revert to the use of thermionic 
diodes. 

If the relay is required to remain operated after 
the signal has been re- established, this can easily be 
arranged by providing an extra contact wl h breaks 
the input circuit when the relay closes. Manual re- 
setting may then be performed by breaking the anode 
circuit momentarily. 
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Pith Balls and Grid Cu i'rent 
Traditional Electrostatics In Modern Valve Design 

By " CATHODE KAY " 

WHEN we are beginning to learn about electricity, 
all concerned are naturally in a hurry to get on 
to something interesting and practical. So the 
least time is devoted to the nature of electric currents 
as will just about give us the impression that we know 
about them. The rest of our lives are spent in dis- 
covering that we didn't really know. If our elemen- 
tary course had tried to tell us, we would have stuck 
there the whole time. Which would have been dis- 
couraging. Most of us need all the encouragement 
we can get, and it consists mainly of looking back 
down the hill and seeing how far we have climbed. 
Perhaps fortunately we do not yet see the altitudes 
hidden behind the peak close above. To scale these 
it is often necessary to descend once more to levels we 
thought we had left for good. 

Take this matter of electric current, for instance. 
In order to work out all those examples of series and 
parallel circuits, we needed only to know that an 
electric current was something like water flowing 
through a pipe, or (if we were very up to date) like a 
mob of people surging through a street full of station- 
ary obstructions. This concept did us quite well 
until we came to capacitors; and even then the 
resourceful instructor or author got us by with the aid 
of a slight extension of the original idea. On reaching 
the chapter on valves, however, the water -pipe idea 
begins to get into serious difficulties, and the advan- 
tages of the electronic approach become manifest. At 
this stage I fancy most of us were informed that the 
vacuum inside a valve is a clear space across which the 
electrons leap, provided that the jumping -off place 
(the cathode) is heated in order to release them into 
the space, and a sufficient inducement is provided, in 
the shape of a positive potential, at the place of arri- 
val (the anode). Since the strength of an electric 
current is proportional to the number of electrons 
passing a given point per second, the current in the 
wire joining the anode to the source of positive poten- 
tial is proportional to (we may perhaps even say, con- 
sists of) the electrons arriving at the anode from across 
the vacuum. 

This picture gets us quite a long way. But when 
we come to valves for frequencies higher than about 
30Mc /s, we are again in difficulties. We find that 
there are currents in the anode or grid circuits even 
when electrons don't arrive at all. And so we have to 
go back to the beginning again and revise our ideas 
about electric currents. Why weren't we given these 
ideas at the start and so save a lot of trouble? Well, 
just as I said -if we had been given them at the start 
we would probably have decided to become chartered 
accountants or fishmongers. And in any case, even 
our re- revised ideas will no doubt have to be re -re- 
revised some day. 

In the meantime, we won't get very far towards 
understanding valves at v.h.f., u.h.f., s.h.f., e.h.f., and 
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the rest of the series to infinity, on the basis of count- 
ing arrivals at the anode or any other electrode; that 
is to say, on a mere extension of the idea of the num- 
ber of electrons passing any point in the circuit per 
second. The really old boys, who went to school in 
the days of pith balls and catskins, may be able to teach 
us a thing or two, because they did at least learn 
something about induced charges. But in those days 
the idea of charges going about entirely by themselves 
was too highly theoretical and imaginary, perhaps, to 
take root firmly, and the teaching on the subject soon 
congealed into Leyden jars and, much later, silvered 
ceramic capacitors. But the principle is really the 
same. 

A 
C. 

++ 

+++ 
B 

--J 
Fig. I. Typical illustration from old -style book on electricity, 
showing the effect of a negatively charged body A on a pre- 
viously uncharged conductor BC when brought near. 

Fig. 1 is typical of what we see in the older books. 
A represents a negatively charged body (they were 
always bodies or conductors) brought near a sausage - 
shaped uncharged conductor BC. It was then demon- 
strated by means of gold -leaf electroscopes, etc., that B 
became charged positively and C negatively. Before 
A had come on the scene, these opposite charges were 
uniformly distributed throughout BC, so neutralized 
one another. Now the positive (unlike) charges have 
been attracted by A, and the negative (like) charges 
repelled. The next step was usually to earth C, allow- 
ing the negative charges to get still farther from A by 
leaving BC altogether. C was then disconnected from 
earth, leaving BC with a positive excess. When A 
was taken away, BC as a whole retained a positive 
charge, because the neutralizing negative charges that 
had gone to earth had no means of returning. 

If this kind of experiment is still demonstrated, I 
suppose it is much the same except that the negative 
charges are called electrons and the positive charges 
are explained as the molecules deserted by the elec- 
trons and therefore electron- deficient or positive. 

At a later stage in our education the situation would 
be described in terms of field and potential. A, being 
negatively charged, is surrounded by an electric field, 
and if BC were not a conductor, the locality B (being 
nearer to A) would be at a more negative or lower 
potential than C (Fig. 2 (a)). But as it is a conductor 
this potential difference immediately causes a current 
to flow to the end having lower potential; i.e., from C 
to B, which is really a negative current (of electrons) 
from B to C. When sufficient charge has been moved 
to neutralize the p.d., the current obviously ceases. 
Under static conditions, and with no e.m.f., a conduc- 
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tor must all be at the same potential. It therefore 
distorts the field around a charged body such as A by 
setting up a counter -field of its own. As shown in 
Fig. 2 (b) the positive charges at the B end raise the 
potential there from its previous 15 V to 10 V, 
while the negative charges at the C end lower it from 7 =1V to 10 V. 

If a sensitive galvanometer were inserted between 
the two halves of the conductor BC, it would show a 
current in one direction so long as A was moving 
towards it, and in the opposite direction when it was 
moving away. The same thing would apply if the 
galvanometer were connected between BC as a whole 
and earth -or any other conductor, at any potential. 
In every case the current would be necessary to shift 
some charges in order to neutralize the difference of 
potential that would otherwise be set up by the elec- 
tric field from A. 

It is the same if A is not a " body " at all but just 
one or more electrons, and BC an electrode in a valve. 
Fig. 3 shows an enlarged section of a valve with 
cathode K, grid G, and anode A. As usual, the grid 
consists of a spiral of wire coaxial with the cathode; 
the turns are all shorted together by connecting wires. 
The external circuit part of the diagram shows that 
relative to the cathode the anode is fairly highly posi- 
tive, while the grid is slightly negative. The electrons 
that have boiled off from the surface of the cathode 
are therefore repelled by the grid but attracted by the 
anode, and they stream between the grid wires some- 
what as shown. The reason they thin out as they 
approach the anode doesn't mean that some of them 
are disappearing on the way; it is because they are 
accelerating. If you were to empty a sack of lead shot 
from the top of a high tower, the shot would be a 
compact mass as it left the sack, but by the time it 
reached the ground would have thinned out consider- 
ably- fortunately for anyone who might happen to be 
passing. 

Even with ordinary receiver voltages the electrons 
are quite mobile by the time they hit the anode; with 
200 V, about 18,000,000 m.p.h. (Of course in a 
vacuum there is no sound barrier, so they can hardly 
be described as supersonic.) When these widely 
spaced electrons reach the anode they find that it, 
being a conductor, is already densely crowded with 
electrons. So an extremely slow movement of this 

Fig. 2. If there were no con- 
ductor near A, equipotential 
lines would form a concentric 
pattern around it as at (a). 
Under static conditions a con- 
ductor must all be at the some 
potential, so when BC is pre- 
sent it must set up in itself 
a charge pattern that will dis- 
tort the resultant field as shown 
at (6). ¡ / i i ¡ ¡r 

i 
/ 

(a) 

A 

1 

Fig. 3. Enlarged section of a valve, showing electrons 
streaming between the grid wires to the anode. 

crowd along the external circuit towards the cathode 
is sufficient to make room for the new arrivals and so 
preserve the electrical balance of the circuit. As I 
mentioned in " How Fast is Electricity? " (Jan. 1954 
issue), the contrast in speed is quite astonishing. The 
18,000,000 miles per hour becomes something more 
like one inch per hour. Yet because of their relatively 
enormous numbers in metal as compared with the 
vacuum, there are just as many passing a given point 
in the wire per second as in the vacuum where they 
are going so fantastically fast. That is because under 
steady -current conditions the current is the same 
number of milliamps everywhere around the circuit. 

Traffic Census 
The foregoing is the usual picture one gets when 
first studying valves. But note the proviso -" steady - 
current conditions." If we enquire into what happens 
when the anode voltage is first switched on, and 
remember our old- fashioned electrostatic experiments, 
we will realize that here is a negative charge (but with- 
out its " body ") being brought near a conductor (the 
anode) and that therefore movements of electrons must 
take place on the anode directly the electrons start 
moving towards it from the cathode. In other words, 
there is a brief moment, before the leading cathode 
electrons have reached the anode, when a traffic census 
officer stationed in space close to the anode would see 
no electrons at all passing him and would therefore 
report zero electric current; yet at the same moment 
electrons have begun to move away from the surface 
of the anode towards + h.t., under the advance in- 
fluence of the approaching electron field, and these 
constitute an anode current. 
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" Brief moment " is right, for he will have only 
about one thousand millionth of a second to note the 
facts of this situation before the leading electrons 
sweep past. Unless he is an exceptionally alert and 
conscientious observer, he may even fail altogether to 
notice this time delay between the start of current in 
the anode circuit and the start of current in the space 
near the anode. Even when the anode current is so 
far from steady that it is varying at the rate of a good 
many megacycles per second, this discrepancy is too 
small to matter in practice. But it is there, and at 
really high frequencies it does matter. In fact, in 
microwave valves such as magnetrons, it is everything. 
So for these valves our elementary ideas about electric 
currents may be a handicap. According to those 
ideas, it seems quite wrong and incomprehensible for 
current to be flowing in one part of a series circuit and 
nòt in another -even for 10'' sec. But I hope the 
old electrostatic experiments are still performed, 
because they show quite clearly that this microwave 
phenomenon is in accordance with the classical elec- 
tricity of the nineteenth century. Some teachers are 

' now saying that when considering valves we should 
regard the circuit currents as primarily due, not to so 
many electrons arriving at an electrode, but to electrons 
moving towards or away from it. As Stevenson said, 
" To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive." 
When those electrons arrive, their speed is slowed 
down so much that they might be excused for suppos- 
ing that they had come to a standstill. 

Signal Conditions 
At the now much discussed frequencies of Band I, 
Band II, or even Band III (of the order of 50, 100 
and 200 Mc /s respectively) it doesn't make very much 
practical difference which way one regards the anode 
current. Looking again at Fig. 3 we see in the grid 
circuit, in addition to the bias source, the symbol 
for an alternating generator, which in practice would 
usually be a tuned circuit across which r.f. signal 
voltages are induced by coupling to an aerial or to 
another valve. Provided that this voltage is only a 
small fraction of a volt (as it normally would be) and 
the bias is adequate, the voltage of the grid never 
becomes so un- negative as to allow electrons actu- 
ally to land on it. The generator varies its negative- 
ness and thereby acts as a throttle, controlling the 
numbers of electrons squeezing past the grid to the 
anode. 

Let us suppose it is now alternating gently. So 
the streams of electrons vary, sometimes (at the 
positive peaks of the grid voltage) being more than 
average; sometimes (at the negative peaks) less. In 
other words, the current flowing past the grid varies 
in phase with the grid voltage. And consequently 
the current in the anode circuit varies similarly. One 
complete cycle at 100 Mc /s, of course, takes one 
hundred millionth of a second. If the time the elec- 
trons take to cross from cathode to anode -the transit 
time -is about one thousand millionth, then according 
to our traffic officer, with his elementary idea of valve 
currents, the anode current is slightly delayed in 
phase as compared with the grid voltage. According 
to our more enlightened view it will start flowing 
practically in phase with the grid voltage; but since 
it is only when the electrons are travelling really fast 
and close to the anode that they have anything like 
their maximum effect, there is not really much differ- 
ence between the two views. And what does it 
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matter, anyway? A little transit -time phase shift in 
the anode circuit can easily get lost among other 
phase shifts, notably as a result of tuning or mis- 
tuning that circuit. 

Induced Grid Currents 
But it is now time to regard the grid as our " con- 
ductor BC," with negative charges being brought 
towards and away from it, faster by far than we could 
ever manage with our traditional laboratory " body." 
They, the charges, in the form of bunches of electrons, 
are sweeping past. Suppose for the moment that the 
generator is not generating, so there is no signal 
voltage, and the grid is at the steady bias voltage. 
The stream of electrons is consequently flowing 
steadily. So far as the grid is concerned they might 
just as well be standing still, for although the indi- 
vidual electrons are very much on the move there 
are always almost exactly the same number occupying 
any given part of the space in the valve. And every 
electron contributes exactly the same electric field, 
no matter whether its name is George or Harry. The 
" induced charge " effect of some of them moving 
away is counterbalanced by others moving towards. 
So there is no tendency for electrons to move either 
on or off the grid; i.e., no grid current. 

Now switch on the signal. This makes the grid 
voltage vary as shown in Fig. 4 (a), alternately less 
and more negative than before. If the signal voltage 
were made to " hold it " at its positive peak, the flow 
of electrons past the grid would be greater than 
before, but it would be constant, so again no induced 
grid current. At a held negative peak there would 
be fewer electrons flowing past, but again no flow 
actually in the grid. But now consider the period 
between positive and negative peaks. The stream 
of electrons past the grid is thereby being checked. 
So there are fewer moving towards it than are moving 
away. In effect, a negative charge is being moved 
farther from a conductor. Some of the electrons that 
had previously been repelled from the grid by the 
larger negative space charge near it begin to return. 
In other words, there is a negative grid current. If a 
grid current were caused by the grid being joined 
to the cathode through a resistor, it would flow most 
strongly when the signal voltage was at its negative 

(a) 

o 

BIAS 
VOLTAGE 

GRID 

CURRENT 

o 

CURRENT 
NL 

Fig. 4. (a) Voltage and (6) current diagram for the grid. 
The dotted current curve shows the effect of the time taken 
by electrons to move across the valve space. 
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peak. It would then be in phase with the signal 
voltage. But this negative grid current is flowing 
most strongly when the negative charge near the grid 
is becoming less negative most rapidly, that is to say, 
when the signal voltage is going negative most rapidly, 
which is when it is quarter of a cycle (90') earlier 
than its peak negative, as shown by the full line in 
Fig. 4 (b). 

Now a 90° leading current is what would flow in 
the grid circuit if the grid were joined to cathode 
through a capacitor. As a matter of fact such a 
capacitor is already there, because the grid and 
cathode, with the space between, form a capacitor 
of one or two pF, and a leading current would flow 
in the grid circuit because of that, even if there were 
no electrons flowing past at all- perhaps because 
someone had forgotten to switch on the heater. But 
we are ignoring that current at present. What we 
have found is that when at length the heater is turned 
on, so that electrons stream from it, there is more 
capacitive current between grid and cathode than 
there was before, and therefore, in effect, more 
capacitance. 

This is serious, because at very high frequencies 
the grid capacitance forms a large part of the total 
tuning capacitance of the input circuit, and if in 
addition to what is there when the heater is off (" cold 
capacitance ") there is some extra that varies accord- 
ing to electron space current -which is nearly the 
same thing as the anode current -then when this is 
varied by bias voltage, as in manual or automatic 
gain control, the capacitance varies and the tuning is 
altered. Now let's get this quite straight; this extra 
capacitance is not proportional to the space current. 
If you have followed the explanation you will see that 
it is proportional to the amount of change in space 
current brought about by a given change in grid 
voltage. In other words, it is proportional to the 
mutual conductance of the valve. But mutual con- 
ductance is precisely what one seeks to alter by gain 
control. So if the " extra " capacitance is an appre- 
ciable proportion of the total tuning capacitance, here 
is a possible snag. In practice it often is appreciable, 
and designers are aware of this snag and have to do 
something about it. 

Power Loss 
Although I mentioned very high frequencies as 
being particularly liable to be badly affected, and 
although the " extra " grid current is proportional to 
the rate at which the grid voltage plunges from a 
positive peak to a negative, or vice versa, and is there- 
fore proportional to the frequency, this does not, of 
course, mean that the extra capacitance increases with 
frequency. The current through an ordinary fixed 
capacitance increases in proportion to frequency, so in 
this respect this peculiar electron- generated capaci- 
tance is like the real capacitance made up of grid and 
cathode acting as capacitor plates. The startling way 
it differs is in being proportional to the valve's mutual 
conductance. 

Ever since we turned from the anode to consider 
what effect the varying grid voltage has on the grid 
itself, we have been making no allowance for the 
time delay that the traffic officer (if he were really on 
top of his job) would have reported. So far as the 
grid is concerned, this time taken by electrons to 
move from one place to another between cathode and 
anode means that when the grid voltage has ceased 
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Fig. 5. The movements of electrons past the grid induce 
currents in the grid circuit equivalent to an extra capaci- 
tance and an extra conductance (dotted). 

to become less negative and is pausing on its positive 
peak, the electron stream is still adjusting itself to this 
condition and there are still rather more electrons 
approaching the grid from the cathode than are de- 
parting for the anode. Consequently the extra grid 
current is not quite zero at the positive voltage peak; 
it is still slightly positive. Similarly at other stages of 
the cycle, as shown dotted in Fig. 4 (b). The general 
effect is to retard the phase of the grid current -to 
bring it more into phase with the voltage. It is the 
same as if part of the grid current flowing through the 
imaginary capacitor at the input of the valve were 
diverted through a resistor (Fig. 5). 

This may be more serious than the extra capaci- 
tance. Provided that that is kept constant by keeping 
the mutual conductance constant, it can be allowed 
for by a slight reduction in tuning capacitance or 
inductance. But resistance means loss of power, which 
it may not be practicable to make good. 

However, let us see how this resistance depends on 
frequency. First, let us suppose that the phase delay 
is a fixed proportion of the signal cycle. That means 
that of the total grid current caused by variation of 
space charge, a fixed proportion goes through the 
imaginary resistor and the rest through the imaginary 
capacitor. Keeping the signal voltage constant, let us 
increase its frequency. This increases the grid current 
in proportion. It is natural for this to happen when 
the impedance is a fixed capacitance. But so far as 
the in -phase part of the current is concerned, the 
effect can only be imitated by making the imaginary 
resistance decrease in proportion to the rise in fre- 
quency. So obviously the power loss gets worse at 
higher frequencies. But that is not all. The time 
delay is not a fixed proportion of the signal cycle; it 
is a certain fixed fraction of a second -say, one 
thousand millionth -regardless of frequency. So the 
higher the frequency the greater the fraction of a 
cycle this time becomes. At 100 Mc /s it is 10%; at 
200 Mc /s it is 20',. So on this count, too, the imag- 
inary resistance is inversely proportional to frequency. 
Taking the two effects together, it is inversely pro- 
portional to the square of the frequency. Doubling 
the frequency quarters the imaginary resistance and 
quadruples the power loss. 

This line of argument holds good only for fairly 
small phase delays. To go to extremes, a phase delay 
of 360° would- disregarding other effects -bring 
things back to what they were at negligibly low fre- 
quencies. But even small phase delays are bad 
enough and account for a good deal of the difficulty 
in making valves amplify above about 30 Mc /s. At 
300 Mc /s we would expect this part of the difficulty 
to be a hundred times as great. Certainly measure- 
ments of the imaginary valve input resistance confirm 
that it varies inversely as the square of the frequency, 
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but whereas at one time all or most of this was 
blamed on transit time it was later found that the 
blame had to be shared with something quite different 
-the inductance of the cathode lead. Valves for 
v.h.f. are therefore arranged so that this lead is as short 
as possible. Transit time can be reduced by increas- 
ing the speed of the electrons, by increasing the 
anode voltage; but it is not practical to carry that 
policy very far. A better line of attack is to reduce 
the distance the electrons have to go. At the same 
time this increases the mutual conductance, which 
increases the undesired grid current, but also in- 
creases the amplification. The whole thing becomes 
quite complicated, and anyway I am not a valve 
designer and this is not a treatise on valve design, so 
let us leave them to it. The point that is meant to 
emerge is that by pondering on the simple experi- 
ments performed by Faraday with glass rods and 
suchlike, one can explain the apparently obscure snags 
that affect the design of the valves and sets we shall 
need for our Band II f.m. and Band III TV. 

I have applied this early Victorian line of thought to 
only one phenomenon in modern valves, but clearly 
it is something to remember all the way through. 

Short -wave Conditions 
Predictions for December 

THE full -line curves given here indicate the highest 
frequencies likely to be usable at any time of the day or 
night for reliable communications over four long- distance 
paths from this country during December. 

Broken -line curves give the highest frequencies that 
will sustain a partial service throughout the same period. 
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Fifty Years of 
Wireless Telephony 

THIS is the title of an article by Professor F. Benz 
in the Archiv der Elektrischen Ubertragung, 1954, 
p. 369, describing the celebration at Graz ir. Austria 
of the jubilee of a demonstration of radio -telephony 
given on June 15th, 1904, by Otto Nussbaumer in 
the Institute of Physics of the Graz Technical College. 
For this celebration the original apparatus was 
borrowed from the Vienna Museum and the experi- 
ments were repeated. The transmitter was in one 
room and the receiver in another room, some distance 
away. 

As a detector Nussbaumer used a coherer in which 
the filings were replaced by granulated iron oxide; 
this was inserted in an aerial and a battery and tele- 
phone receiver connected across it. He used several 
different transmitting arrangements; in some he used 
a Duddell arc to generate an alternating current, 
which was then stepped up by an induction coil with 
a 2 -cm spark -gap. The distant receiver reproduced 
the audio -frequency noise made by the arc. For the 
transmission of music and speech, in some cases he 
used a similar arrangement but with a microphone 
coupled to the oscillatory circuit of the arc, while in 
other cases he dispensed with the arc and inserted 
the microphone, suitably shunted, in series with a 
battery and the primary of the induction coil. In this 
way music and speech were transmitted, but naturally 
not of high quality. 

A few people who had been at the original demon- 
stration were also present at the jubilee demonstra- 
tion. Unfortunately, Nussbaumer left only rather 
brief records of his work,* which he does not appear 
to have followed up. He died in 1930 at the age of 
53, but in the previous year the 25th anniversary of 
his historical experiments had been marked by the 
presentation to him of the golden Badge of Honour 
by the President of Austria. 

O. Nussbaumer, " Kurzer Bericht über Versuche zur Ubertra- 
sung von Tönen mittel, elektrischer Wellen." Phys. Zeitschrift, 
1904, p. 796; also E.Z.Z., 1904, F. 1096. See also " Wireless 
Telephony," by Ernst Ruhmer, trans. by Erskine- Murray, p. 98. 

Commercial Literature 
Television Aerials for Band 1. Ten different arrays con- 

structed on unit principle to permit variation of fixing and 
interchangeability of parts. Catalogue (giving also details of 
dealer service facilities) from Belcher (Radio Services), 59 
Windsor Road, Slough, Bucks. 

Precision Vernier Potentiometer with overall range of 1rV 
to 1.9V in two ranges. Accuracy is of the order of 1 part in 
100,000 of the 1 volt setting. Also a Portable Thermocouple 
Potentiometer for temperature measurement, with two ranges, 
0 -21mV and 0- 105mV. Leaflets from the Croydon Precision 
Instrument Company, 116 Windmill Road, Croydon, Surrey. 

Printed I.F. Transformer is one of the American products 
described in the latest " Auri- News," a bulletin issued by 
Ad. Auriema, Inc., who are export agents for a large 
number of American firms. From 89 Broad Street, New 
York 4, N.Y., U.S.A. 

Transfers for Control Panels. Set No. 1, for receivers and 
amplifiers, contains one tuning scale, twelve graduated scales 
for control knobs and associated wording with symbols. Set 
No. 2 is similar for test instruments. Price 3s 6d per set. 
From Data Publications, 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9. 

Sound Reproducer, consisting of 15 -watt amplifier and 12 -in 
speaker in cabinet, with frequency response of 35 c /s -16 kc /s. 
Bass and treble tone controls are included and power supplies 
are provided for a tuner. Leaflet from Shirley Laboratories, 
125 Tarring Road, Worthing, Sussex. 
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Flywheel Synchronizing 
3 .- Balanced A .F.C. Systems 

By W. T. COCKING, 51.1.E.L'. 

I"1 was said in Part 2 that phase discriminators could 
be divided into two broad classes -the balanced and 
the unbalanced. A rather brief description was given 
of one form of the latter. The balanced types are 
probably the more widely used, however, and there 
are good reasons for this to which we shall return 
later. 

The commonest form of balanced phase discrimin- 
ator is shown in Fig. 1. It comprises a pair of diodes 
fed in push -pull with one signal and in parallel with 
the other, so that one diode operates on the sum of 
the signals and the other upon their difference. The 
usual practice is to feed the sync signal in push -pull 
and the local signal in parallel; there are theoretical 
advantages, but practical disadvantages, in reversing 
this arrangement and making the local signal the 
push -pull one. 

The usual arrangement of push -pull sync pulses 
is adopted in Fig. 1. The transformer T is connected 
in the anode circuit of the sync separator and is fed 
with the sync pulses as a current waveform. The 
secondary is centre- tapped to provide a push -pull 
output and is loaded by the two resistances R. The 
transformer is designed to act in conjunction with 
these resistances as a differentiating circuit and so 
differentiated sync pulses appear as a voltage wave- 
form across the secondary. The transformer and the 
resistances R are commonly used in commercial prac- 
tice, but they are not necessary, for they can be 
replaced by an RC circuit and a phase -splitting valve 
and this is often more convenient in that it does not 
call for any special component. 

A saw -tooth voltage waveform which is obtained 
from the time -base and which is positive -going on 
the flyback and negative -going on the scan is applied 

Fig. I. Basic circuit of balanced diode phase 
discriminator. 

V 
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across R, in Fig. 1. This wave has no d.c. component 
so that it passes through zero twice per cycle, once 
during the flyback and once during the scan. 

When a sync pulse occurs, A becomes positive to 
E and B negative to E by equal amounts. If it so 
happens that at this instant the saw -tooth is passing 
through zero, point G is at the same potential as E. 
Then V, conducts on the voltage provided by the 
upper half of T and V_ conducts on the voltage pro- 
vided by the lower half. The charging current for 
C, flows round the path C A E G C for V, and round 
the path G E B D G for V_. The currents in R, are 
equal and opposite and so cancel. When the diodes 
cease to conduct, C, discharges by the path 
C F E A C and C_ by the path D F E B D. In prac- 
tice, C, and C, are made of the same value and R, 
and R. are also alike. Therefore, C, and C. become 
charged to equal voltages and so the discharge 
currents in R,, are equal and opposite and cancel. 
No voltage is developed across R, and the output is 
zero. 

If the instantaneous value of the saw -tooth at G is 
not zero when the sync pulse occurs, but is at some 
positive potential so that G is positive to E, then when 
the diodes conduct this voltage opposes the input to 

l_') 

o-- (b) 

I I I (c) 

a-- 

0-- "rn. 
(d) 

(el 

(t) 

(J) 

l^) 

Fig. 2. Idealized waveforms for the circuit of Fig. I. The 
sync pulses (a) and the waveform (b) are summed in (c) 
and (d) to show their combined effect on the two diodes 
when the relative phase difference is zero. The two extremes 
of phase difference are indicated in (e) and (f) on the one 
hand and (g) and (h) on the other. 
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V, but assists the input to V,. Therefore, C, is 
charged less and C, more than when G is at zero 
potential. The subsequent discharge current of C_ 
round D F E B D therefore exceeds the discharge 
current of C, round CF E A C. The difference 
between the currents produces a voltage drop across R making F positive to earth. Similarly, if G is 
negative when the valves conduct, V, passes a greater 
current than V2. The discharge current of C, then 
predominates over that of C, and the potential of F 
becomes negative to earth. 

In practice, the input at G is a saw -tooth without a 
d.c. component. Ideally, it would pass through zero 
at the mid -point of its flyback. No output is obtained 
if the sync pulses coincide with this zero of the wave- 
form, but a positive output is obtained if they occur 
at a time when the saw -tooth is positive or a negative 
output if they occur at some other time when it is 
negative. 

Phase Relations 

The conditions are illustrated in a simplified 
manner in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the saw - 
tooth is shown here reversed in phase compared with 
Fig. 1 because, for simplicity, it is drawn as if it were 
applied to the transformer centre -tap instead of to 
the junction of the valves. The line pulses are indi- 
cated at (a) by the thin vertical lines and the saw - 
tooth is shown at (b), the two being at the correct 
position of zero relative phase. At (c) and (d) are the 
sum and difference of (a) and (b). The sync pulses 
coincide with the moments when the saw -tooth passes 
through zero and so the saw -tooth adds nothing to 
them. Both (c) and (d), therefore, show waves of the 
same peak value, one positive and the other negative. 
Both detectors pass the same current and the output 
is zero. 

The conditions in (e) and (f) are for the case when 
the saw -tooth is of different phase so that the sync 
pulses just coincide with the start of its flyack. If 
we reckon the peak -to -peak saw -tooth amplitude as 
one unit, so that the pulse amplitude is 2 units, then 
in (e) the peak value of the wave is +21 units and in 
(f) it is -11 units. 

The other extreme condition is shown in (g) and 
(h) with the saw -tooth so phased that the sync pulses 
occur at the end of its flyback. Here the peak values 
are +11 units and - 21 units respectively. 

Over the extremes of phase shown, the input to 
one detector varies from +21 units to +11 units 
while the other varies from -11 units to - 21. The 
combined output is proportional to the difference 

between them and 
so varies from +1 to 
-1. The magnitude 
of the output varies 
with the peak -to- 
peak amplitude of 
the saw -tooth and is, 
to a first approxi- 
mation at least, inde- 
pendent of the am- 
plitude of the sync 
pulses, provided that 
they are the greater. 

In practice, the sync pulses will be wider than is 
shown in Fig. 2 and they will normally be accom- 
panied by reverse pulses 10 «sec later, corresponding 
to the ends of the original pulses. The greater width 

Fig. 3. Waveform of di fferenti- 
ated line sync pulse. 
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is not very important as long as the pulses are of a 
good deal shorter duration than the flyback of the 
saw -tooth. The reverse pulses are quite unimportant 
for, when they occur, the diodes are non -conductive 
and they are in the wrong sense to make them con- 
duct again. The fact that the sync pulses are rather 
like Fig. 3 actually makes very little difference. 

In the circuit of Fig. 1, it is the usual practice to 
make C,= C2= 0.001«F, R,= R2=100k!2 and R,= 
2 Mil, while the other resistors are of relatively low 
value. When the diodes are conductive on the 
pulses, the charging time- constants of C, and C, are 
quite small. They are governed by the values of R 
and the diode resistance, which may total 5-101d! 
only. The charging time -constants are thus of the 
order of 10 «sec or less. There are two different 
discharging time- constants. The first governs the 
rate of discharge of C, and C_ and so the voltage 
changes at C and D of Fig. 1 relative to earth when 
the diodes are non -conductive. This is approximately 
C,R, and is 100 «sec -the line period. The time - 
constant for the output voltage is much longer, even 
if the effect of C, is ignored, and it approximates to 
2C,R,. It is about 4,000!Asec in practice and, taking 
C., into account, it is 
considerably greater. 

The waveform at 
C of Fig. 1 relative 
to earth is of the kind 
sketched roughly in 
Fig. 4 and that at D 
is its inverse. This 
diagram is not to the 
same scale as the 
others. 

It will be seen 
that the sync pulses 
act as a kind of 
gating waveform to make the diodes conduct when 
they occur. The actual output of the circuit depends 
on the instantaneous value of the saw -tooth at the 
instant when the pulses occur. 

It is possible to imagine the circuit as being a kind 
of switching device which joins G and F whenever 
a sync pulse occurs. The output voltage, therefore, 
is brought to whatever is the instantaneous value of 
the saw -tooth at the moment the sync pulse occurs. 
Because of the time- constant C,R,, the voltage 
remains substantially at this value until the next pulse 
comes along; it then changes or not according to 
whether the saw -tooth has a different value or not 
at this instant. 

When the sync pulses have, as they must have, a 
finite duration which is small compared with the 
flyback period, the voltage at G must vary during 
the pulse. Assuming a rectangular pulse and a linear 
flyback, it will be the mean value corresponding to 
the middle of the pulse that matters. Noise and 
interference will, in the manner explained in Part 1, 
alter the width of the sync pulse. The main effect 
will, therefore, be to alter the precise timing of the 
differentiated pulses applied to the diodes. There 
may also be some change in their width, but this 
is likely to be less than the change of timing. 

Noise and interference, therefore, alter the effective 
instant of switching and make it occur for an incor- 
rect value of the saw -tooth voltage at G. The output 
is thus affected and it is upon the time -constant that 
reliance is placed for reducing the effect of noise and 
interference. 

Fig. 4. Waveform at point C 
of Fig. 2. 
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In one particular case, however, the balance of the 
circuit gives immunity. If the conditions are adjusted 
to be of mean phase, so that the saw -tooth passes 
through zero when the sync pulse occurs the dis- 
criminator output is zero. If then a burst of severe 
interference comes along which obliterates the sync 
pulse completely, the diodes do not operate, the 
output remains zero and the time -base remains quite 
unaffected. With less severe interference, which pro- 
duces a delayed pulse, the diodes conduct later than 
they should do and an unwanted output appears. 

One defect of the circuit is obvious. Spurious 
pulses occurring at almost any time can cause diode 
conduction and so affect the output. Such pulses can 
be due to noise and interference and will certainly 
occur at half -line intervals during the frame pulses. 

It appears to be wrong in principle, therefore, to 
use as the gating waveform one which is subject to 
irregularities and it would seem much better to use 
the local waveform for gating. This can be done 
in Fig. 1 by reversing the signals; that is, by applying 
the local waveform in push -pull by T and the sync 
pulses in parallel across R,. The practical difficulty 
is that it is not so easy to develop the required wave- 
forms but, if it can be done, the circuit becomes 
quite immune to any interference except that which 
occurs while the diodes are made conductive by the 
local gating pulses. 

The question now arises as to what are the best 
waveforms for this kind of operation. The gating 
pulses should obviously be narrow and should occur 
at some little time after the time -base flyback has 
started. The flyback pulse clearly suggests itself as 
a possibility since it occurs at about the right time 
and is available with ample amplitude. It is, however, 
inclined to be on the wide side. 

The sync pulse waveform is more difficult. It 
should have a sloping part of more or less regular 
slope with equal positive and negative values and 
would, ideally, be like Fig. 5 

with its start and finish cor- 
responding to the beginning 
and end of a line sync pulse. 
It cannot be generated by 
making use of the two ends of 
the pulse, however, otherwise 
there will be a change of 
waveform during the frame 
pulse period; it is only the 
leading edges of the line 
pulses that recur regularly. 

It is not at all easy to de- 
sign a simple circuit which 
will produce the required waveform and it is prob- 
ably because of this that it is usual to employ the 
sync pulses as the gating waveform. Returning to 
this system, therefore, the saw -tooth input to R, in 
Fig. 1 is usually obtained by integrating the voltage 
pulse which occurs on the anode of the line output 
valve during flyback, or a related pulse obtained from 
a tapping on the scan transformer. This pulse is 
positive -going and of large amplitude, so that the 
integration is simple and cheap and rarely involves 
more than a couple of resistors and capacitors. 

The precise form of the phase detector has an effect 
upon the degree of immunity to interference and noise 
and upon whether or not the change of sync -pulse 
waveform during the frame flyback distorts the upper 
part of the picture. It also affects the pull -in range; 
that is, the range of free -running frequencies of the 

Fig. S. Sync-pulse wave- 
form required for ideal 
operation. 
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time -base over which the circuit will lock in, when 
sync pulses are applied. Generally speaking, the bal- 
anced type of detector is to be preferred to the 
unbalanced. When the time -base happens to be 
correctly adjusted it gives no output, so if the sync 
pulses cease the time -base frequency is not altered. 
An unbalanced detector, when correctly adjusted to 
the mean condition, gives quite a large output, so 
that if the sync pulses cease the time -base changes 
frequency by quite a large amount and it may not 
pull into step again when the pulses re- appear. It 
may be necessary to adopt special means for making 
it lock -in again. 

In any case, however, a time -base can pull into 
synchronism only over a limited range of frequency 
difference -the lock -in range. Once locked, however, 
it may hold in over a much wider range of control 
settings. One can have the condition, therefore. that 
the time -base will remain locked as long as the sync 
pulses persist, but lose synchronism and refuse to lock 
again (without manual adjustment of the hold control) 
if they are interrupted for a short interval. 

Stability 
The lock -in range depends mainly upon the time - 
constant of the circuit. If this is made large to secure 
good noise reduction the lock -in range becomes small. 
This is fairly obvious because the circuit is a low -pass 
filter. When a difference of frequency exists between 
the sync pulses and the time base, this difference 
frequency must be passed by the filter if there is to 
be any control voltage acting on the time -base. The 
larger the time constant is made, the lower is the 
difference frequency which is passed with any 
effectiveness. 

Once the time -base is in synchronism, however, it 
can remain locked for quite large changes of the values 
provided that they occur slowly, for slow changes 
are passed by the filter. 

Because of these effects it is often necessary to take 
special precautions in the design of the time -base to 
ensure that its free -running frequency remains within 
quite narrow limits. In the ordinary directly -locked 
time -base the free- running frequency is normally 
several kilocycles below the locked frequency and 
quite large variations arc permissible. It is quite nor- 
mal for a receiver to operate for months without the 
hold control being adjusted. 

The tuned- circuit type of flywheel -sync system des- 
cribed in Part 1 behaves in the same way as the directly 
locked time -base in this respect. In fact, the time - 
base is locked in the ordinary way by pulses. The fly- 
wheel circuit acts to generate noise -free pulses. 
With flywheel sync of the a.f.c. type, however, the 
permissible variation of frequency is relatively very 
small and may be a few hundred cycles only, if the 
time -base is to lock -in reliably without manual adjust- 
ment. Apart from effects due to the ageing of valves 
and components, the chief causes of frequency changes 
are temperature and supply voltage. Some form of 
stabilization is usually needed and it is common to 
include a tuned circuit in the time -base as an aid to 
frequency stability. 

It has already been mentioned that all forms of a.f.c. 
systems are negative -feedback circuits. In the closed 
loop formed by the phase detector, the filter and the 
time -base, there are several time -constant circuits in 
cascade and there is gain around the loop. It is 
possible, therefore, for the system to go into oscillation 
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at some frequency. The trouble arises through the 
time delay around the loop. If some change occurs, 
the response of the circuit, which should act 
to correct it, does not occur straight away but 
is delayed by the time -constants of the circuits. 
The change remains for a time uncorrected and a 
large correction voltage is built up. When this does 
start acting it may be excessive for the change existing 
at that moment and cause over -correction. 

It is almost invariably necessary to include a stabi- 
lizing circuit which acts to reduce the phase -shift 
around the feedback loop. In servo nomenclature, 
it is an anti -hunt circuit and it results in the output 
of the filter containing a component proportional to the 
rate of change of phase as well as to the phase differ- 
ence between the sync pulses and time -base voltage. 

Typical Circuit 

One form of this is shown in Fig. 6. This diagram 
shows a complete a.f.c. circuit of the balanced diode 
type and should be compared with Fig. 1; similar 
components in the two diagrams bear the same refer- 
ence letters. In Fig. 6, differentiation of the sync 
pulses is carried out by C ;R; and the push -pull input 
to the diodes is obtained from the phase -splitter V,. 
This is an alternative to the transformer of Fig. 1. 

The saw -tooth is obtained by integrating the pulse 
on the line output circuit by R R, and C, in com- 
bination, Co being merely a d.c. blocking capacitor. 
The components R,C, form the main filter for inter- 
ference reduction and C., is for stabilizing the circuit. 
An alternative arrangement is to omit R,C, and make 
C. rather larger and then to connect in shunt with 
C, the series combination of a resistor and a capacitor 
for stabilizing. 

A drawback of having to include these stabilizing 
components is that since, of necessity, they make the 
filter respond more quickly to a change of input they 
do also reduce the effectiveness of the filter against 
noise and interference. 
They do not do so in quite 
the same way as a simple 
reduction of the time -con- 
-itant would do, of course. 

In all flywheel sync cir- 
cuits, whether of the tuned 
circuit or the a.f.c. type, 
the noise and interference 
reduction is obtained by 
means of high selectivity in 
some form, so that the 
time -base is affected only 
by the cumulative effect of 
many sync pulses. It would 
appear to be ideal to make 
the selectivity so high (that 
is, the time -constants so 
long) that the integration 
effect persisted over several 
frames. Any break -up of 
the picture or displacement 
of the lines would then be 
impossible and noise or 
interference could affect 
things only by causing a 
small and very slow side- 
ways movement of the pic- 
ture as a whole. This would 
be hardly noticeable. hint capacitator C5. 

Unfortunately, it is found in practice that this is 
not always practicable because the sync pulses them- 
selves do not recur sufficiently regularly. This is 
especially the case with outside broadcasts and, if the 
time -constant is made too great, the picture may have 
curved sides. In practice, it is often necessary to 
restrict the integration period to quite a few lines 
only. As a result, a certain amount of line displacement 
can occur. It is, however, of a less troublesome character 
than with direct -locking. Lines do not tear out in an 
irregular manner, but a group of lines may move 
slightly sideways in a smooth fashion so that a vertical 
line in the picture may develop a small bulge. 

When only a moderate time -constant is used, trouble 
may be experienced from the half -line pulses which 
occur during the frame pulse. These will inevitably 
cause a change of output unless the phase discriminator 
is of a type which does not respond to them or unless 
the integrating time constant is so great that the output 
cannot change appreciably. In other cases, the time - 
constant must be small enough to enable the output 
to recover after the change before the picture modu- 
lation starts. 

In view of the drawbacks of flywheel sync (namely, 
its greater complexity, the need for a more stable time - 
base, the movement of the picture as a whole with 
any change, and the limited noise immunity imposed 
by transmitter effects) the writer's view is that its use 
is not worth while under normal receiving conditions, 
in which receiver noise is negligible and external inter- 
ference is small. There is, however, no doubt at all 
that it is very much worth while in poor locations 
where interference is serious or where the signal is 
so weak that receiver noise is important. 

It is quite important not to be misled by foreign 
practice. The fact that flywheel sync is universal in 
the U.S.A. and is widely used on the Continent is quite 
irrelevant, because their television systems employ 
negative modulation whereas the British practice is to 
use positive modulation. 
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Fig. 6. Complete a.f.c. circuit using a phase -splitting input valve cnd showing the 
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Must We Have Compatibility 
I.E.E. Discuss the Future of Colour Television in Britain 

NOT very long ago any mention of the word 
` non- compatible " in connection with colour 
television was considered almost indecent. In 
America the C.B.S. non -compatible frame sequential 
system had been tried and had proved a miserable 
failure, and everybody was pouring scorn on the 
F.C.C. for bringing it into operation. The wonderful 
new N.T.S.C. compatible system was introduced 
shortly afterwards and we all (or, at least, most of 
us) felt that this compatibility -a fascinating new 
idea -was the only sensible thing to have. 

Since then it appears that radio technical people 
in Britain have been pondering rather deeply over 
compatibility and all it implies, and as a result there 
has been quite a strong reaction against it. The 
main objections seem to be that when you shackle 
a new system (colour) to an existing old one (the 
present 405 -line monochrome system) you are not 
only making things difficult for future generations of 
receiver designers, but putting a stop to the develop- 
ment of new colour systems. Moreover, the com- 
patible system which has now been tried out in 
America has not proved quite so successful as was 
at first hoped, and it appears to have one or two 
technical disadvantages, such as " buzz " on sound 
and dot patterns on the screen, which would not 
be very acceptable in this country. 

At the moment, then, there is quite a division of 
opinion on compatibility, and it was probably this 
that gave rise to the recent discussion at the I.E.E. 
on "whether compatibility is necessary for a colour 
television system in Great Britain." Most of the 
contributions to this discussion were naturally con- 
cerned with engineering matters. It is doubtful, 
however, whether these helped to clear the air, for 
the whole issue of compatibility versus non -com- 
patibility is really bound up with economic and 
political considerations. For example, in commercial 
television, whether here or in America, the pro- 
grammes have to reach the largest possible number 
of people, so compatibility is almost an essential. 
With an organization like the B.B.C., however, there 
is no pressure from commercial interests and they 
can afford to develop a non -compatible service, with 
quality as the main criterion, even if there are very 
few people capable of receiving it at first. 

Systems and Apparatus 
But what exactly are the engineering considera- 
tions? What do "compatibility" and "non -com- 
patibility " really mean in terms of systems and 
apparatus? At the moment a compatible system for 
Britain is generally taken to mean an adaptation of 
the American N.T.S.C. system,* and, according to 
opinions expressed at the I.E.E. meeting, no other 
compatible system is likely to be developed. As is 
well known (and was admitted at the meeting), the 
N.T.S.C. system has a degrading effect on the vision 
and sound of black- and -white receivers because of 

* Wires, World, November, 1963, p. 524. 
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interference from the colour sub -carrier. There is 
a general opinion, too, that this would be worse in 
Britain than in America owing to the superior video 
response of our receivers and the fact that the lower 
frame repetition frequency would not allow such 
effective cancellation of the sub -carrier dot pattern 
by the viewer's eye. A partial solution would be 
to degrade the bandwidth of our receivers to just 
over 2 Mc /s. Another problem mentioned at the 
meeting was that the N.T.S.C. system requires 
asynchronous operation (not locked to the mains), 
which would produce a visible beat effect on the 
screen as a result of interaction between the mains 
and the frame frequency. 

" Adjacent -channel " Scheme 
Most of the drawbacks of the ordinary N.T.S.C. 
system can be overcome by transmitting the trouble- 
some colour information in an adjacent channel -an 
expedient which has already been demonstrated on 
a 405 -line closed- circuit system.f This could still 
be considered as a compatible system suitable for 
Bands I and III, but it would be necessary for the 
" adjacent- channel" colour signals to overlap the 
monochrome signals of another station. Thus there 
would still be a risk of interference. However, the 
idea has not yet been proved impracticable (at least 
in this country), so it remains an interesting 
possibility. 

By moving the " adjacent -channel " system into 
Band IV and occupying a channel width of 7 -8 Mc /s 
to avoid overlapping, the problem of interference 
could be overcome completely. This would then 
provide a compatible colour service in the u.h.f. 
region -as was advocated by one speaker at the dis- 
cussion. Existing Band -I monochrome receivers 
would not be able to receive the programmes (except 
with the addition of converters), but all new mono- 
chrome sets could be designed from the beginning 
for Band IV reception. 

There is a general feeling, however, that any colour 
system put into Band IV would probably take full 
advantage of the wider channels available (the T.A.C. 
have suggested 7.5 -Mc /s channel widths) and work 
on a higher definition -possibly 625 lines. The pro- 
posal was, in fact, put forward at the I.E.E. discussion 
by the opener, E. P. Wethey, who envisaged a 
625 -line non -compatible system with " adjacent 
channel" colour operating in Band IV. Mr. Wethey 
pointed out that this could, in a sense, be made com- 
patible by using a standards converter to change the 
625 -line pictures to 405 -line pictures, so that they 
could be transmitted in Bands I and III and received 
by existing monochrome receivers. An incidental 
advantage of the 625 -line standard, also mentioned 
at the meeting, was that it would facilitate programme 
exchanges with the Continent. A speaker who had 
had wide experience of compatible colour television 
in the U.S.A., however, maintained that the cost of 

t Wireless World, Júne, 1954, p. 256. 
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introducing a non- compatible 625 -line system in 
Band IV would be prohibitive. 

When talking of non -compatible colour systems, 
then, it appears that engineers are concerned mainly 
with the use of wider channels in Bands IV and V, 
possibly higher definition, and probably " adjacent - 
channel " colour signals. Thus one important prin- 
ciple of the American compatible system has not 
been thrown overboard -the idea of transmitting the 
brightness information and the colour information 
separately. This is now generally felt to be a good 
thing. If it comes to be regarded as an essential there 
is no hope for the old frame -sequential system, which 
is still considered a possibility for non -compatible 
colour transmissions. (This does not necessarily 
mean rotating colour filters at the receiver; tricolour 
c.r. tubes can be used equally well.) The frame - 
sequential system gives good colour pictures and is 
simple in operation, but, unfortunately, is rather 
wasteful of bandwidth as it transmits a certain 
amount of redundant information. 

The question of bandwidth is, indeed, one of the 
main problems with non -compatible systems, and it 
came in for a good deal of discussion at the I.E.E. 
meeting. There is some difference of opinion on 

whether receivers with wide bandwidths are expen- 
sive to manufacture. It was, however, agreed at the 
discussion that signals occupying a band of 7 -8 Mc /s 
would increase the cost of programme distribution by 
cable and radio link. A more important problem is 
that radio transmission systems with wide bandwidths 
are more susceptible to the effects of multi -path 
propagation, and this would no doubt have a bad 
effect on colour phasing in the television pictures. 
It could be argued, too, against non -compatible 
colour systems, that they would take up valuable 
space in the ether, while compatible systems would 
make use of the existing television frequency alloca- 
tions. (The general reaction of television engineers 
to this is : if we don't take the available space then 
somebody else will!) 

Finally, there are the general problems of trans- 
mission and reception in Bands IV and V. At the 
moment there is very little data available on the 
coverage obtainable from transmissions at these fre- 
quencies and Band IV receivers are only in the 
experimental stage. However, it was suggested at 
the discussion that by the time we are ready for 
colour television most of these difficulties will have 
been overcome. 

INTERNATIOIAI. RADIO ILESEARCII 
Summary of the Recent U.R.S.I. Meetings 

SOME 300 delegates from twenty -one countries attended 
the 11th General Assembly of the International Scientific 
Radio Union (U.R.S.I.), which was held in The Hague 
from 23rd August to 2nd September. The two main 
functions of the Union are : (1) to promote and organize 
research requiring international co- operation and (2) to 
promote the setting up of common methods of measure- 
ment and the standardization of measuring equipment. 
The work of the Union is carried on by eight commissions, 
each concerned with a specific aspect of radio research. 

Reference is made on p. 590 to a resolution on the 
velocity of radio waves made by Commission I (measure- 
ments and standards) which met under the chairmanship 
of Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose, who is also vice -president of the 
Union. This commission also decided to arrange for the 
international comparison of standards for measuring power 
at frequencies of 3,000 and 10,000 Mc /s, and to assist the 
International Radio Consultative Committee (C.C.I.R.) in 
observations of the reception of standard frequency trans- 
missions from various countries. 

Dr. C. R. Burrows (U.S.A.) was chairman of Commis- 
sion II, which is concerned with the propagation of waves 
through the troposphere. Here the importance was 
stressed of studying propagation conditions in the v.h.f. 
and u.h.f. bands, in several parts of the world and under 
various meteorological conditions. Detailed knowledge is 
required as to the manner in which the received field 
strength is dependent upon the season, geographical loca- 
tion and the length of path and nature of the terrain over 
which the signal travels. 

The meetings of Commission III were presided over by 
Sir Edward Appleton, and they dealt with various 
problems associated with the propagation of radio waves 
through the ionosphere. An important part of the pro- 
ceedings and the associated resolutions, was concerned 
with the detailed arrangements being made for world -wide 
observations to be undertaken during the International 
Geophysical Year of 1957 -58. On certain days of each 
month during that year, all nations in a position to do so 
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will carry out an intensive series of measurements of 
various atmospheric and terrestrial phenomena. A corre- 
sponding programme was also recommended by Commis- 
sion IV, which, under the chairmanship of J. A. Ratcliffe, 
deals with atmospherics of terrestrial origin. The discus- 
sions at the meetings of this commission ranged over the 
subjects of the waveforms of atmospherics, " whistlers " 
and the measurement of the noise level which prevails in 
various parts of the world. 

Radio waves which arise from sources external to the 
earth's atmosphere are the concern of Commission V 
(Radio Astronomy), which held meetings under the chair- 
manship of Dr. M. Laffineur (France). Here the radio 
scientist has developed a new field of research since the 
war, in which a great deal of knowledge has already been 
obtained on the radiation from the sun and stars at various 
frequencies above 30 Mc /s. Improved techniques of 
reception have resulted from work in this country, as well 
as in Australia, Holland and U.S.A. Members of the 
commission have been responsible for the recent publica- 
tion by U.R.S.I. of three special reports in this field. 
These have considerably enhanced our knowledge of the 
distribution of radiation from the sun, and also of the 
distribution of neutral hydrogen atoms, which are 
identified by their characteristic line radiation at 
1420 Mc /s. 

The remaining two commissions of the Union held a 
number of discussions on subjects in the fields of radio 
waves and circuits (VI) under Professor S. Silver (U.S.A.), 
and radio electronics (VII) under Professor G. A. Woonton 
(Canada). A wide range of subjects was dealt with 
including information theory, and various aspects of 
circuits, aerials and wave -guides. 

The Proceedings of the Hague meetings will be pub- 
lished by the General Secretariat of U.R.S.I., 42 rue des 
Minimes, Brussels, from whom previous publications, 
including the special reports mentioned above, can also be 
obtained. The next meeting of the Assembly will be held 
in 1957 in Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. R. L. S.-R. 
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DECEMBER MEETINGS 
Institution of Electrical Engineers 

London. -December 1st. " The 
Vertical Radiation Patterns of Medium - 
Wave Broadcasting Aerials " by H. Page 
and G. D. Monteath. 

December 6th. Discussion on " The 
Applications and Limitations of Elec- 
tronic and other Computors " opened 
by Dr. L. G. Brazier. 

December 13th. Discussion on 
" Practical and Economic Problems in 
the Maintenance of Domestic Television 
Receivers " opened by W. L. Green- 
wood. 

All the London meetings will be held 
at 5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2. 

East Midland Centre. - December 
16th. Faraday lecture " Courier to 
Carrier in Communications " by 
T. B. D. Terroni at 6.30 at the Albert 
Hall, Nottingham. 

Cambridge Radio Group. -December 
7th. " Transistor Circuits " by E. H. 
Cooke- Yarborough at 6.0 at the Cam- 
bridgeshire Technical College. 

Mersey and North Wales Centre.- 
December 6th. Faraday lecture 
" Courier to Carrier in Communica- 
tions " by T. B. D. Terroni at 6.45 at 
the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool. 

North- Eastern Radio and Measure- 
ments Group.- December 2nd. " Radio 
Stars " by R. Hanbury Brown at 7.0 at 
King's College, Newcastle -upon -Tyne. 
(Joint meeting with Newcastle -upon- 
Tyne Astronomical Society.) 

December 6th. " An Investigation of 
the Characteristics of Cylindrical Sur- 
face Waves " by Prof. H. E. M. Barlow 
and A. E. Karbowiak, and " Surface 
Waves " by Prof. H. E. M. Barlow 
and Dr. A. L. Cullen at 6.15 at King's 
College, Newcastle -upon -Tyne. 

South -East Scotland Sub- Centre.- 
December 7th. " Technical Arrange- 
ments for the Sound and Television 
Broadcasts of the Coronation Cere- 
monies " by W. S. Proctor, M. J. L. 
Pulling and F. Williams at 7.0 at the 
Carlton Hotel, North Bridge, Edin- 
burgh. 

South Midland Centre.- December 
6th. " Technical Arrangements for the 
Sound and Television Broadcasts of the 
Coronation Ceremonies " by W. S. 
Proctor, M. J. L. Pulling and F. Williams 
at 6.0 at the James Watt Memorial 
Institute, Great Charles Street, Birming- 
ham. 

Rugby Sub -Centre.- December 10th. 
Faraday lecture " Courier to Carrier 
in Communications " by T. B. D. 
Terroni at 7.0 at the Temple Speech 
Room, Rugby. 

Hatfield District.- December 8th. 
" Magnetic Amplifiers " by J. F. ('.ogles 
at 7.0 at the Hatfield Technical College. 

British Institution of Radio Engineers 
London.- December 29th. Discussion 

on " Education and Training of Radio 
Engineers " at 6.30 at the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medi- 
cine, Keppel Street, Gower Street, 
W.C.1. 

West Midlands Section.- December 
8th. " Industrial Applications of Elec- 
tronic Control " by J. A. Sargrove (Sar- 
grove Electronics) at 7.15 at the 
Wolverhampton and Staffordshire Tech- 
nical College, Wulfruna Street, Wolver- 
hampton. 

North- Eastern Section. - December 
8th. " Logic, Algebra and Relays " by 
Prof. Emrys Williams at 6.0 at Neville 
Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle -upon- 
Tyne. 
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Merseyside Section. -December 2nd. 
" Electronics in Materials Handling " by 
L. Landon Goodman (British Electrical 
Development Assn.) at 7.15 at the 
College of Technology, Byrom Street, 
Liverpool, 3. 

Scottish Section.- December 2nd. 
" Some Interesting Applications of Elec- 
tronics to Photography " by D. M. Neale 
(Ilford, Ltd.) at 7.0 at the Institution 
of Engineers and Shipbuilders, 39, Elm - 
bank Crescent, Glasgow, C.2. 

British Sound Recording Association 
London.- December 10th. " Magnetic 

Sound Stripe Recording on 16mm 
Film " by W. C. C. Ball at 7.0 at the 
Royal Society of Arts, John Adam 
Street, W.C.2. 

Manchester Centre. -December 13th. 
" Balance and Control and Acoustics " 
by M. R. G. Garrard at 7.30 at the 
Engineers' Club, Albert Square, Man- 
chester. 

Television Society 
London.- December 10th. " Tele- 

vision Circuit Refinements " by C. H. 
Banthorpe (Dement Radio) at 7.0 at the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, 
164, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 

Royal Society of Arts 
Commonwealth Section. - December 

2nd. " Broadcasting in the Colonies " 
by J. Grenfell Williams (B.B.C. Colonial 
Service) at 5.15 at John Adam Street, 
London, W.C.2. 

Institution of Production Engineers 
Manchester. -December 2nd. " The 

Electronic Control of Machine Tools " 
by E. Heys at 7.15 at Reynolds Hall, 
College of Technology, Sackville Street, 
Manchester. 

Incorporated Practical Radio Engineers 
South Coast Section. -December 9th. 

" Television Servicing Equipment " by a 
member of the staff of Marconi Instru- 
ments at 7.30 at the Kings Arms Hotel, 
Castle Street, Christchurch. 

North. M'est Section.- December 6th. 
" Aerials for Commercial Television " 
by P. Jones (Aerialite) at 7.30 at the 
Barley Mow Hotel, Turner Street, High 
Street, Manchester, 4. 

CLUB NEWS 
Birmingham. -At the meeting of the 

Slade Radio Society at 7.45 on Decem- 
ber 10th at the Church House, High 
Street, Erdington, B. V. Somes -Charlton, 
of Pye, Ltd., will give a survey of tele- 
vision camera developments and demon- 
strate the Pye miniature industrial 
camera. 

Cleckheaton.-T.R.F. receivers will 
be dealt with by J. E. Church (G2BMC) 
at the meeting of the Spen Valley and 
District Radio and Television Society 
on December 1st. Members of the 
Bradford Radio Society will be the 
club's guests on the 15th, and on the 
29th F. Jowett (G2FIS) will speak on 
superhets. Meetings are held at 7.30 
at the Temperance Hall, Cleckheaton. 

Newark. -At the meeting of the 
Newark and District Amateur Radio 
Society at 7.0 on December 5th at the 
Northern Hotel, Newark, A. Hall will 
talk about valve- voltmeters. 

Progress in 

SOUND 

TRIX equipment maintains a 

long- established tradition of pro- 
gressive design and high -grade 
workmanship. There are stan- 
dard units for every requirement, 
each a masterly expression of 

sound -reproduction technique. 
For large or small installations, 
our catalogue and expert advice 
are freely at your disposa. 

MODEL G 7822 
This new Ribbon 
microphone with 
superlative perform- 
ance and attractive 
streamlined appear- 
ance is of excep- 
tionally small size 
and weight, measur- 
ing only lain. in 
diameter. 

With high sensitivity 
and minimum of feed- 
back effects, it can 
be supplied in satin 
chrome or bronze 
finish, and with ad- 
ditional switch -box 
attachment if desired. 

MODEL 
BD 10 

Bowl Diffuser 
type speaker in heavy material. 
Very effective for multi -speaker 
diffusion systems over wide areas, 
and equally suitable for speech or 
music reproduction. Finished in 
Hammer surface beige enamel. 

The TRIX ELECTRICAL 
COMPANY LTD. 

I -S MAPLE PLACE, TOTTENHAM 

COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I. 
Telephone : MUSeum 5817 

Telegrams and Cables 
TRIXADIO WESDO. LONDON. 
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RANDOM RADIATIONS 
By "DIALLIST" 

TV Extensions 
MANY people like to be able to use 
the television receiver in either of 
two rooms at will. It is simple 
enough to make such an arrange- 
ment; but it's surprising that one 
should so often find the job wrongly 
done. " Can't understand what's 
amiss with my TV set," said a friend 
not long ago; " In the drawing room, 
which is right under the aerial, it 
gives a poor and rather jittery pic- 
ture; but in my own sitting room it's 
as good as one could wish. Funny 
thing is that when it's working in 
my room there's about an extra 30ft 
of aerial cable in use: surely that 
shouldn't cause reception to be 
better ?" You'll guess at once what 
I found. The feeder had been con- 
nected so that the whole of it was 
always in circuit. Thus, when the 
set was used in the drawing room the 
portion running to the other room 
formed a 30ft dead end. The proper 
method, which avoids all dead ends, 
is to connect the dipole direct to the 
nearer skirting -board socket, and to 
it alone. The far end of the exten- 
sion feeder goes direct to the distant 
socket, its near end being fitted with 
a plug and clipped to the skirting 
board near socket No. 1. In this way 
the extension is out of circuit until 
the set is needed in the distant room, 
when it is connected to socket No. 1. 

Suppressors Again 
THE Assistant Postmaster -General 
is not, I fear, a reader of Wireless 
World. Had he been, he might have 
given a better answer to the question 
recently put to him in the House 
about the possibility of introducing 
legislation to make the fitting of 
ignition interference suppressors 
compulsory for all cars, as had been 
done for rear reflectors. He sug- 
gested it would " entail recruiting a 

corps of inspectors to go round look- 
ing at every motor car." I would re- 
mind him that it was pointed out 
months ago in W.W., when a similar 
answer was given in the House, that 
enforcement could be effected with- 
out adding a single man to the police 
force. Every police car is radio - 
equipped, as are many police motor 
cycles. Any such vehicle has only to 
switch its v.h.f. receiver to a.m. to 
become an admirable detector of 
ignition interference. No need to 
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take the motor patrol officers off their 
more important duties; all that they 
need to do is to turn their attention 
to interference detection for occa- 
sional spells. Any offending car 
owner would receive a notice to put 
things right within, say, seven days 
and a warning that if he doesn't do 
so he'll be fined next time he's 
caught. As no motorist could tell 
whether a police vehicle was or was 
not "detecting," I'm sure that this 
system would be as effective as are 
the P.O. detector vans against TV 
licence- dodgers. 

A Disclaimer 
Let me say at once that I don't 

hold shares in any of the concerns 
that make ignition or other sup- 
pressors. I only wish I did! Nor 
am I personally much of a sufferer 
from ignition interference. My home 
in the country is not near a main road 
and on the average the number of 
cars passing it during the television 
programmes is not more than five or 
six an hour. More than that, my 
aerial, 45 feet above the level of the 
road and over 100 feet from the 
nearest point on its surface, cannot 
" see " passing cars since a good solid 
chunk of house intervenes. More 
even than that, my aerial is 550 feet 

above sea level and brings in such 
a whacking signal from Alexandra 
Palace that no small amount of 
attenuation is required. In other 
words, the signal /noise ratio is pretty 
good. Again, though I'm keenly 
interested in television theory, the 
programmes are a very minor source 
of entertainment to me. With these 
things in mind, you'll see that so far 
as the effects of ignition interference 
on TV reception are concerned, I 
have few axes of my own in need 
of grinding. But I am deeply con- 
cerned about its adverse effects on 
the progress of television. Some of 
my friends who live on or near main 
roads now make little use of their 
television receivers. Others are not 
renewing their licences as they fall 
due. Every reader of W.W. who 
owns or drives a car has important 
issues at stake. If television is not 
his livelihood it is a major interest. 
I just can't and won't believe that 
the man who owns any sort of motor 
vehicle is unable to afford the shilling 
or two needed to prevent the slow- 
ing down of television development 
which must be a consequence of the 
prevalence of ignition interference. 

Why Not Uniformity? 
IT'S a mystery to me why the manu- 
facturers of domestic television 
receivers can't, or at any rate don't, 
agree to use the same set of names 
for the " user " control knobs; those, 
I mean, that are outside the cabinet. 
When the completely non -technical 

"WIRELESS WORLD" PUBLICATIONS 
Net By 

Price Post 

RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK. M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., 
M.I.E.E. 6th Edition 25'- 26/3 

RADIO VALVE DATA. 4th Edltlon Compiled by the Staff of 
"Wireless World " 3/6 3!10 

SHORT -WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE. T. W. 
Bennington, Engineering Division, B.B.C. Second Edition. 10'6 10/10 

SUPERHETERODYNE TELEVISION UNIT. Second Edition. 2!6 2/8 

INTRODUCTION TO VALVES. R. W. Hallows, M.A. (Cantab.), 
M.I.E.E.. and H. K. Milward, B.Sc. (tond.), A.M.I.E.E. ... 8'6 8/10 

WIRELESS WORLD TELEVISION RECEIVER MODEL II: 
Complete constructional details with notes on modernizing 
the original design 3/6 319 

RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION as Applied to Radio 
and Television Reception. G. L. Stephens, A.M.I.E.E. ... 10'6 10'11 

SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION. A B.B.C. 
Engineering Training Manual. J. W. Godfrey and S. W. 
Amos, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E. ... 30/- 30'8 

ADVANCED THEORY OF WAVEGUIDES. L. Lewin ... 30/- 301 
M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS. 

M.I.E.E. 5th Edition 12/6 13/- 

TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT. W. T. Cocking, 
M.I.E. E. 3rd Edition l8 /- 18j8 

A complete list of books is available on application. 
Obtainable from all leading booksellers or from 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I. 
i 
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man -in- the -street buys a new set, he 
may have to accustom himself to 
controls differently arranged, and 
with a fresh set of names for them. 
" Height," he understood easily 
enough; but what is " frame ampli- 
tude"? Is "horizontal form" the 
same thing as his old " line line- 
arity "? There doesn't seem to be 
a knob labelled " contrast "; can 
" picture control " be the same 
thing? I needn't give further 
examples. Yes, I know that the dealer 
who installs the new set should 
explain the knobs and their uses. 
But not all dealers bother to do so. 
I know, too, that the buyer of a set 
should read the " book of words " 
that accompanies it. But some who 
start to do so don't get very far, 
especially if they are confronted by 
puzzling new names. I hope that 
manufacturers will get together and 
produce a single set of names for the 
controls. 

Robbing Peter to Pay Paul? 
FROM the Television Act, 1954, one 
gathered that the Independent Tele- 
vision Authority's annual subsidy 
was to be tound out of the receipts 
from general taxation, for Section 11 

of the Act reads: 
" The Postmaster- General may, with 

the consent of the Treasury, pay to the 
Authority out of moneys provided by 
Parliament, such sums, not exceeding 
seven hundred and fifty thousand 
pounds in any one financial year, as 
he may with the consent of the Treasury 
determine." 

But the section of the B.B.C.'s 
annual report for 1953 -54 devoted to 
finance makes one think a bit, for it 
throws a rather startling light on the 
intended source of those " moneys 
provided by Parliament." Here is 
what it says : 

" The Exchequer will retain 
£2,000,000 from licence revenue in each 
of the three years [from March, 1954] 
and the Post Office will receive a pro- 
portion estimated at £1,600,000 a year 
to cover the cost of collecting fees and 
dealing with interference. In addition, 
£750,000 per annum will be given to the 
Independent Television Authority in 
each of its first two years of operation. 
The remainder will come to the B.B.C." 
(The italics are mine.) 

If the B.B.C. statement is correct 
then it is not only contrary to the 
Act but also to the statement made 
by Mr. Gammans earlier this year 
when announcing the increased 
licence fee. He then stated that by 
stabilizing the amount taken by the 
Exchequer from licence fees at 
£2 million it would be possible to 
provide the subsidy for the I.T.A. 
" without reducing the amount that 
would otherwise accrue to the 
B.B.C." Them's my sentiments, too! 
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NEW ADDITIONS 
TO THE EXTENSIVE BULGIN RANGE 

Details of other BULGIN lines are 
available in 144 page catalogue, 
Ref. 193 WW. price I - post free 

INSTRUMENT PUSH SWITCH 

Single -pole, one hole ' dead ' 

fixing to tin. o holes, with max. 
panel thickness of 13'32in. 
Chrome bezel, black push 
button, highly polished Bake- 
lite. Rated at I A., at 110 v. 
Self -cleaning contacts. List 
No. MP.I2. 

1 

ANTI -CORONA CONNECTOR 

New Ozone -proof P.V.0 
moulded C.R.T. boss connec- 
tor. With large brim for 
protection against leakage by 
dust, shock, etc. 

LIST Nos. P.497 FOR STANDARD 
BOSS. P.498 FOR OCTAL BOSS. 

STREAMLINED POINTER KNOBS 

These two new sleek and 
streamlined matching pointer 
knobs are inspired by the 
latest leading trends in instru- 
ment Knob design. Manu- 
factured in glossy black Poly- 
styrene. Each fitted with 
4BA steel screw at 1800 from 
pointer. screw engages with 
the inset nut. The smaller 
model (List No. K.420) mea- 
sures- Radius to pointer tip - 
jin.: and the larger model 
(K.42I) measures- Radius to 
pointer tip: -I4fin. 

THE CHOICE OF CRITICS 

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BARKING, ESSEX 
MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Telephone: RIPpleway 3474 IS lines) 
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UNBIASED 
The First Wireless Patent 
ONE OFTEN HEARS elderly 
people talk glibly of the good old 
times but we have only to examine 
these allegedly happy days to realize 
that we have good cause to be thank- 
ful that we live in this present day 
and age. Let us, for instance, cast 
our minds back from 1954 to 1854 
and instantly we are reminded that 
just a hundred years ago we went to 
war with Russia, whereas in 1954 
all is peace between us and that great 
country, the giant strides of science 
since the carnage of the Crimea 
having made the very idea of war 
between civilized nations unthink- 
able. 

Now all this has not the remotest 
connection with wireless and electro- 
nics except that when delving into 
the history of 1854 I came across 
what seemed superficially to be the 
first British wireless patent. It was 
granted to James Bowman Lindsay 
on June 5th, 1854, but although a 
" wireless " link was used there was 
no question of electro- magnetic 
waves, communication being by con- 
duction between metal plates im- 
mersed at the opposite sides of a 
river. 

But this patent of a hundred years 
ago has, at any rate, as close a link 
with modern wireless as has the first 
radar patent -granted to Hulsmeyer 
just fifty years ago in 1904 -with 
modern radar technique. The real 
interest in Lindsay's century -old 
" wireless " patent is that the itiven- 
tor's claims were investigated by 
Mr. (later Sir) William Preece, who 
performed the same office for Mar- 
coni nearly half a century later. 

Preece didn't see any future in 
Lindsay's invention and pointed out 
to him that Morse had accomplished 
the same thing in the U.S.A. twelve 
years earlier. Contrary to popular 
supposition, Sir William Preece 
wasn't over -enthusiastic with regard 
to Marconi's pioneer work although 
he did help him considerably. On 
the whole I think we had better con- 
tinue to celebrate June 2nd, 1896, as 
the date of the first British wireless 
patent rather than June 5th, 1854; 
after all, conduction and electro- 
magnetic wave propagation are two 
very different things. 

Points of View 
FROM up North, where life is grim 
and earnest and not as it is in Lon- 
don -filled with the luxury that 
ruined ancient Rome, a correspon- 
dent has written to me criticizing 
certain aspects of the National Radio 
Show which displeased his practical 
Northern mind. He suggests that the 
organizers might have done worse 
than to visit the Manchester Business 
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By FREE GRID 

Efficiency Exhibition to see how a 
show should be organized and 
staffed. 

I cannot altogether agree with him 
for surely the radio show -or at least 
that part devoted to domestic listen- 
ing and viewing -should suggest joy 
rather than soul- destroying com- 
merce. I, for one, like my listening 
and viewing to be associated with 
carpet slippers and an armchair and 
have no wish to be compelled to en- 
joy myself efficiently. I am also 
rather partial to the restful atmo- 
sphere of the radio exhibition where 
some of the stands, as at the Motor 
Show, are staffed by delightfully 
languid young men -real matinee 
idols -who couldn't care less whether 
I bought their firm's products or not. 
I prefer that to the high- pressure 
salesmanship horror which the 

"-and thou . . 

phrase " business efficiency " sug- 
gests to my mind. Quite frankly I'm 
not efficient and have no wish to be. 
In the words of dear old Omar, " A 
jug of wine, a loaf of bread -and 
thou ..." 

A Plea for Myriacycles 
SPEAKING as one who was brought 
up on metres I found it as difficult 
to change over to kilocycles and 
megacycles as those brought up on 
feet did to change over to metres. 
This latter change was made, I 
believe, after the Berlin Radio Con- 
ference of 1903. It was, of course, 
all right to deal in metres in the 
days when wireless wavelengths 
ranged from about 200 metres up- 
wards, but in these microwave days 
it would mean dabbling in decimals 

and much use of what a certain 
V.I.P. anathematized as " those 
damned dots." 

Unfortunately the changeover to 
frequencies instead of wavelengths 
hasn't killed the wretched dots 
which cannot always be seen at a 
glance by those like myself who have 
to use glasses. Personally, I found it 
very irritating to study the list of fre- 
quencies of the B.B.C.'s proposed 
f.m. stations in the September issue 
of W.W. Not one out of the whole 
27 of them was a whole number. 
Surely it is a mistake to use mega- 
cycles at all? The word has no 
numerical value in its mother tongue, 
whereas the word myriacycle would 
really mean 100,000 cycles or, in 
other words, 100 kc /s. The list of 
frequencies to which I refer above 
would thus range from 881 mc/s to 
945 mc/s; I use the abbreviation 
mc/s to distinguish it from the exist- 
ing Mc /s. 

Apart from the foregoing argu- 
ment, the word miriacycle is more 
euphonious than megacycles, an im- 
portant point to bear in mind as we 
technical people surely don't want to 
be regarded as more uncouth and 
uncivilized by poets, artists and men 
of letters than we are at present. 

Watson- Watt's Bloomer 
A KINDLY correspondent has sent 
me a newspaper cutting recording 
that Sir Robert Watson -Watt the 
radar pioneer had been fined in 
Ontario, Canada, for speeding after 
being caught in a special police trap 
in which use was made of the 
principles of radar. The Star, 
in a praiseworthy poem, compares 
his fate with that of Dr. Guillotine, 
the French physician who invented 
the instrument of execution which 
bears his name and by which he him- 
self later suffered the extreme 
penalty. 

I think, however, that a more 
homely instance of this sort of thing 
-although by no means so exact a 
parallel -is provided by the story of 
the late Mrs. Bloomer who, with 
modesty as her sole motive, invented 
the cycling garment which I cannot, 
of course, discuss in detail in the 
austere pages of W.W. She reckoned 
without the prejudice and prudery of 
the " refained " and the coarse jests 
of the vulgar, and so on her first out- 
ing awheel a blushing young con- 
stable was forced to escort her to 
the police station for her own pro- 
tection. There was, in his opinion, 
a risk of " a breach of the peace 
being occasioned." It appeared that 
certain young bloods in the crowd 
with a boat -race -night mentality 
threatened to " debag " her, to use 
the jargon of a later age. 
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A.P.A.E. Exhibition (.cries) 1511 Apra. 

Review, :11:1 Judy - President's Address, :318 July 
Acnustiusiii ltroadeast ink( (Editorial) I5:3 Apr. 
Advert in Journals (('orrexpooih'nrrl 

69 Feb., :352 Aug. 
Acrials..T -Beam Television, 199 Apr. 
Aeronaut ica I ('ontmunieat ions, I.1 . A .11. 1.11et - 

ing (News) 155 Apr. 
-- Radio: Review of S.B.A.C. Show, 472 

Oct. 
Aids to Mechanical Handling. :112 
Air Traffic Control Radar. D.:1. Level). 227 

May 
Air), rue Radar. (Editorial) 51 Feb., Article 

74 Feb. 
Aircraft Flitter Simulation: Television 

Society's Exhibition, 7:3 Feb.; (Cm- 
respondence) 177 Apr. 

- -- )'lotting System. S.'P.('..:3n:1 June 
Airfield Rodin, l'errytielll, 463 Sept. 
Altimeter, Improved Radio, A. ltloch. K. E. 

'Meeks and A. G. Heaton. 1:1s Mar. 
Amateur ('nlonr'l'elevision 16$ Apr. -- Sound and Vision Licence Changes. 

Summary 28:1 June (Nora) 534 Nov. 
Television Transmissions, 522 Oct. 

Amateurs and Television Interference, 12 
Jan.: (.sees) 474 Oct. 

Americai, Television Scene. M. J. L. Pulling, 
13 .tan. 

Amplifier, Crystal Set, 19s Apr. 
- , inexpensive l0 -Watt Millard. :39s 

Aug.; (( orre,pandeare) :dill Oct.. 555 
Nov.. 59:3 Dec.: (t uurterlion) 5110 Ilet. 

-, Leak, 20) Apr. 
, l)sram, 4311 Sept.: (t'nrrectionI :411) (let.: 

(('orrespmabnre) 555 Nov., 59:3 Dee. 
Yyc High -Quality, :35 :3 July 

Amplifiers, Distortion in Negative F'euQbark. 
169 Apr.: (Correspondence) 225 May. 
281 June 

-, Feedback 1.F. for Television. 11. . . 

Jeu'itt, 609 Dee. 
-, Portable l'.A.. 1111i. 10:' Aug. 

\Widehand 1.1'.. II. S..Iewitt, S6 Frh. 
.Analogue. Computing, Electrua ie, Raymund 

B. Quarmby. 11:3 Mar. 
Anode and Cathode (Carrrnpond('nee IS .fan. 
Armstrong. Edwin Il., Appreri:ution. 102 

Mar.: (News) 124 Mar. 
Atomic Battery. RA'.4..:3117 Aug. 
Attenuator, l'ainton Miniature, 141)Mar. 
:\tteuuators for High Frequencies, It. F. 

l'rivett., 141 Mar. 
Auto- Alarm Receiver, Marconi tlarine. 467 

Sept. 
" Automation." Leon G. Davis. 1.5 Apr. 

B.B.C. 
Amended 'l'V flans (.Vera) 124 Mar. 
Band 11I 'Television Tests (.Vocal 

:309 July 
III 'Pest Transmitter. I58 Apr. 

Channel Islands TV (,WernI :309 July 
Equipment for New television 

Stet ions (,VeraI 2:31 May 
Home Scrviee Coverage (Xra-x1 260 

.Inns 
Isle of 31 :111 TV Station (Noce) 25 .Inn. 

- Wight, S. Devon and Aberdeen 
TV Stations Opened (News) 5,,4 
Ihc. 

Low - )'ewer Television Operation 
(News) 26 .fan. 

Political Television (Editorial) 205 
May 

Record Archives, :144 July 
Report 1953 -54 (Editorial) 529 Nov. 
Rowridge TV Coverage Map, 5 :31 Nov. - Transmitter, fill I)ee. 
Shared Television Masts (Editorials) 

255 June: 471 Oct. 
Television Art 1954 (Editorial) 409 

Sept. 

I1.II.('. (contd.) 
\'.11.1'. Broadcasting: F.M. Stations 

)'overage %lap, 415 Sept. - Quality (Editorial) 529 Nov.; 
(('orrespwidrnee) 5!):3 Dec. - 
3r,0 

''r:uisniissions 'r (Nrx) 309 July; 
Aug. 

I3.('.C.? (Radio Administration) (Editorial) 
357 Aug. 

11.lt.E.M.A. 
Annual Rupert (.\'erns) 155 Apr. 
Council 'Elected (News) 157 Apr. 
lüc ndationsforTelevision Inter- 

mediate Frequemirs, 5$''2 Dec. 
Television Oscillator Radiation, In- 

vestigation. 154 Apr. 

.Annual Report 111111 President lal 
Address (,V,vrx) Ss :, Dee. 

"Crystal Valves in Radio and Elee- 
troldes," Lecture, 291 June 

"Education and ')'raining in the 
}7lertronirs ludu-.try _' Discussion, 
1k) Feb. 

" Electronics in Industry " ('onv,u- 
tiotu (.\,'o-n) :309 .lull: (Editorial) 
:357 Aug: Hevlews, :358 Aug, 41s 
Sept.: (t'orrespondenrr) 437 Sept. 

l'remiuni Awards, 534 Nov. 
14.8.11 . A . 

Exhibition (Sews) 231 May, Re vies. 
:113 Judy 

" Problems of Magnetic ')'ape Repro- 
duction" Lecture, S4 Fob. 

" \'niees and Sounds from History... 
Lecture, 311 July 

Baby Alarms (Correspond(' owe 221 May 
Iiaird Television lecontes IIurtky Baird 

(News) 157 Apr. 
Band Iil T\' ('onvertnr, ( : . I I I; n --. II. _ 1 

\lay; (Corre.po'ulenr' 1 nn- 
- - -- Television AIu ti,- I'. I; \c 

Stratford, 181 Apr.: (Torre,-ti, , 
Mac - Television Interference, F. It. \\. 
Stratford. 501 1/et .; ( t'orrexpon,lero -. 

594 Ihe. 
- -- Tuner, l'ye, 1112 Apr. 
-- 'Pest 't'ransmitte'r, >fullaol. 

Apr. 
1 V 'I',levisiou Convertor, 24 Jan. 

Hurt hélénty, ltemé. Appreciation, 1; 
Ais)N'rg, 154 Apr. 

Ilattery- Life. Dry, (C 'orrespondinrr) 5111 
Urr. 

S,t, krouomy, 1t. S. l'liaunuu. I 

Baxandall Tone Compensating t irnit 
respondence) 178 Apr. 

Bedside Receiver. 3finiatnre, S. W. \,,, 
542 Nov. 

ltiryele Radio, G.I. Developments. 511 
Oct. 

Blind Persons' Tape Player, :12 Jan. 
British Colour Television System (Corre - 

pwidknee) :326 July 

C.B.S. 'l'ri- Colour Cit. 'Tula', 12 .lau. 
C. It. 'yule, Folded-up. 12 Jan. 

Safety, W. Tustiug. 1:' .Inn.: 
(r'nrrrxp,a'denee) 127 Mar. 

Cable A. \Vireless Jubilee (Sell'. ) 2 -. .1 our 
Caleulatiuu of Coupling. Francis Oakes. 1 s 

Apr. 
Calibration: Instrument Error Curt es. M. 1: 

Scroggie, 21S May 
Caparitors, Eddystone H.F. and V.l1.1' 

47 ,fan. 
-. T.C.C. Ceramic. 9)4 Feb. 

Car Itadio Receiver, Ek'u', :376 Aug. 
Ieceivers, l'ye, :332 July, 166 

Sept. 
Careers in Engineering " Fllut (, %.'as) 311 

July 
" ('aseode " (Correspondence) 2s2 .lour 
t'tuttusle Follower Oscillator. Thomas Rod- 

dam, 106 Mar. 
- -- -- )'role, Sydney 11. )'inn, 541 Nov. 
"CATHODE RAY " ARTICLES: 

Cavity Resonators, 2911 Junk, 
Electron Optics. 79 Feb. 
Focusing Pothole )rays. 133 Mar. 
How Fast is }lleetrleity? 11 ,Ian. 

3 

"( 'a thode Itay" Art i(1.s (contd.) 
Pith Balls and I :rid Current, (II6 Uw`. 
Ite,-)ilieation, 51:1 Oct.; 569 Nov. 
Relaxat hill Oscillators, 193 Apr.; 

(Correspondence) 281 June 
Transf/inners -For Lou and High 

Frequencies, 454 Sept. 
Vacuums Lamp interference, 245 May 
Veetr Diagrams Again, :327 July; 

:35 :3 Aug.: (C'orrexpo'ulence ) 135 
Sept., 1111 Oct. 

Cathode -Hay Tube Sizes, 44 Jan. 
Cavity Resonators, "Cathode Ras-." 29) 

June 
Centintette- \1';n-e (l.cillogrl ph, rig Feb. 

Chaiel.. i " n -. illat. i. 'Thomas Rod- 
dam. 52 Feb. 

choosing a l''1'' i -i.nt Standard, 4111 Aug. 
(irrniu s\n1L,4 oil Plastic Tape, Jo1m 

,tt- "Taggart and Edwin ,1. Moyse, 
ln:4 : \wig. 

Cite n I:nilds Exam .' inations _7 Oct.; 
Nov, 

Cold-Cathode 'Pubes, 3Itdlard, 200 Apr. 
)'.dour Complications: N.T.S.)'. Cirrnitry, 

(lu, Der. 
'l'k,hvistou.:\ntateur, 108 Apr. 

- -Camera Convertor, 540 Nov. 
Sideband Interference, D. A. 

Bell. 31 ,1:tri. 
" Colour Television," 'Television Si ciety's 

Lecture (Sews) 27 Jan. 
Colour Television on 4115 Lines, 256 June 

- - -- Tests. J. Franklin, 4:36 Sept. 
'Tube, «('.A., 242 >lay 

Valves, 11118 Dee. 
1'onihinatlou F'.M.'A.3f. Receivers. 1 :. H. 

Russell. 4:11 Sept.: (Carrot' 1 512 
(het. 

Coununntc,it roil )receiver, \Vide) .and Naval, 
:333 .Iuly 

Compatible Colour 'Television, D. A. (tell, 
:31 I :in. 

compatibility in Colour 'l'V, I.E.E. Dis- 
cussiont. 625 !tee. 

for 1'osterity (Editorial) 

'111111111iäu.- 'I''Icvi.ainu (Editorials) 1 .1 :'u.. 
\I y 

Compnuem lixhibltion, It. }1)'.31.1'., 1.1st of 
Exhibitors, 187 Apr.; Reviews 206 
Ma'y, '399 ,Tune, :31:1, :318 July 

Coulputors: Storage Systems, harry Z. de 
Ferranti, :1!)2 Aug. 

( 'namectors, Itulgiu Strip. 467 Sept. 
Convertor, Itaud1 'I'eleviston. '21 .Ian. 

- - (land -:t 'l' \', 1:. II. Ito --eli. 211 31äy; 
( torrespondence) 28'2 .lone 

Crystal Set Amplifier, 19.1 Apr. 
- Testing, Quartz, R. Rollin, 220 3l:ty 

-'l'r: nsistor Link (t'nrrespondeiue) 17 
Jaun., 76 Feb. 

1 r\.tals, 1'iez(eleetrit'. S. Kelly, 275 ,tune, 
:145 .1 illy; (('orrespondence) :382 Aug. 

D.C. C'oniponent iu 'Television. \\'. '1'. Cock- 
ing. Ii :t Feh. 

IMeade Counter, Irving Gehtuch, 234 tiny: 
(Corrertioo) 547 Nov. 

Die lasting Alloy ilall Mark, 2)X) Apr.; 
(('arrrxpone, rrl _'2 ,)1u11)' 

Diode Reet iflcr in Va ive \'rill uiters, 31. G. 
Sernggir. 2s.1 .Iune, :339 July 

Clip- Soldered chassis l'roduttion, \V. It 
lass and It. M. Iladfield , 536 Nov. 

Distortion in Negative Ibi-.IbaukAmplifiers, 
Thomas Rollau, l6ll :\pr.; (('orrrs- 
ponrGvlce ) 225 \lay. 2S 1 .1 tune 

- 3lt'ter. 1'. I1. Conway, I In \fir. 

E.B.U. Meetings (.Vers) 155 Apr., 2:31 Muy) 
258 ,lune, 592 Dec. 

- Report: 'Television LF. Inquiry G. H. 
Russell, :122 July; (Correspondence) 
382 Aule. 

Economy Batter > - Set. lt. S. I'hannon, Ill 
Jan. 

EDITOIIlIALS: 
.A.M. versus F.31.: End of at Centro 

versy. 1ul Mar. 
Authority and independence, 469 

Sept. 
II.I3.('. Report. 529 Nov. 
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Editorials (contd.) 
BA'.('.? :357 .1uµ. 
Electronics in Industry, :357 Aug. 
I.T.A., 471 Oct. 
Licence 'Anoblie, 5SI Dec. 
New Licences. 255 ,lune 
Objectives in Sound Reproduction, 

15:3 Apr. 
l'oliticnl 'l'elryisiuu, 2115 May 
Quality on V.H.F.. 529 Nov.: (Cor - 

respondence) 59:3 I lee. 
Radio Eavesdropping, 4119 Sept. 
Radio Licences Motel). 307 .July 
Safety in the Air. 51 F.M. 
Shared Television \last.. 255 Julie. 

471 Ort. 
show Afterthoughts. 471 lit. 
small-Settle l'onq,rt it ive Television, 

I ,tan. 
Television for Posterity, :3317 .fuly 
The Law. :357 Aug. 
V.H.F. Very Much at Sen, 51 Feh.: 

(('orrexpowlence) 251 ,loue 
" }Attention and 'Training." Brit.I.R.1 

Discussion. 90 Feb. 
Elect rival Theorems. Some. R. Tustiug. 

5:,o Nov. 
Electricity, How Fast is? "(;uttuxle Ray." 

41 Jan. 
Electron Flow Speed, "Cathode Hay," 41 

Jan. - - L'uses In C.R. Tubes. " Cathode Ray... 
13:3 Mar. 

- Optics, " Cathode de Ray," 71) Feb. 
Electronic Analogue tomputlug. Raymond 

B. Quarmby, 113 Mar. 
T1,1 Meter. M. G. Seroggie. :171 Aug. 

lileetnrstati(- Radiography, Ferranti. 464 
Sept. 

Electrostatics in Valve Design: Pith halls 
ami (:rid Current, " Cathode Ray," 
6113 Dec. 

}:liniivatiug C.W. Interference. It. 14. 

Morley. 91 Feb. 
Essay l' Petition, Research, 2:1 Jan. 
Euro)xan Itrowleasting: Technical Work of 

E.R.U., 592 Dec. 
TV Exchange (News), :159 Aug. -- Television Jtclays, ,l. 'l'reeby Dickinson, 

319 July, 52.1 Oct. 

EXHIBITIONS: 
A.I'.A.E. (News) 156 Apr.: Review, 
:113 ,Isly: IS.S.R.A. (News) 2:11 \faç: 
Itevtew, :31:3 July: British Plasties 
I955 (.Yews) 27 ,Ian.: British Trad. 
Fair. Baghdad (News) 414 Scot.. 
476 Oct.. 5:12 Nov.: Earls Court 
Radio Show. List of Exhibitor. and 
Preview, 416 Sept.; (h'diforial i I i 

(let.; Review, 47$ Oct.: Attet :lauee- 
(Nrvrs) 476 (let.: French Iolnuuuuuts 
Show. E. Aisluerg. 257 Joue: Institu- 
tion of Electronics Manchester Exhib- 
ition (News) 27 Jan., :tug July: 
Review, 44$ Sept.: Leipzig Fair. 
V. A. Sheridan). 549 Nov.: Northern 
Radio Show (News) 476 Oct.: Physical 
society's (News) 75 Feb.: 156 Apr.; 
Review, 295 Jue: IL.E.I.3LE. (News) 
75 Feb.; List of Exhibitors. 157 Apr.: 
Reviews, 21111 May, 299 June, 1:33. 
31$ ,July: II.S.G.It. 1954. Review, 29 
Mtn.: 1955 (News) 5:32 Nov.: S.Ii.A.I'. 
(News) 77 Fei... 472 (tut.: Soient ilic 
Iust 'nt Manufacturers', Birming- 
ham (News) 534 Nov.: 'Television 
Si ciety's (News) 25 Jan.. Review, 
72 Feb.: (('orrexpwudenee) 177 Apr. 

Experimental Transistor Receiver, II. ß. 
liettridge, 2 ,lout.: (('orresptnulence) 
127 Mar., 225 May. :l 2 Aug. 

Exports (News) 124 Mar., 411 Sept. 
Extended- Itange L.F. Sine wove Oscillator, 

L. F. Sintield, 591, Ilse. 

F.M. A.M.lterelyers: Design Factors, Cl. 11. 
Russell. 431 Sept.: (('orredion) 512 
()et. 

F.M. Feeder )'nit, Chapman Iteprodurers, 
:35.2 July 

versus A.M. (Editorial) 11)1 Mar. 
Facsimile Ito u u'iver, Muincead, 199 Apr. 
Faraday Medallist: Isaac Shoenberg (. \'ews) 

75 Feb. 
Feedback Circuits (('nrrespondenee) 435 

Sept. - Deride Counter. Irving Gottlieb, 234 
May: (Correction) 547 Nov. 

I.F'. Amplifiers for Television, H. S. 
Jewett, 609 Dee. 

Ferranti Scottish Laboratory Opened, 560 
Nov. 

Ferrite Rod Aerials, R. A. Everden, 440 
Sept. 

Ferrvfleld Airfield Radis, 46 :3 Sept. 
Festival of Sound. :17)) Aug., 601 Dee. 

Fifty Years of Wireless Telephony, 629 Dec. 
Film on Valve- Making. Mollard. 213 May 
Filters \Vithout Fears. 'Thomas Its 

367 Aug.. 445 Sept.., .61 Nov.. 1303 

Itee.; (Correspondence) 556 Nov., 
594 Dec. 

Fleming Valve Jubilee (News) 411 Sept., 
474 Oct.. 531 Nov. 

Flight Simulator, Mobile. 147 Muir. 
Flywheel Synchronizing, W. 1'. forking. 

519 Oct.. 557 Nov.. 621 Der. 
Forusiug Cathode Rays. " Cathode Ray." 

1:13 Mar. 
Folded -l'p ('.R. Tube, 12 Jan. 
French Component. Show 1954. E. Aisberg. 

257 ,lune 
- F'.3n. ( -Vans) 311 ,July 

- Television Progress, Charles koviI). 
261 June 

Frequency Shift Itadiu Telegraphy, D. H. C. 
Schnles 129 Mar. 

GERMANIUM 1rystal Re.'s'iver tills. 'l'ut' 
tran, 148 Mar. 

Oriel -1)11) Oscillator, G. 1'. Anderson. 4135 
Sept. 

" (:rounded -Grid " A. F'. Amplifier. 'Thomas 
Ituddam, 214 May 

H.F. fables: ('referred Impedintees. 012 
Dec. 

lI.l'. Generator, Transistor. D. 1.. Johnston. 
515 Oct.' 

llar)ley Oscillator, 'l'hnntas Itt nldatn, 52 
Feh. 

Hearing Aid with 'Transistor, Aniplivux, 
149 Mar. - Transistor H.T. Generator, 518 
Oct. 

Heuring Aids. Multitone and Bonochord 
All-Transistor, 164 Apr. - using Transistors, S. Melly, 56 
Felt., 15)) Apr. 

High - Fidelity Dise Iteeordiug: Stylus in 
Wonderland, O. J. Russell. 505 Oct. -- -Frequency Transistors, It.f.A., 179 
Apr. 

-quality Sound Reproducer: Osram 
Amplifier. 436 Sept.: (Correction) 
5011 Oct.: (Correspondence) 555 Nov.. 
59:1 Dec. 

- - - Tape Rerordiug System, A. F. 
F'isehmanu, 564 Nov. 

10-Watt Amplifier. .Udlard, :395 
Aug.: (('orrespnndenee) 5011 Oct., 
555 Nov.. 593 Drr.: (Correction) 500 
Oct. 

Higher Teihnolugy Training Courses, 250 
May 

Ilist°riral (uhirer (('orrespnndenee) 70 Feh. 
Hum^ -\fade Tran- i -tur., P. Il. Reisdon, 

211 ,Ian. 
(long Fong harbour Radio. G. };,1'.. 2$9 

.tune 
Honours, Birthday (News) :310 ,July 
Hotel Rullu Lireures (Editorial) :617 ,July 

I.E.E. 
Awards to Authors. 469 Sept. 
Faraday )Irdallist: Isuat Shateulx -rg, 

(News) 75 Feb. 
Jubilee of the Thermiouie Valve 

(News) 411 Sept.. 474 Oct., 5:31 
Nov. 

" Loudspeaker Systems - Itecent 
Trends in Design." Leet sre.:14 .Ian. 

Radio Seetinn l'uunnith :,ri \ag. ' Whether ('ontitrtt Petit i 
for n 1'nl0ur 'l' Irt i-i u .c.tiu in 
Great Britain." m'.l 
Dec. 

Will 'Transistors I Receiving 
Valves? I)isrus -ion c. Feb. 

I.F. Amplifiers fur 'l'clevi -ii os. Feedback, 
H. S..1'witt, 609 Dec. 

Wide -Rand, 11. S. JewItt, $6 
t'e h. 

I.F.s for TV: International Study (.Yews) 
532 Noy. 

: Recommendations by 
It.R.E.M.A.. 552 Dee. 

for Two -Band Television Receivers, 
G. H. Russell, 189 Apr. 

I.l,.It.E. Yorkshire Section formed (News) 
412 Sept. 

I.T.A. 
l'olitical Television (Editorial) 205 

May 
Shared Television Masts (Rdi(orials) 

255 June, 471 Oct. 
Television Act 1934 (Editorial) 409 

Sept.: Summary. 410 Sept. 
Temporary Ileadqunrters (News) 5:34 

Nun'. 
l'ransmitters Onlerell, 5:15 Nov. 

4 

Ignition and Telvis' Interference (Corres- 
ltondenee) :152 Aug., ri )) Oct., 
556 Noy.: (Rnadotn 1lndintions) 
578 Nov.: (News) 554 Dec. 

'Werfel-mec (('ornes( drwr) IS Jan., 
69 Feb.. 175 Apr., 2.5 May 

Improved Radin Altitnrter A. Bloch. K. E. 
Ilurcks and A. 1:. Hindou, 13$ Mar. 

fuduetaace and I)ymuuic Resistance \ Zeter, 
G. (1. Johnstone. :377 Aug. 

luthutor suppressors, F. R. W. Straffonl 
:uni R. R. Teesdale, 15 Jin.. 

Indu-irial laeetruuics: Brit. I.R.E. Conven- 
tion (Edi(uriol) :157 Aug.: Reviews, 
:355 Ana.. 445 Sept.: II'orrespnndrnre) 
437 Sept. 

- l'. A. Amplifiers. 1;.1;.1' 352 July 
Receiver, I .E, I'. 251 May 
T \' E Inipuuut, l'\ . :312 Juuly 

Infra -Red Aualysi.. Stsr- 
trunu1r. 45:3 sept. 

Institution of l :leetrouie- \limehester Show 
(-Vrais) 27 Jan..:3u:tJuly: Review. 44$ 
Sept. 

Iustrumrnt Error force -. M. G. Surs 
215 May 

Intcreept inn of Messages: 1'ontravention of 
W.T. Act IEdita'iuh 409 Sept. 

Interference. Amateurs and 'Television, 
12 Jan.: (.\'errs) 474 Oct. 

Band III Television, F'. It. W. Straf- 
ford, 511 Oct.: (Correspondence) 594 
Dec. 

Eliminating f.\V.. B. I.. Morley, 91 
Feb. 

from Lamps. 102 Mar.: " Cathode 
Ray." 245 May - Suppressors. F. It. R. Strafford and 
lt. It. Teesdale, 15 .fan. 

. 'I'rautsistor, ((bnrslwuuleace) 127 Mar.: 
12.25 May: :352 Ang. 

International \furiur N'. H.F.: Rees \tar, 
Report. 70 Feb, 

----- Radio Research, 1 ".ít.5.1. Meetings, 
(126 Der. 

- Short \Vacs' ('lobe 25th Anniversary 
(,\'errs) 556 Drr. -- TV Exchange (News) 2:11 May 

'relevisiun: E. 13.1'. Meetings (. \'erres) 
155 Apr., 231 May. 255 funs 

Ionie or lutine? (('osrespnadenee) 437 Sept. 
" Ionophonc " I)emonstratinu. I.R.E., 34 

Jan. 
lonosphert' Review: 1953, T. \\'. Bennington, 

66 F'l'Io.: (Correction) 146 Mar. 
Isle of 31a11 'I'\" Station (News) 25 .Iati. 
- - of Wight., S. Devon and Aberdeen 

'l'\' Stations Opened (Neves) 554 Dec. 

JERSEY'l'rlcvislun Relay, :191 Aug. 
Jubilee of 'l'hertnionie Valve. I.E.E., 411 

Sept., 474 Oct.. 5:31 Nov. 

LAMP Lderferenee, 102 Mau.: ¡' Cathode 
Ray", 245 May 

Lampholder, Bulgin Lilliput, :35 :3 .1uly 
Legal Reporting, T. D. Conway, 55S Dee. 
Leipzig Fair, V. A. Sheridan, 549 Nov. 
I.EI'TEItS To THE EDITOR: 

A.I'.ID.C. Dangers, A. B. Brief, 593 
Dee. 

Aircraft Flotter, H. B. S. llrabluam, 
177 Apr. 

Anode and Cathode, lt. W. hallows, 
1$ ,tan. 

Bally Alarms, Cathode Itay,'' 224 
May 

Band III 'Television Interference, lt. 
Davidson, 594, Dec. 

Brit kit 3'uluur Television System, 
('harles A. ?tlarshall, :326 .fttly 

C.R. Tube Safety, D. A. Waal, 127 
Mar. 

Casent'. S. 1,. fife, 252 June 
Cryptic l'ait -, Henry \lurgau, :15.2 

Aug. 
(lie fasting.. Ituuald R. Bailey, 

282 ,Tune 
Un Battery 1,1i,, l'. A. quarriugt+tn, 

594 Dec. 
Electronics and Automation. 1). A. 

Bell, 4:17 Sept. 
Fecdhack Circuits. A. V. Sluter, 

Vt$ Sept. 
Filters without Fears. B. Hague, 

551) Nov.; Thomas Roddani, 594 
Dee. 

Ilishtrical ('uheter, A. M. Fisher, 
711 Feb. 

Ignition and Television Interference, 
Arthur Lindos, :352 Aug.; .1. 
Platt., (4. O. Thacker. 5110 Oct.: 
G. E. King, 556 Noy.; (Random 
Radiations), 578 Nov.; (News) Sx4 
Dec, 
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Letters to the Editor (contd.) 
Ignition Interference, T. A. Dineen, 

18 Jam; R. Lincoln Oster, 69 
Feb.: lIvron Goodman. 175 Apr.; 
1). J. Itiuyns, 225 May 

Inexpensive 10-Watt Amplifier, E. F., 
Good. 500 ()et.; John Brighton 
555 Nov.; F. B. White. 7393 Dee. 

bode or lontie? Dionysins J. Batai- 
lids, 437 Sept. 

Legal l'osers. W. Blanchard, 177 Apr. 
Marine V.11.F. Telephony, NV. C. 

(;ee, 281 June 
Measuring Non-linearity, 1). C. l'res- 

sev, 128 Mar. 
Midget Sensitive Title. Receiver, 

S. W. Amos, 224 May 
Neon Tinier,. J. It. Barnard. 556 

NOV.: it. T. (lilting. 5)5 Dee. 
Output Stage Performance, Graham 

Woodville, 555 Nov.: 1'. J. Walker, 
Norman F. Butler, 593 Dec. 

Plug and Soeketry, I'. Bnowii, 177 
Apr.: 31F .l(. 224 May: S. G. 
Ems lie, 252 June 

Quality on AL. Il. 131,11.1% 59:1 
Dee: 

Recording and the Law. E. I : . Harri- 
son. A. II. Coupe. 17 Jan. 

Reflex Iteeriver,. 13. F. 
.1i, Jan. 

Relaxation Osrillat, ii',, t atli. 
Ras ." 2,1 June 

Skeleton ,luit Aerial. T. R. Boy,. 
499 00. 

skin VArert. It. E. Latfert y, 69 Feb. 
Symis its. F. Oakes, 127 Mar.: Henry 

Morgan. 17, Apr.: P. M. Thompson. 
325 July 

Tape Recording NI:whim,. Harry 
Crampin. 594 Der. 

Terliiiieal Qualiiiration,. .1. .1. Ken- 
ward. NI. E. Ingerlield. Engineer 
Abroad." 19 Jan: " Radio En- 
gineer." 177 Apr. 

levi,ion Aerial,. 11. Willan Criteli- 
iiy. F. It. \V. Strafford. 17 .lutil 

Televi,ion Con%ertors, It. Ward. 2,2 
June 

Telo i-ion I.F. Inquiry. W. G. S. 
Wrizlit. :3,2 Aug. 

Transkto cinmit, \V. Grey Walter 
and Karl Walter, 594 Dec. 

Transistor Interference, W. I;reN 
Walter and Karl Walter, 127 Mar.: 
Lorin Knight. 225 May: B. S. T. 
Wallace, 352 Aug. 

Tribute-Itaxambill l'one compensat- 
ing tir, ut. C. Nr. Wells. 178 Apr. 

Un-lieeotiph-d? 1.. Bainbridge- 'Sell. 
225 Nlay: With A. NI. Hardisty. 
2,1 June 

Vector Diagram Convention,. David 
Morris. 435 Sept., " Cat hole Ray," 
500 Oct. 

Voltmeter Loading Again? D. Chap- 
lin. 19 Jan. 

Weathering Of Polythene. R. C. 
Milano., 12$ Mar. 

Why A.G.C.? .1. I,. osbonrne, 4:17 
Sept. 

Why Lines? S. banking Tayler. 
437 Sept., " 11.11.". F. V. ¡bd.'. 
499 Oct.: NV. F. 
Nov. 

Why Nit l'riees? (L NV. Irwin. I;t1 
" Ray." 352 Aug. 

Williamson Tone compensating luit. 
John J. Clark. 177 Apr.: C. Robin- 
son. 224 May: 11. A. .\k w. 251 
June 

" Wireless Fifty Years Ago." Edwin 
11. Armstrong. 17 jai), Radio- 
phare." 71) Feb. 

'Avenel. Figure., 30 Jan., 77 Feb., 125 Mar.. 
157 Apr.. 233 May. 260 Anne, 311 
July, 361 Aug., 412 Sept., 476 Oct.. 
534 Nov. 

Muddle (Editorial) 5$ 11 tee. - Regulations Amended (Editorials) 27,5 
June, 307 July: Article, 253 .1 : 

(Neico 309 July. 534 Nov. 
Lifeboat Radio. Ships. :108 July 
Li nett rit v-Me;usuuu ing Inst rument , simple, 

K. G. Beauchamp, 36 Jan. 
Lissajous Scanning in Television. li. I'. 

Ilughes. 359 Aug.: (('orr( spondence) 
437 Sept., 499 Oct.. 555 Nov. 

Long-Distance V.H.F. Reception. 343 july 
Long-I'laying Magnet it Tape, :12 Jan. 
Loudspeaker Cabinet. Taniwy. 97 Feb. 

fl E.( Metal-Cone. 430 Sept. 
--- Flirting Elect rostat ir " Tweiter," 

148 Mar. 
Luxembourg Effect (Yews) 25 Jan. 

MAGNETIC t; -.ruling. IL 11. lt. 
Sprat , Oct. 

- - Standards (News) 474 Oct. 
- - - Tape Mtiasurements, II. (:. it. 

Spratt, 264 June 
- I Tracks for Cinema Stereophony, 

J. Moir. 6 Jan. 
- Tape, M.N.S. Itecording Co.'s New, 

( Neal.) 27 Jpin. 
- - - Recording, II.S.R.A. Lecture, 84 

Feb. 
Marine V.H.F. R'T (Editorial) 51 Feb.: 

(('orrespondence) 251 .1une 
Measumment of Ilitrmonie Distortion, T. 1). 

Conway, 110 Mar. 
Measuring Interference, E.It .A. Report. 

55 Feb. -- Non-Linearity. D. C. l'ressey, 410 Feb.: 
((orrection) 125 Mar. 

- - Small Voltage Changes, J. Salter, 
451 Sept. 

Nitwit wat t Transmitter. 1..5.. 55 Feb. 
Megohnuneter. Transktorized. I'. B. Helsdon, 

121 Mar. 
Nrereury Switches, Ile,son Riibinson, 450 

Sill. 
Ntetal Film Resistors, :315 July 
Ileter. Inductance and Dynainie Resistance, 

G. G. Johnstone. 377 Aug. 
- S)uunt, Making a Universal. A. 1.. 

chi,Iiiilm. 35 Jan. 
SI ierowa.1. TeSt i Integrated, 

:151 July 
Midget Sensitive T.R.F. Receiver. .1. L. 

Osbourne. 165 .A pr.. 26s June: 
(( 'orrespondence) 224 May, 437 Sept.: 
(Random Radia(ions) 407 Aug. 

Television Set, 525 Oet. 
11 inia) ure IteilSide Receiver, S. W. Amos. 

542 Nov. 
mobil, Flight Simulator. Reilifon. 147 Nrar. 

Radio Committee formed (Sews) 311 
July 

o rtiieul (News) 
25 Jan. 

Writ ( Ne ers) 12) Mir. 
11onoliroune Television u 'amen% Nlarroni. 

257 June 
Nhillard Inexpensive 10-Watt Amplifier. 

39s A lug.: (('orriltion 4 g44 /et .: 
'orrespondence) 50i) Oct., 555 

59:1 Der. 
Nliultiplex Broadea,ting. 145 Mar. 

NATIONAL 1S11-tut Of Standards 1.alstra- 
torie,. 5: ti Nov. 

- Radio show. Preview, 416 Sept,: 
(Editorial) 471 (let.; Review. 478 
Oct.: Attendances (News) 476 ()et. 

Negative Feedback Amplifiers, Distortion in, 
Thomas Iti,11,1:1111, 169 Apr.; (Correa- 
prank owe i 225 May. 281 June 

- Itesistance. Thumas Roldam. :335 July 
Neon Timers. It. T. I:illicit. 459 Sept.: 

(Correspoodenec) 5:0; Nov.. 595 Dec. 
New Year Honors (.Vu"-.o 71) Feb. 

- Zealand "Televisii It (No as) 75 Feb. 
Nickel for Valves. Henry NViggin A. Co.. 

149 Mar. 
Non-1.invarity NIrmilrunient, 1). 1. I'res,,y. 

CO Feb.: (Correction) 125 Mar. 
Nussbaumer Jubilee, Otto. 620 Dee. 

OBITUARY: .1rni,trong. Edu in 11 A111111'- ,oti, u.. lu,;) Mar.; (Neu's) 194 Mar.: 
Barthelemy, RenC, A timeriation. 154 
Apr.; Colebrook, Francis M., 361 Aug.: 
(Human, A. 556 Dee.; Iligginson, 
K.. 361 Aug.: Nit-Mess, J. E., 240 

Wilson, H. D., :161 Aug. 
Object ix in Sound Reprolucticiu (Editorial) 

I 5:3 Apr. 
r. rolled, Follower, 'rhotnas Rod- 

pm Mar. 
- , '* (Hartley), Thomas 

Rohl:, ii. 52 Feb. 
- . Extended-Range L.F. Sine Wave, 

L. F. Sinllehl. 596 Der. --, Grid-Dip. G. 1'. Anden, n. 445 Sept. - Mullsud Transmitter Drive, 199 Apr. 
()Pcillators. Relaxation, " Cathode Itay,' 

193 Apr. (Correspondence) 281 
Oscillogra ph. Centitnct re-Wave, 62 Feb. 

P.M.°. accepts F.M. (Editorial) 101 Mar. 
Pan-Climatic Testing. G. W. A. Dionnier, 

S. C. Sellider and .1. E. Green, 598 
Iter. 

Patent Office Library (News) 255 June 
Permanent Magnet Resean-h Laboratory 

(News) 584 Der. 
Phase and Amplitude Measurement, H. 11. 

Ogilvy, 575 Nov. 

5 

Physical Society 
" Acoustic Terlinique in Broadcast- 

ing," Lecture (Editorial) 15:t Apr. 
" l'Ity,irs of the I i .11...phere Confer- 

ence (NV Ir.) 77 Fell. 
35th Animal Exhibition (NewP) 75 

Feb.. 156 Apr.: Review, 295 June 
Pickup Arm, Burne-Juines. 495 Oct. - -- Kit. A. M. Piilliirk, 47 Jan. 
Piezoelectric Crystals, S. Kelly, 275 June, 

3.15 July; (Correspatulence) 382 Aug. 
Pith Balls and Ilrid Current, " Cathode 

Hay." filli 
" Plastic Circuitry," John Scott-Taggart. 

and Edwin 3. Aluns..'. 403 Aug. 
Plotting Aireraft 8.T.4'.. 303 

June 
" Plug and soeketry " StainianliZat ion, C. 

LiSter, 92 Felo.: ((5crrespondence) 
177 A pr.. 22.1 May, 2,2 .1 o 

Pu t I Telex kAt (Edi) , 205 May 
Polythene. Weathering oi. ,,,,espoodesicel 

125 Mar. 
I'ost (Mire Mown. iv of I io; "Acetyl. 

Muddle t 

Potentiometer, Sall 1' It. :153 July 
Court- lruu,,istu-, , 
iire-.%niolitier. t. pr. 
Prii,t,.d (iron! I redlirtion, NV. E. 

I mid 1: I I .11, Id Nov, 

Too i 

363 Aug. 
l'rodurt. l'ontrol Itailio, 59 Feb. 
Proximity Fuze Awards (News) 25 Jam., 

124 liar., 151; Apr. 
Purchase Tax Concession .11 iihnne$ 

(News) 25 Jan. 
Receivers, ltetlex (Cca resi enee) 

18 Jam. 

QUARTZ tryst a I Testing, R. Rollin. 220 
May 

R.C.E.E.A. Ciiiincil Elected (.Yei..-0 125 
Mar. 

R.E.I'.M.E.: 
Annual Exhibition (New.) 7.5 Feb.: 

Exhibit. r. I,ist. I.7 Apr.: Reviews. 
2116 ILIN, 299 June. 313, ails July 

Report (Nei..., i 156 Apr. 
Council (Sews) 157 .A pr., 233 May 
Teelinical Writing Awards. 137 Mar., 
517 Oct. 

R.F. Attenuat I ins, It. l'rivett, 141 Mar, 
R.S.G.B.: 

Amateur Radio Exhibition 1953, 
Review, 29 Jan.: 1954 (N'eurP) 532 
Nov. 

Radio Amateur Emergency Network 
81 (.Vercg) 26 Jan. 

It .T.E.B. and Cit v k Guilds Servicing Exams, 
527 Oct.: (Yews) 5:12 Nov. 

Radar in Airliners, (Editorial) 51 Feb.; 
artii he 74 Feb. 

Radio Control of Models-Licence Changes, 
:309 July 

- - Courses .Available- I.ist s, 438 Sept., 
494 Ort. 

G.A. Distributors' 
' riabyphon. 444 Sept. 

- - (Editorial) :417 Judy 
- Receiver Characteristics, 158 Apr. 
- Nleasurements: International Re- 

commendations, 271 June 
- -Telephone Sets. Hudson V.11 .F., 

132 Mar. - -Telephony Jubilee, 620 Dec. 
- - - Teleprinter Tenpin:II, 31, Julv 
RANDOM RADIATIONS, liv Iliallist." 

48 Jan 95 Feb.. 150 Mar.. 012 Apr., 
252 Nlay. :304 June, 354 July, 400 Aug.. 
408 sent.. 5.213 Out .. 57s Ni,v., 128 Dec. 

Receiver Radiatiim ondence) 177 Apr. 
1t,-cord Changer, Bit niitighton sound Re- 

producers, 97 Feb. - - Player. I've, 96 Feb. 
Recording Annilitler, Lee Products, 96 Feb. - - and the Law (('orrespondence) 17 Jan. - - Broadcast I'rogrammes (Editorial) 357 

Aug. - - Lu un Frequencies u i Nlagnetic Tape, 
I). Al'. Thonta,,on. 5 is Nov. 

Rectification, " Cat in de Ray," 513 Oct., 569 
Nov. 

Reflex Push-Pull Itei-3ker, (('ot respon- 
den,...) 18 Jan 

Regenerative Si ngle-Tra ti,ktir Receiver. 
B. R. Bettrid ge. 2 Juin.; ((orrespon- 
dence) 127 Mar.. 225 Nlay, 382 Aug. 

Itelaxation Oseillat I Ts. " t tut hi, tie Ray,' 
193 Apr. : (Corres ndenre) 281 

Remote Cinitrol of Radii) Receivers, C. E. 
Tate, 496 Oct. 

Resin, Leicester Lovell Epoxide, 563 Nov. 
Resistances in Parallel, Francis Oakes, 

95 Feb. 
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ltowridge Television 'I ruismitter, lilt Dec. 
Royal Signals Institution Formed (News) 

157 Apr. 
Rugby Extensions, P.O. (News) 155 Apr. 
Russian Television, 71 Feb. 

S.B.A.°. Exhibition (News) 77 Feb.. Review. 
472 Oct. 

Safety- in the Air (Editorial) 51 Feb. 
Sapphire Needles, Sapphire Bearings Ltd.. 

148 Mar. 
Seen Linearity -Measuring Instrument, K. G. 

Beauchamp. 36 Jan. 
Scottish Electronics Laboratory t)pened. 

560 Nov. 
Secondary Surveillance Radar, 1). A. Leven. 

227 May 
Servicing Exams 527 Oct.; (News) 532 Nov. 
Servo Tuning Control, C. E. Tate, 496 Oct. 
Shared Television Transmitter Masts 

(Editorials) 255 June. 471 Oct. 
Ships' lifeboat Radio ' SOLAS," 308 July- 

- Newspapers' Jubilee (News) :311 July 
SHORT -W'AN'E CONDITIONS. :14 ,Tan. 

94 Feb., 12S Mar.. 176 Apr., 24S 1Ln. 
294 June, 334 July, 3P1 Aug., 45S 
Sept., 517 (lt., 574 Nov., 620 Dec. 

Sidebaud Interference in colour Telccisinn. 
1). A. (tell, :31 Jan. 

Signal -Operated Switching. It. Selby, 61:3 
Dec. 

Simplified Wiring, Truvox Tape Deck, 192 
Apr. 

Sine Rave Oseillatnr, Extended -Range L.F.. 
I.. F. Sia9cld, 5911 Ihr. 

Skeleton Slot Aerial, H. B. Dent, :399 Aug.: 
(('orrespondenee) 499 Oct. 

Skin Effect (Correspondence) 69 Feb. 
Slide -Rule ('alculatiuns: Coupling. Francis 

Oakes, lwl Apr. -- Resistances in Parallel. 
Francis (lakes, 95 Feb. 

Small -(raft Radio Installation, 11.1.1LC.C., 
:344 July 

Soldering Iron, Enthnveu Carbon-Element. 
494 (let. 
- -, Light Soldering Develupmeuts 
Miniature. 352 July 

Sound Recording Congress -Paris 1954. 
H. J. Huulgatc, 34$ July 

- - Reprodnetiun Lecture -Demonstration 
(Briggs), 876 Aug., tiltI Dee. 

Is Past and Present. li.S.It..4. Conven- 
tion, 344 July 

Squandered W.H.F. channels,.I. It. Brinkley, 
103 Mar. 

Stereuphany in the Cinema. J. Muir, t Jan. 
Storage Systems, Barry Z. de Ferranti, 

:392 Aug. 
Stylus in Wonderland, O. J. Russell. 505 Oct. 
Sob- Miniaturiritiun'l'echniques in Receivers. 

518 Oct. 
Sunspot Minineun, 5031 Nov. 
sliperhet Battery Set, Economy. R. S. 

l'hanni u, 10 Jan. 
SnluerlMeruutync Tuner ('tit, Elpicu, 148 

Mar. 
Surface (Barrier Transistors, 119 Mar. 
Sylvania- '('horn t u lour Laboratories Ltd. 

formed (.Wars) :312 July 
Symbols, t urreut. Source, (Correspondence) 

127 Mar., t7. Apr., 3.25 July 

T.A.C. l'ulitleal Television (Editorial) 2115 
May 

Television Act 1954 (Editorial) 4119 
Sept.; Summary, 410 Sept. 

i .E.1LA.- Teleeunenunication Engineering 
and 11mufarttiring Association (.Veers) 
77 Feb. 

T.R.F. Receiver, Midget Sensitive, J. L. 
Osbotmte, 165 Apr., 268 June: 
(Correspondence) 224 May, 4:37 Sept.: 
(Random Radiations) 4(17 Aug. 

" Talking hook " Tape ('layer. :325 Jail. 
Tales heck Trade dark (.Veins) 27 .fan. -- Duplication System, Ampex. 5:311 Not. 

- Pals (Allies) 476 ()et. 
- Recorder, Grundig, 199 Apr. 

-- - - -, Lee Products, 199 Apr. 
- Recorders in Law Courts, T. II. Iuuway, 

SS5 Dee. 
-Iterurdih g Amplifier, 'l'ruvox, 405 

Aug. - Jlarui tux (Correspondence 594 
Dec. 

- -- System, high- Quality, A. 
Fischmann, 564 Nov. 

Tape Rerurds, II.M.V., 512 Oct. 
'l'echuiral Publications Association Formed 

(News) 27 ,l:m. 
- -- Qualifications (Correspondence) 19 Jan., 

177 Apr. -- \\'rittng Awards, 11.LI'.. 1:37 Mar.. 517 
(li t. 

Teleprinter Terminal, Radio, :1I.r July 
Television Aerials, Antiferenee, 47 Jan. 

- -- (Correspondence) 17 Jan. 
- camera Tube, English Electric 225 

May 
- ('overage at V.11.1'. and 1'.11 F. f \ 

Saxton, 173 Apr. 
- for Posterity (Editorial) 307 July 
- l.l'. Inquiry. E.H.r., G. II. Russell 

:322 July; (Correspondence) :35.2 Aug. - - -- Interference from Amateurs. 12 Jan.; 
(News) 474 Oct. 

Intermediate Frequencies: 13.11.E.\í.A. 
Reeomm'ndations, 582 Dec. 

- Oscillator Radiation. B.1t.E.M.A. In- 
vestigatiun, 154 Apr. 

- - Receiver Safety Prerautiuns, E. G 
(hiudliew, 591 Der. 

- : Relay Servires Association Figures 
(.errs) 556 Dec. 

TELEVISION SOCIETY: 
Annual Exhibition (ferns) 25 Jan., 

Review, 72 Feb.: (Correspondence) 
177 Apr. 

" Odour Teler'tsiun " Lecture (News) 
27 Jan. 

Officers Elcotcut (fens) :311 dully 
Premium Awards (.Verrx) 2:13 May 

Thyratr' un Inverter. 3. D. Howells, 237 May: 
(Correrfion) 267 JIIIIe 

Timers, Neon, B. 1'. I:illing. 459 Sept.; 
(('orrespnudenre) 556 Nor'., 595 Dec. 

Tin- Zinc I'lating. 595 Dec. 
Training in Television Servicing, G. N. 

l'atehett, 461 Sept. 
Transformers for Low and high Frequencies. 

" Cathode Itny," 454 Sept. 
- - ,fultn hell t'roydeu Putted Audio, 145 

Muir. 
Trauristor and Valve Circuitry, I.R.E. D ¡s. 

eussiuu,68 Feb. 
-- - - ('ircttit ((9urespondenre) 595 Dec. - - II.T. Gcncratur, I). L. Johnston, 'ui5 

Oct. 
- Hearing Aids. Mnititone and Bono - 

chord. 164 Apr. - Microphone Pre- Amplifler, 252 Jane 
- - - -- Mortality, 249 May - - Power, 146 Mar. - Receiver. Experimental, It. R. Bett- 

ridge. 2 .Ian.: 'Correspondence) 127 
Abr.. 225 May. 352 Aug. - Stagnation, Itrit.l.Ii.E. Lecture. 291 
lour 

- -- Transmitter, 166- Metre, A. Cockle. 21 
May 

'l'ransisturized 11cgulunnutcr, P. B. ilclsdnu. 
121 Mar. 

Transistors for High Frequencies, 179 Apr.. 
30$ July 

- -, Home -made. P. It. Ifelsdoo, 20 Jun. 

6 

'l'r:utsistors in Hearing Aids, S. kill.. 513 Feb 
1511 Apr. -, Miutlanl, 148 Mar. 

- -, Surface Barrier, 119 1lar. 
Tri- colour C. 11. Tube. 1'.11.5., 12 ,Ban. 
'Trimmers, British Distributing Co.'s Minia- 

ture. Its Apr. 
Tuning Drive. ,Iaeksou 111211- Ratio, :352 

July 
-Fork Gynlseop. flu Mar. 

Two-Band Telcvistun Receivers, 1:. H. 
Russell, 189 Apr. 

" Two -Baud Transmitter Receiver " (('or- 
rection) :t7 .1 an. 

ULTRASONIC Development,. 44.5 Sept. 
UNBIASED, by " Free nand." 541 Jan., lisp 

Feb., 152 Mar., 204 Apr., 254 May, 
:300 Juuc, 356 July. 4415 Aug., 470 
Sept., 525 ()et., 580. Noy.. 639 Dec. 

Universal Meter Shunt, A. I,. Chisholm. 35 
,Ian. 

V.H.F. Itruadea -tiug: B.B.C. Plans, 415 Sept 
Channel Space Squandered. .1. It 

Brinkley, 10:3 Muir. 
- - Demonstration Van, (4.E.('., 250 \fay 
- -- Quality (Eefilorinll 529 Nov.; (Corres- 

pondence) 59:1 Dec. 
- 
-. -- Reception, Long-Distance, 343 July 

Signal Gcncratur, Advance, 405 Aug. 
- -- Very Much at Sea (Editorial) 51 Feb.; 

(('orrespondeiwc ) 281 June 
High -Power Transmitter U.S., 55 

Feb. 
Vacuum Lamp interference, 102 Star.: 

" I':Uhnde Ray " 245 May 
Valve lodes, M. IL N. Potok, is ,1:411. -- Imports (fens) :359 Aug. - -- Voltmeter Diodes. M. G. Surggi,, 254 

June 
-- - Voltmeters, Diode lecttlier in, M. G. 

Scruggie, :3:39 July 
Valves (ur hands Ill, IV amd V, 13. N. 

('urlicld, 272 June 
Vector Diagrams Again. "('athode Hay." 

327 July, 383 Aug.; (Correspondence) 
435 Sept., :811) Oct. 

Velocity of Radio Waves, R. I,. Smith -hose, 
590 Dec. 

Vibratory Gyroscope. Starry, 146 Mar. 
Voltage Changes, Measuring Small, .1. P. 

Salter. 451 Sept. 
Voltmeter, Electronic 'Test 11. G. Seruggic, 

371 Aug. - Loading Again (Correspondence) 19 Jan. 

WEATHERING of Polythene (('orres- 
poudeare) 125 Mar. 

Why Lines'' l . P. Hughes, 389 Aug.: (C'or' 
respondener) 437 Sept., 499 Oct., 555 
N11í. 

Wide- Band I. F. :Amplifiers, If. S. Jcwitt, 56 
Feb. - -- Naval Communication Receiver, 
:3:3:3 July 

Williamson Tone Compensating ('nit (Cor- 
respondence) 177 Apr., 224 May, 281 
June 

\Vire Recorder, E.M.I. Mioifuu Pocket, 574 
Nov. 

Wireless Dinner Club Elections (News) 21k) 
June - Fifty Tears Ago (('orrespondence) 17 
Jan., 70 Feb. -- Telegraphy Act Enforced (Editorial) 
409 Sept. 

\WORLD OF WIRELESS, 25 ,Ian., 75 Feb., 
124 Mar., 155 Apr., 231 May, 258 
June, :309 July, 359 Aug., 411 Sept.. 
474 Oct., 532 Nov., 584 Dec. 

XERORADIOGRAPHV, Ferranti, 464 
Sept. 
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CLASSIFIED INDEX 

(All entries except Books & Publications and Personalities also appear in the General Index.) 

AERIALS 
Band Ill Television Aerials, F'. R. W. 

Stratford, 181 Apr.; (Correction) 213 
May 

Electricity, How Fast. is? " Cathode Ray," 
41 .lune 

Ferrite lied Aerials, W. A. Everden, 441) 

Sept. 
II.F. ('ables: ('referred Impedances, 612 Dec. 
Shared Television Transmitter Masts (Edi- 

torials) 255 Junto, 471 00. 
Skeleton Slut aerial, R. B. Dent. 399 Aug.; 

(('orrespondenee) 499 Oct. 
Television Aerials (Correspondence) 17 .la il. 

BOORS 8 PUBLICATIONS 
A.11.11.1.. ll:uulbook, 1953. Suu Apr. 
Amateur Iltulio Handbook, 1t.S.1t.13., 5:31 

Nov. 
Amplitude- I'requeuey ('haracterist ins tuf 

Ladder Networks, E. Green, :358 Aug. 
.Applied Electronics Annual 1953'54, Edited 

by R. E. 'liaise, 244 May 
Art. and Science in Si uniI Reproduction, 

F. H. lirittain. 172 Apr. 
At a (Ranee " Radio Valve and Television 

'rube Equivalents, B. B. Iiab :m i, 3SS 
Aug. 

Automatic Voltage Regulators and Stabili- 
zers, 1:. N. Patchett. 267 June 

Is.It.I'. Report 1953-5 t (Buller! l) 
Itibliography of Colour 'l'elevisi. m, 'l'Icci -i ni 

Society (News) 362 Aug.: Note, 3 
Aug. 

Iiritish Standard for Dic- castifig alloy. 
IBS 11)114:4 2111) Apr. 

- Standards Yearbook (Ness) 413 Sept. 

CA BMA Register, 1954 -:5 (.yews) 362 Aug. 
cahiers tie l'Agent Technique Radio III, P. 

Ilenlardiuquer, R. Asnten, J. 1,ignon 
and (:, filiaux, 5 Jan. 

Careers in Radio and Electronics, 11.1.0. 
(News) :ill .1uly 

cathode Ray 'Pubes, Edited by 31. G. say. 
114 Star. 

Cost Accounting tutu the Engineer, Kenneth 
Ii. Slitchtll, 557 Dee. 

cours Pratique de 'l'etllvisiun, F'. hosier, 94 
Feb. 

sou lis Ondes Ultra- Courtes, Y. Place. 
94 Feb. 

Crystal Iteetitfers and Transistors, E. Molloy 
and 31. G. say, 3$8 Aug. 

Data and Circuits of Television Receiving 
Valves, J. ,lager, 5 Jan. 

Decibel Tables, B.S.It.A., :BSs Aug. 
Development of the Guided SIi -'ili', Kenneth 

W. Gartland (News) 5:t5 Nov. 
1:inschwiugvorgüttge t genkopplung, Stabili- 

tüt..l. Peters, 244 \Inv 
Electrical Earthing:lnd aceidtut Prevention. 

Edited by M. G. Say, IlS \Tar. 
Measuring Iii tnlaent l'rartiro, 

E. 11. W. Bantu r. 454 Sept. 
Electronic iIisical Instrument Manual, Alan 

Douglas. 172 ,\pr. 
Electronic -Valve Base,. caps and Holders, 

Its 448:195:3, Ian Apr. 
F. Is I. Register of British Manufacturers, 

1954 (.Yews) 27 Jan., 1:155 (Sews) 556 
Dec. 

Fundament:tL of Transistors, f,. 31. Krugman, 
355 Aug. 

Gears fur Small Mechanisms, W. O. Davis, 
I lS Mar. 

Glass (reinforced Plastics, Edited by Phillip 
Morgan (News) 5:34 Nov. 

glossary of T'errais for the Electrical 
characteristies of Radio Receivers, 
RS 20135: 1954 (Retira') 188 Apr. 

Grunillage der Verstürkertechnik, Hans 
Bartels, 458 Sept. 

Highlights of Odour Television, John R. 
Locke Jr., 267 June 

Home Constructor (SUpacoils), 5 Jan. 
How tu Locate and Eliminate Radio and TV 

Interference, Fred I). Rowe, :344 Aug. 
- tu Use Meters, John F. Itidcr, 244 May 

Industrial Electronics, It. Kretzmailu, 94 
Feb. 

Information Theory, Stanford Goldman, 172 
Apr. 

Iutroduetion a l'Electronique, P. (:ran, 94 
Feb. 

to Colour TV, M. Kaufman and I1. 
Thomas, 267 June 

to Valves, R. W. Hallows and IL K. 
Milward, 105 Mar. 

Laplace Transform.: for Electrical Engineers, 
B. J. Starkey, 366 Aug. 

Limits of Interference, 115 800:1954, 10.2 Mar. 
L'Ionosphere, G. de Maximy, 267 June 
Loudspeaker Measurements, BS 249$:1954, 

49:1 Oct. 
Low - Frequency AmplilientiiIn, Dr V A f. 

Vuorhucs'e, IIS Star. 
Slagnet is Tape noel Recording tutu ltepro- 

duetion for Programme Interchange. 
INS 1565:1953 

Slagilitude of the Radio Interference in the 
'I'eles'isioii Band from Ignition Systems 
of Moor Vehicles, A. It Ball :uul \V. 
Net hereon. 172 Apr. 

Mechanism of lìeonoltie Systems, Arnolu 
Tustin, I Is Mar. 

5lemoranuuut on Higher 'l'echnologieni 
Education, 43s Sept. 

SIetal Industry II:nalbuok and Directory 
1954, 4137 Sept. 

SIierow'ave Lenses, .1. Iirown. 5 ,fan. 
- - - -- S wet ro M. W. 1'. Strandberg, 

11s Mar. 
- - Theory and Techniques, II. .1. Reich, 

P. F. Orduung, H. L. Krauss :Mil J. G. 
Skalnik, 4:,s Sept. 

Nuclear Physics, W. Heisenberg, 5 Jan. 
Oscilloseolae at \\'ark. A. lilas and R. W. 

((allows. 3:38 July 
Plastics in the 'l'ropirs, Ministry of Supply 

Report (!'urr'spowlenee) I 2 BL1r. 
Practical I:Iertt'ieiat's Pocket. (took, 1954, 

Edited by Roy C. Norris, 5 Jan. 
Television Circuits, F. J. Goum, :388 

Aug. 
Preferred Volutes and Associated Toleraners 

for Resistors and Capacitors fur'Fele- 
runnnnmicatiein Equipment, 335 2458: 
1954, 410 Sept. 

Principles of Mass and Flow Production. F. I:. 
\VonllariI, 388 Aug. 

- of Transistor Circuits, Edited by It. F. 
Shea (Review) 244 May 

Peur. I.E.E. Ten -Year Index (News) 21H .111ile 

Pro weed of the National Eleelrouies 
Conference 1953 (Vol. IX). ass Aug.: 
1954, 5S46 Dee. 

of the VI 11h l'lenary Assembly, Vol. I, 
l'.1'.I.It., 464 Sept. 

Properties and Design of iron -foret Sup- 
pression Chokes, .1. Miedzinski, :3112 

June 
Radio control, I'. C. Judd, :3.48 Aug. 

- Control of Slodel Aircraft, G. Sommer- 
hot, 244 111íy 

Engineering, VIII. I. E. K. Sandemau, 
5 Jan. 

Facility l'harts. 11.31.S.D. (.Ve,rs) 556 
f lel.. 

Intsrfereure from Motor Vehicles, 
E.It.A. Itpert M 1'123, 55 Feb. 

- Laboratory llaadbook (6th Edition), 
SI. G. Srru ggin, 49:3 Oit. 

- - Receiver Design, l'art 1, 22nd Edition, 
K. R. Sturley, 118 Star. 

- -- Research 195:1.:358 Aug. 
- - Trouble Shouting filidebook, ,loin F. 

Rider :ami J. IIiehanl Johnson, 358 
Aug. 

- - Vale Data, Wireless World (News) 
41.2 Sept. 

Receiving 'rube Slauual, lt.C.A., 57:3 Now. 
Pleut Methods of Management on 

Receivers for Amplitude- Mtalulation 
Broadcast Trausinissions, LEI'. (Re- 
ricin) 271 June 

Relays, It. C. Walker, 5.1 :111. 

Rotating Amplifiers, Edited by M. G. Say, 
11S Muir. 

Specialized Ilotne and l'urtable Radio 
Manual, 267 ,Tune 

Sub -Miniature Techniques, N.11.5. ('ircular 
545, 518 Oct. 

TV Manufacturers' Receiver Trouble Cures, 
Edited by Milton S. Sniteer, 207 June - Picture Tubes, Ira (terrer, 388 Aug. 

Repair Techniques, Gernsback rnsback Library 
No. 50, 94 Feb. 

Trouble Shouting and Repair Guide- 
book, Vol 2, Il Bert G. Middleton, 
244 May 

Tapes and Spools fur Commercial and 
Domestic Magnetic Tape Solid 
Recording and Reproduction, BS 2478; 
1954, 453 Sept. 

Technique de la Telévision, A. V. .1. Martin, 
11S Mar. 

Television -A world Survey, l'.N.E.S.c.11. 
178 Apr. 

Telévision en ('uuleurs, L. (*Wile'', 5 Jan. 
Television Engineers' P,'cket (took, Edited 

by E. Molloy and J. P. hawker, 
267 June 

- -- Receiver Design Sionograph, l'. A. 
Neetesen, 5 Jan. 

- Receiver Srrvieiug, E. A. 
W. 

SPread- 
btry', 213 Slay 

'l'extbouk of Radar, Edited by E. 1:. Bowen, 
2117 June 

'l'hcruionic \Salves,:\, H. W. Beck, 5 Jan. 
'\'rater Year Book 1954 (J'et's) 157 Apr. 
I-Itru High Frequency Radio Engineering, 

S.A. knight, 118 Mar. 
l'se of Electronic Valves, ('P 1)105, Parts I 

and 2, 1954, 11.5.1., 248 May 
Used Itadio and Television Set Values, 2:10 

Slay 
Valve Symbols, Supplement No. 3 (195:1) to 

1is 530: ITN.) (Graphical Symbols for 
Telecommunications). 109 Star. 

White Paper ('111.1.9095 (Editorial), I Jan. 
Wireless Ertyioeer, Index to Editorials 192_6- - 

Slay 1954, (News) :1112 Aug., 41:3 Sept. 
H irelexx World Diary 11155 (Noes) 474 Oct. 
SS.,'ritI Radio. Handbook for Listeners (1954), 

Edited by O. Lund ,ii hausen, 118 BIar. 
Year That Slade the hay, 11.11.('. ('Vene) 

27 Jail. 
Lirkouirrni, Werner Esite, 358 Aug. 

CIRCUITRY 
A.('. 1.1'. I lailgers (I 'orrespondence ) 59:1 I te. 
Battery Set, Economy, It. S. 4 'haluutu. 

lo. .1:111. 

l'aleulation ,'f Peopling. I'ralleis Oakes, 
1 s0 Apr. - of Resistances in Parallel, Francis (fakes, 
95 Feb. 

" l'aseode " (I 'urrespnndenee) 282 June 
cathode Follower t)stillator, 'Thomas Rod- 

dam, 1116 'Mar. 

Cavity (resonators, " cathode Ray." 2913 
,tune 

,' t 'luaunilu' in '' Oscillator. Thomas Itoddani, 
52 Feb. 

colour t'uoiplications (Circuit) N.T.S.('., 
60s Dee. 

coil)binatioil I'.M.'A Receivers, 'ceivers, O. II . 

Russell, 4:31 Sept.: (Correction) 512 
I Iit. 

lip- Soldered Chassis Product u m , W. R. ('ass 
auel It. M. liadtltlel, 536 Nov. 

Elr')riaI Theorculs, Some, W. 'rusting. 
'yo Nus'. 

Feedbaek Circuits (Cnrrespondenee) 438 Sept. - I.F. Amplifiers for Television, H. S. 

Jewitt, 609 Dec. 
Filters \V it !tout Fears, 'l'homas Roddam. 

3137 Aug.. 445 Sept., 5131 Nov., 60 :3 

Dec.; (Correspondence) 556 Nov., 594 
Dec. 

Grounded Grid A.F. Amplitler, 'Thomas 
Roddant, 214 May 

Historical I'u herir (Correspondence) 70 Feb. 
Negatv,I e 

m y 

Resistance, lhon)as R11111141,11, 3:15 

" Plastic Circuitry." John Scutt- Taggart awl 
Edwin .1. Muyse, 40:1 Aug. 

Reef illc :ution, '' 1'athode Ray," 513 Oct., 
509 Nov. 

Relaxation Oscillators, "Cathode Ray," 193 
Apr.: (Correspondence) 281 ,tune 

Remote Control of Radio Receivers, C. K. 
Tate, 4116 Oct. 

Vector Diagrams Again, " Cathode Itay," 
:127 July, 38:1 Aug.; (Correspondence) 
4:35 Sept., 500 Oct. 

Wide-Band I.F. Amplifiers, If. S. Jewitt, 
86 Feb. 

COMPONENTS 
Atomic Battery, R.('.A., :397 Aug. 
components Exhibition, R.E.('.MF., 206 

May, 299 June, 313. 318 July 
Ferrite 'tool Aerials, \\'. A. Everden, 440 Sept. 
French Components Show, E. Aisberg, 287 

June 
Metal Film Resistors, 318 July 
Sub- Slininttrization Techniques in Receivers, 

518 Oct. 
l'ransfurmers for Low and High Frequencies, 

" Cathode Ray." 454 Sept. 
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DES IG N 
Band III TV Convertor, G. H. Russell, 211 

May; (Correspondence) 252 June 
Band 1V Television Convertor, 24 .fan. 
Battery Set, Economy, R. S. ('hanunu. 

10 Jan. 
Cathode- Follower Probe, Sydney H. Finii. 

541 Nov. 
Crystal Set Amplifier, 198 Apr. 
Extended - (gunge L.F. Sine-Wave Oscillator. 

L. F. Sinfield, 599 Dec. 
Feedback IF. Amplifiers for Television. 

11. S. Jewitt, 609 Dee. 
Filters Without Fears, Thomas Itodtlaun. 

:367' Aug., 445 Sept., 561 Nov., 311:3 
I W .; (Correspondence) 556 Nov., 5114 
Dee. 

Grid -Dip Oscillator, G. l'. Anderson, 4135 
Sept. 

high Quality Sound Reproducer, Osram, 4:111 
Sept.; (Correction) 56) Oct.; (t orM)- 
potulence) 555 Nov., 593 Dec. -- Tape Recording System. A. F. 
F'ischmann, 564 Nov. 

10-Watt Amplifier, Mullanl. 
311.5 .1ug.; (Correspondence) Soo Oct.. 
555 Nov., 593 Dec.; (Correction) 5111 
(lilt. 

Home-Made 7'rausistors, 1'. B. Ilelsaluii, 211 
.Jan. 

Midget Sensitive T.B.F. 'Receiver, J. L. 
Osbourn, 165 Apr., 216s ,Mlle: 
(Correspondence) 2.24 May, 437 Sept.: 
(Random Radiations) 4(17 Aug. 

Miniature Bedside Receiver, S. W. Amos. 
542 Nov. 

Neon Timers, B. T. (tilling, 459 Sept.: 
(Correxpondenee l 556 Nov., 595 Dec. 

Reflex Push -l'ull Rccci vcrs (( 'orreipondence) 
15 .Ian. 

Signal -Diseased switching, It. Selby, 613 
Dee. 

Skeleton Slot Aerial, II. B. Dent, 399 Aug.; 
(i'nrrnspoudenee) 499 Oct. 

Thyratron Inverter, J. I). Howells. 2:17 May: 
(a orreeliouu) 267 June 

'l'r :unsisti r ('ireuit (4 'orrexpwudenrr) 595 
I lee. 

Receiver, Experimental, 11. It. 
14.1 t rid 2 Ian.; (( 'orespoaaeuer) 
127 Mar., 225 May, 352 Aug. 

Transmitter, 1111 -Metre. A. Cockle, 217 
May 

'l'rausisturizcd Mleguhnuucter, P. B. Ileisdon, 
121 .tar. 

Universal Meter Shunt, A. 1.. Chisholm, :15 
,lam. 

Wide-Band I.F. Amplifiers, II. S. ,Icwitt 
56 Feb. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
careers in Engi ueeri ug,'' Fila) (News) 311 

July -- in Radio and Electronics," It.I.C. 
Booklet (News) :311 .1uly 

City Ai Guilds Examinations, 527 Oct.. 
(Nears) 532 Nov. 

Education and Tr :' ' g, 13rit.I.II.E. Dis- 
cussion, 9(1 Feb. 

Films on Valve- Making, Mlnll:u I. 21 : May 
Radio l'ourses Available I,i.t.. 'iput.. 

494 (Wt. 
Training in Television Servicing, i :. 

Patchett, 461 Sept. 

ELECTRONICS 
Atomic Battery, R.O.A.. :397 Aug. 
" Automation," Leon G. Davis, I'5 Apr. 
Baby Alarms (Corexpoadeee) 224 31fay 
Decade Counter, Irving Gottlieb. 2:34 May: 

(Correction) 547 Nov. 
Electronic Analogue Computing. Raymond B. 

Quarnuby, 113 Mar. 
Electrostatic Radiography, Ferranti. 464 

Sept. 
Guided Missile Simulator, 5311 Nov. 
Industrial Electronics. llrit.l. R.E. ('un- 

ventlun, (Editorial) 357 Aug.: Re 
views 358 Aug., 448 Sept.; (('orres- 
pouudeneo) 437 Sept. 

lnfra -Red Analysis, Mervyn -NV!, Spectro- 
meter, 453 Sept. 

Magnetic Recanting, H. G. M. Sprott, 50S 
(let. 

Mobile Flight Simulator, Redifon, 147 Mar. 
Recording Low Fn'gleneies un Mtagnctio 

Tape, D. W. Thomassou, 548 Nov. 
Signal - Operated Switching, R. Selby, 613 

Dec. 
Storage Systems, Barry Z. de Ferranti, :392 

Aug. 
Thyratron Inverter, J. 1). Howells, 237 

May: (Correction) 267 .Tune 

Transistor H.T. Generator, 11. L. Johnston, 
51S Oct. 

I-Itrasonic Developments. 445 s, 
ihratnry Gyroscope, Sperr> I Mfar. 

MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS 
Alvan,. \.II.1". Signal Generator, 405 Aug. 
Auapiivox Transistor Heaving Aid, 149 Mar. 
Anti(erence 'l'eleyisiun Aerials, 47 Jan. 
(tell ,v ('rovdeu Putted Audio Transformers. 

14.5 Mar. 
13esson R Robinson Mfercnry Switches, 4511 

Sept. 
Birmingham Sound Reproducers Record 

('hanger, 97 Feb. 
Bouiiahurd All-Transistor hearing aid, 164 

Apr. 
British Distributing Company Miniature 

Trimmers. 145 Mar. 
Iiulgin I,ilüput Lamphnlders, :35:3 July 
- Strip t'n11n1cctuls, 467 Sept. 
lturue- .Junes Pickup Arm, 4315 (let. 
Chapman Reproducers F.M. Feeder Unit, 

352 July 
Eddystone H.1''. :nail V.H.F. Capacitors, 

47 .Ian. 
Eke.. Car Radio Receiver. 376 Aug. 
1:uglisin Electric New Television Camera 

'Pule, 225 May 
Eutlu,ven Solders t'arbuu- Element Soldering 

Iron, 494 (let. 
Ferranti N- Band 'Pest Bench, :351 Judy 
G.A. Distributors' Mliuiature Radio- Grauno- 

phum', 444 Sept. 
Liilustrial P.A. Amplifiers, 352 

.Tilly 
- - -- - - Receiver. 251 May 
- -- Metal -fume I umlymaken. 43(1 Sept. 
G.I. Development. " Faros " Bicycle Radio, 

511 Oct. 
Ilrundig Distortion Meter. 1111 Mar. - Tape Recorder. 1319 Apr. 
H.M.V. Tape Recunls. 51'2 Get. 
Hill l'ortable P.A. Amplifiers. 4115 Aug. 
Hudson Radio- 'l'u'Iephune Sets, 1:3.2 Mf:r. 
I.M.R.C. lifeboat Radio, :3115 .Illy 
J -Beam Television Aerials, 199 Apr. 
Jackson High-Ratio Tuning Drive, :152 July 
Leak Amplifier and " Point One " l're- 

amplitier. 2111 Apr. 
Lee l'ru,Iuits Magnetic 'Pape It.eurder, 199 

Apr. 
-- Recording Amplifier, 96 Feb. - Superheterodyne Tuner Unit, 148 

Mfar. 
Leicester Lovell Epnxidl' Resins. 56:3 Nov. 
Light Soldering Developments 31iui:dune 

Soldering Iron, 352 July 
M.LMl.I'.C. Small-Craft IL'ulio Installation, 

344 July 
M.S.S. Iteconliug Co. New Magnetic Tape 

(Neox), 27 Jan. 
11arcnni Marine Auto-Alarm Receiver, 467 

5, la. 
Lifeboat Tr, nsmitter- Iteceiyer, 

InI spit. 
MI n 6- \ PI, Spectrometer, 453 Sept. 
1liuitu l',,,ket Wire Recorder, E.M .l., 574 

\Inincea.I Facsimile Receiver. 199 Apr. 
Mnll:vd Cold- Cathode Tubes, 231) Apr. 

- 10- \Watt Amplifier, 395 Aug.; (Cor- 
rexpoulence) 506 (h t., 555 Noy., 59 :3 

Dec.; (Correrlio) 500 Oct. 
Millard Transistors, 145 Mar. - Transmitter Drive Oscillator. 199 Apr. 
Multitone All- Transistor Hearing Aid, 104 

Apr. 
Osram Amplifier, 4 :30 Sept.: (Correction) 500 

Oct.; (Correspondence) 555 Nov., 59 :3 

Dee, 
Painton Miniature Attenuatur, 1431 Mar. 
l'archment (Kiirting) Electrostatic Tweeter 

Loudspeaker, 145 Mar. 
Pollock Pickup Ann Kit, 47 Jan. 
1'ye Car Radio Receivers. :3 :32 July, 4(16 

Sept. - High- Qnality Amplifiers, :35:3 July - Record Player, 96 Feb. -- 12-Channel Television Tuner, 126 Apr. 
Rees Mace Marine l'ommuuicatioll Receiver, 

:3:3:3 July 
Sapphire Bearings Ltd., Needles, 148 Mar. 
Salford Precision Potentiometer, 353 July 
T.C.C. Ceramic Capacitors, 96 Feb. 
Tannoy Loudspeaker Cabinet. 97 Feb. 
Teletrun Germanium Crystal ('oil, 148 Mar. 
Truvox Tape Recording Amplifier, 405 Aug. 
Wiggin it Co. Nickel for Valves, 1431 Mar. 

MODULATION 
A.M. versus F.M. (Editorial) 101 Mar. 
Combination F.M.JA.M. Receivers. G. 11. 

Russell, 431 Sept.; (Correction) 512 
Oct. 

F.M. Multiplex Broadcasting, 145 Mar. 

8 

ORGAN IZAT ION 
A.M. versus F.M. (Editorial) 101 Mar. 
Amateur Sound and Vision Licence Changes, 

Summary, 283 June, (News) 534 Nov. 
B.B.C. Report 195:3 -54 (Editorial) 529 Nov. 

admhlistratiun) (Editorial) 
:157 Aug. 

II. R. E. M. A. Annual Report (News) 155 Apr. -- l'u uni it Elected (News) 157 Apr. 
Cable at Winless Jubilee (New(?) 258 ,(1111e 

European Broadcasting, 592 Ike. 
International Television (Neues) 155 

Apr., 231 May, 258 June 
Report. Television I.F. Inquiry, G. If. 

Russell, :122 July; (C'orexpondenee) 
382 Aug. 

Easay Competition. Research 2:3 Jan. 
Exports, (News) 124 Mar., 411 Sept. 
Ferranti Scottish Laboratory Opened, 5311) 

Nov. 
Fifty fears of Winless Telephony. 620 Dee. 

Awards to Authors, 469 Sept. 
I.T.A. Competitive Television, (Editorials). 

1 Jan., 205 May 
- - Temporary Headquarters (.Sewn) 534 

Nuv. 
Isle of Man TV Stahun (.News) 25 .Ian. 
International Marine V.H.F., Rees -Mace 

Reis at, 70 Feb. 
Leipzig l'air, V. A. Sheridan, 549 Nov. 
Licence Figures, 30 Jan., 77 Feb., 125 Mar., 

157 Apr., 233 May, 260 June, 311 July, 
361 Aug., 412 Sept., 476 Oct., 534 Nov. - Muddle (1i :dilarinl) 581 Dee. 

Licences. New, (Editorials) 255 June, 3117 
July: Article 253 June; (News) 309 
July, 5:34 Nov. 

Marie C.li.)'. It 'I' (Editorial) 51 Feb.; 
(Correspond,' ore) 251 .Tune 

Mlobilu' Hadiu l 'unuuittee formed (News) 
:311 y 

Itapu I'sers' Association (urnled (News) 
25 .Jan. 

Radio Writ (Nears) 124 Mar. 
National Bureau of Standards laboratories, 

5 :3(1 Nov. 
P.)i. I(ngby- Station Extensions (News) Ian 

4 Pr. ('stnt (Mi.-, Library- (News) 258 June 
('a rm :ueut :Magnet Research laboratory - 

1.A,...i 551 Dee. 
l'Inu :uul s,'kuar> t;uudardisaution,C. Lister, 

92 Feb.: (correspondence) 177 Apr., 
21 May, 2,x2 June 

l'rie. ,in .\dyertisenunts (Correspondence) 
119 Feb. 

Proximity Fuze Awards (Nears) 25 Jan., 
124 Mar.. 156 Apr. 

Purchase Tax Cuneessiun on Pillow-phnties 
(News) 25 ,Ian. 

R.E.('.MI.F. Annual Report (News) 156 Apr. 
l'uuneil (.Wrwx) 157 Apr.. 233 May 

Radio Amateur Emergency Network Formed 
(Nears) 26 Jan. 

R:adlo C:1(1nntrl9 

Jud ly 
of Models- Licence Changes, 

Recording and the Law (Correspondence) 
17 Jan. 

Recording Broadcast Programmes (Editorial) 
:357 Aug. 

Royal Signals Institution formed (News). 
157 Apr. 

Safety in the Air (Editorial) 51 Feb. 
T. E.M.A.- Telecnnmluuication Engineering 

and Manufacturing Association (News) 
77 Feb. 

Tape Deck Trade Mark (,Yews) 27 Jan. 
Technical Publications Association funned 

rues( 27 .Ian. - - - qualifications (('orrrx/xnudence) 19 Jan., 
177 Apr. 

- Writing Awards. I(.1.('., 137 Mar., 517 
Oct. 

Television Act 1954 (Editorial) 409 Sept., 
Summary 41(1 Sept. 

for Posterity (Editorial) :307 July 
Interference from Amateurs, 12 Jan.; 

(News) 474 Oct. 
lntemediate Frequencies, B.R.E.M.A. 

Recommendations, 55.2 Dec. 
Society Officers Elected (News) ) :31I 

illy 
l'.R.S.1. Meeting on International Radio 

Research, Summary, 626 Dec. 
\'.11.F. Channel Stare Squandered, J. It. 

Brinkley, 1113 Mar. 
Valve Imports (.'rues( :359 Aug. 
Wireless Fifty Years Ago (C'oreexlunudence) 

17 ,fan., 70 Feb. 
Wireless Telegraphy Alt Enforced (Editorial) 

1119 Sept. 

PERSONALITIES 
Allchurch, S. E., 53 :3 Nov.; Allerston, Group 

('apt. P., 310 July: Arbib, Richard,. 
259 June 
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Raines, T. H., 76 Feb.: Barker. Major P. L., 
5:3:3 Nov Barnett, Sir (fen. 475 Oct.; 
Bishop, Dr. D. O.. 533 Nov.: Itlears,,l 
232 May: (tooth, C. F., 76 Feb,; 
Branthwaite, R. J. 11., 555 Dec.; 
Bray, A. L, 77 Feb.: Winslow. E. L ., 

361 Aug.; Burnett, R. E., 314) Aug. 
Carter, Harley, 2:33 May: Clark. .1. S.. 475 

Oct.; Clarke, C. E. Knight, 412 Sept.: 
Clarke, Rear -Admiral Sir Philip, 76 
Feb.. 125 Mar., 47:1 Oet.: Colebrook, 
F. 31., 311) July; Cooper, V. ,I :; 5s 
Dec.: Craig, D., 77 Feb.; Crossland, 
W. A., 157 Apr.; l'ussans, G. \W., 259 
June 

Date, William H.. 533 Nov.: do (:rushy, .1. 
157 Apr.: Donthwait,. B. H., 5513 

ilex.: Dowsett., II. M., 585 Ilex.: 
Ihmean- Smith, I)r. E., 585 D" 
Dyer, H. John, 361 Aug. 

Eastwood, I)r. E.. 232 May; Espley, Dr. I' 
157 Apr.; Evans, L., 77 Feb. 

Faulkner. H., 76 Feb Ferrant i, Sir Vincent Z 
de, 232 May: Fleming. Sir Arthur. 
259 .June: Fleming-Williams. B. C.. 
475 Ile[.: Forshaw, H. \W 232 May: 
Forsyth -Grant, M. I., 5:33 Nom 
Foulkes. C. H., 475 Oct. 

4 arratt. A. J 301 Aug.: Gerusback, Ilugo, 
125 Mar.: Gillam, C., 259 .June; Gold- 
smith, Dr. Alfred N., 2M) June: 
Goldup, T. E.. :310 ,July: Green. F:.. 
585 Des.: 141111111S. W. IL F., 76 Feb. 

Haigh, í'o1..1. 1)..:310 July: Harris, Brigadier 
L. H., 475 Oct.; Hart. E. 1)., 25,9 
June; Harvey, It. ,1. l'., 2:32 May: 
Hay. U. E., 2.9 June: Hogg, E. Living- 
ston, 585 Dec. 

.Jackson, Dr. Willis, :9611 Aug.: ,1, "'h, 
Comdr. C. M., 310 July; Junes, Erie 
E., 125 Mar. 

Kelly Stanley. 310 July; Kemp. H..1.. 232 
May; Kumpfner, Rudolph, 7d Feb. 

Lash, A. R., 5:3:3 Nov.; Leak. H. J. 47a Oct.: 
Ieete, Ernest, 76 Feb.: Lesser. Fred 
R. 311 .July: Little, G. J. S. 76 Feb.. 
475 Oct.: Locke, Albert J. :361 Aug.: 
Locksiwiser, Sir Ben. 412 Sept.: 
Lord, W. B. H., 156 Apr. 

Met( e, Dr. J. D., 475 Oct.: Macl.:trty, B. N., 
232 May: McLean. F. l'.. 585 Ile'.: 
\facquecu, M. M., I57 Apr.: Main, 
Arthur l'.. 232 May: Mellor, H. M.. 
157 Apr.: M.tealte, E. P. IS., 412 
Sept.: Middleton, G. E., 53:3 Nov.; 
Mitchell. Dr. J. H.. 5:33 Nov.: Mitchell. 
Cdr. S. S. C., 76 Feb.: Mitwat, A. S.. 
713 Felt.: Montgomery-. A. \1'., 311 
,July; Moppet. Brigadier. E. J. H.. 
585 Dec.: Morrell. D. \W., 5:3:3 Nov.: 
Mt ndord. A. 11., 76 Feb. 

-Nash, W. R. Feb. 77, 
t latley. C. W., 364) Aug. 
Peacock. A.11, 259 June: Penlcy, Iii. W. H.. 

53:3 Nov.: Pollard, P. E., 156 Apr.: 
Power. F:. J.. 412 Sept.: Preston, S. ,I., 
157 Apr.: fulling, M. J. L., 713 Feb, 

Hadley. Sir 1 :ordure, 76 Feb., :3(4) Aug.. 475 
Oct.: Read. Col. A. H., 232 May. 
:titi ,July: heading, Col. 25!1 ,June: 
Renwick, Sir Robert, 232 May: 
Richmond, Group Captain R. ('., 
5:33 Nov.; Rol a rtson, Narill :tit t'.. 
213 Jan., 713 Feb.: Rollin. I,., 157 Apr.: 
Kyle. Martin, 585 Dee. 

Sampson, H. O., 125 Mar.: Scott - Fantle, 
G. 11. 555 Dec.: Sharp. Peter E. SI., 
26 Jan.: Shta'nla'rg, Isaac, 75 Feb.: 
Short, K., :110 July: Sieger, Joshua. 
:3111 .July; Simpson, A. I. F'., 310 .IOIy. 
Smith G. Darnley, 76 Feb.: St:unfonl, 
N. C., 259 June: Stratton, Andrew. 
157 Apr.: Sutton, Dr. G. W., 232 May. 

Taylor, W. H.,'259 June; Thomas, David 11.. 
533 Nov.; Thorne, K. G., 157 Apr.: 
Thorogood, P. A., 259 ,June: Tomlin, 
(1. M., 157 Apr.: Turner, IL Cobden, 
156 Apr. 

Waiters, Douglas, 3343 Aug.; Watson. Stir 
l'umnusiore Michael, 3til Aug.: White, 
H. l'., 2:12 May: Willi:ints. Dr. R. C. G., 
:3130 Aug.; Wolverson, \\'.A.. 232 May; 
Wright, G. M., 232 Slay: Wymer, 
Peter 0., :3131 Aug. 

Zworykin, J)r. '..K., 556 Dee. 

PROPAGATION 
Joni' or iunti,'? (Corretgutnlenee) 4:37 Sept. 
Ionosphere Review: 1953, 1'. W. Bennington, 

66 Feb.; (Correction) 146 Mar. 
Long -Distance V.H.F. Reception, :34 :3 July 
National Bureau of Standards Laboratories, 

530 Nov. 

Short -Wave Conditi,., :51 Jars. 94 Feb., 
128 Mar.. 1 

i r . 218 May. 294 
,Iune.:1:u I 1 \ng., 458 Sept., 

Sunspot Mininnuu. 5611 \ 
Television 1'0cerage at 1 11 1'. and f'.)I.F., 

J. A. Saxton, 173 apt. 
Velocity of Radi Waves. It. L. Smith-Rose. 

5441 I ).. -. 

RADIOLOCATION 
Air ')'rallie Control Radar, D. A. Leven. 

227 May 
Farnborough Show 1954, 172 (lot. 
Improved Radio Altimeter. A. Bloch, K. E. 

Itusks, and A. 1 :. Heaton. 1:38 Mar. 
Plotting Aircraft Positions, S.'P.('., 3113 ,lune 
Radar in Airliners. 74 Feb. 
:safety in the Air (HtlitorinlI SI Feb. 

SOUND REPRODUCTION 
N11- 77airist r IIariig Ails, SIult ilea', ami 

Minot-111ml. 1134 Apr. 
Baxandall T Compensating Circuit p'or- 

reapmtdnur) 178 Apr. 
Developments in Sound Reproduction. 

A.l'.A.E. and 11.S.It.A. 
Exhibitions, :313 July 

Distortion in Negative Feedb :irk Amplifiers. 
Thomas Itoddam. 1139 Anr.: (Cor - 
rexpondrnrr) 225 Slay, 281 .lune 

Feedback t'i renias (f 'orespaudntee t 138 Sept. 
Festival of Sound. 376 Aug., 1411 Dc' 

Grounded Grid " A. F'. Amplifier. Thomas 
Itoddaut, 211 Slay 

11.SL\'.'l'ata Retords. 512 Oct. 
iligh- Quality Amplifier, Milliard. :391,1 Aug.: 

(Cor)ex /rondrucr) SII.t I lea.. 555 Nov.. 
593 I)ee.: (f 'orrt'tlino 1 54.1 I /et. - Sound Re- m.11111"r. i)srani, 
4 :41 Sept.: (t';o'er/iurrt 5111) (let.: 
(('orreNpwr. /recel N. .: 5!1:5 lier. 

Taie Reeor Zing Sy stem. A. F. 
Fischman... 561 N''s. 

louophuue.. 11cl:1,mA rat i'al, I. i:.i:.,:t4,l :m, 
Legal Reporting. 'l'. I1. Conway. 55:3 Dec. 
Long-playing Shan't it 'laic. 32 .leu. 
Magnetic Recording. il. G. SI. Sprott. 50:: 

(let. 
Standards (.\'rets) 474 1 net . 

'Paie Measurenmeltts. 11. G. Si. 
Mi'ratt. 264 ,Junte 

')'ape I3'cordi ng. 11.5.11.A. falser. 54 
Feb. 

Sloa.urcntent of Harmonic Distortion. T. I). 
l'ouwai', 1111 Star. 

Object ives in Sound Itcprodurt ion (Editorial) 
153 Apr. 

Pickup Arm. Borne- ,lunes Improved. 495 
Oct. 

11...m/electric I'rystals. S. Kelly, 275 .lune. 
:345 July: (Correspondence) :382 Aug. 

Reronling and the Law (f'orrrxpondencr) 17 

.11111. 

- - - Itn,adtmst Programmes (Editorial) :357 
Aug. 

Low Frequencies on Slagoet is 'Pape, 
II. \W. 'l'houassou, 548 Nov. 

Simplified \Vining, Travox Mark :5Tape heck, 
192 Apr. 

Sound Recording Congress--Paris 1951, 
H..1. Htulgate, :348 ,July 

Sounds- Past and Present. R S. It.A. Con- 
vention, :544 .Isly 

Stereophmy in the Cinema. .1. Moir. li slat. 
Stylus in Wonderland, 11. J. Itussll, 505 

(let. 
Tape Duplication System, Ampex. 530 Nov. 
Tape Machines (('orrrxpulndenr) 591 I)''. 
Transistor H:P. Generator. D. I.. Johnston. 

518 Oct. 
Slicrophone Pre -Amplifier. 2 5 " .tune 

Transistors in Hearing Aids. S. helly, 56 
Feb., 159 Apr. 

V.H.F. Quality (Editorial) 529 Na'..: ('rer- 
respondensr) 59:3 Dee. 

Williamson Tone Compensating luit (cm - 

respotlrfire) 177 Apr.. 221 M -t y. 2s1 
June 

TELEVISION 
Aids to 5leehauiral Handling. 312 July 
Aircraft Flutter Siunlat hut. 7 @)tvisiou 

Society's Exhibition, 7:1 Feb.: (f'or- 
rexpwudenre) 177 Apr. 

Amateur Colour t'lev'ision. 168 Apr. 
Ttlevisiun Transmissions. 522 Oct. 

Amateurs and Television luterferen'e 12 
Jan,; (Nees) 474 Oct. 

American 'Television Scene, M..1. I,. fulling, 
1:1 Jan. 

11.13.('. Low -power Stations Opened (.55.;e0 
584 Dee. 

9 

Bard Ill Aerials, F. it. \W. Stratford, 181 
Apr.: (Correction) 21:: Slay 

Convertor. l:. II. Itassell, 211 Slay; 
(Correspondence) 252 .June 

T,'lev(sion Interference. F. It. W. 
Stratford, 5411 I lot.: (f 'correspondence) 
594 Dee. - Test Transmitter. SGdlanl, 162 
Apr-- 

'Pest. (News/ :919 .Iuly 
- - -- Tuner. I've. 162. Apr. 

British Odour System (t'nrrr'x/ Ina'') :3211 

,Jill'. 
l'. B.S. 'Jeri -Colour C.R. Tube. 12 Jan. 
C.R. 'Cube, Folded -cop, 12 .Inn. 

Safety, 11'. 'l'ustiug. 45 slant,: 
II'orrexpoadne "el 27 Star. 

t':uuera 'Tube. New 'l'elevisiott Intn{n (Irthi- 
1111. 225 Slay 

" ('ascodc " (1' 'orrrxpondenre) 282 Juno 
Channel Islands 'I'\' (,Yews) :309 ,July 
Choosing a Television Standard. 4111 Aug. 
Colour Complications, \.T.S.C. Circuit, 605 

Dee. 
l'rh vision l' :nnrrt convertor. 540 Nov, 

on 405 Lines. 256 .1111e 
Sfdeb:n01 Interference. 1). A. 

itll, :ti .1:111. 

-- . 'l'el'vi -fo11 Society's lecture 
. \'e,...1 27 ,Ion. 

'Pests, .1. Franklin. 4:30 Sept, 
'Cult,, II.1'.A., 242 May 
Wales, 141,5 Iles. 

Compatible Colour Television. D. A. Bell. 31 

Compatibility in Colour 'l'S', 1.E.E. Discus- 
sion. 3)27. Der. 

Competiti'., 'l''levisiou (Rdi'nrialx) 1 .Jaut, 
21'S Slav 

Convertor for Band iV, 24 slant. 
C.npannut iu 'l''levision. \1'. 'I'. 
Coking. 13:3 Feb. 

Eliminating C.W. Interference, B. I,. M t.rley, 
91 Ft1,. 

Equipment for New 'l''l'visinu Stations 
(Seers) 231 Stay 

European Ty ISx .111,1 gr ( \'rerx) :559 Aug. 
-- Television 1t'Iays,.1.'l'mchy Dickinson' 

319 July, 523 ()et. 
F'eedha'k I,F', Amplifiers for Telvision. II. x. 

.Iewitt, 1419 Dee. 
Flywheel Synchronizing, W. T. Cocking. 5111 

Oct.. 557 Nov., 1121 Dec. 
French Television Progress. Charles liuvill, 

261 June 
I.F.s for Television - International Study 

(. \'r,rx) 5:32 Nov. 
I1.1t.E.3[.A. Itecounucndntions, 552 

I )','. 
for 'l'ao -bend Television Receivers, 

G. H. Russell, 1811 Apr. 
I.T.A. shared Television Slants (F,'rlilorfa/el 

255 June, 471 ()et. 
Transmitters Ordered. 535 Nov. 

Inductor Suppressurs., F. It . \\'. Stratford and 
It. It. 7''esdalc, 15 ,Ian. 

Ignition and Television lutriemu" (('or- 
respolulrnee) 382 Aug., 8110 (let., 556 
Nov,; (Random Radiations) 578 Nov.; 
(.News) 584 Dee. 

litt'rfenuce (Correspondence) 18 Jail., 
69 Feb.. 178 Apr., 225 SL't) 

Intern-retie, from Amateurs 12 Jan.; (News) 
474 Oct. 

Intermit bum! Television: 7'.13.1', Meutiugi 
(\',,rxl 155 Apr.. 2:0 Slay, "58 .111110 

(ic of Man TS' Siattion (.Wren,) 25 Jan. 
,Jersey Television Relay. :191 Ang. 
Lamp Int crt'renee, 1112 Star.: " Cathode 

Itay." 245 Slay 
Low -Power 'l'elevis io11 Op'rat bolt (Nets) 

26 ,11111. 

SI'dget Television Set. 525 (let. 
Sluuochrome 'l'cicvisi'n1 Camera, Stareoui, 

257 Jan' 
New 7.ealand'l'el'visfo11 (.\'rux) 75 Feb. 
Political Tl'v'ision (Editorial) 2115 May 
Printed Circuit Tcl,visiuu S't. l'harles Buv'lll, 

:313:3 Aug. 
ILF'. fables: 1'n'frred Impedance, 612 Dee, 
Re'eiver Itadlatlun (l'orrrxptudence) 177 Apr. 
ltowridgc 'I'S' )'overage Slap. 5:31 NOV. 

'l'el'visinu Transmitter, till 'lee. 
Russian Television, 71 Feb, 
Stan Linearity-Measuring Instrument, K. G. 

Beauchamp, :16 Jan. 
Shared Television Transmitter Masts (Edi- 

torials) 255 .June, 471 Oct. 
Standanlired Input for Bandstand III ( \'en's) 

:309 July 
Television Act 1954 (Editorial) 4119 Sept.; 

Summary, 4111 Sept. 
- Aerials (Correspondence) 17 Jan. 

-- - ('overage at V.H.F. and l.H.F., 
J. A. Saxton, 17:1 Apr. 

I.F. Inquiry (E.li.l :.) G. H. itussi'll, 
322 July ; (('orrrapoudrnre) 382 Aug. 
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for Posterity (Editorial) 307 July 
Oscillator Radiate R.1t.E.M.A. In- 

vestigation- 154 Apr. 
Receiver Safety Prerautious, E. G. 

(:und lieu, 591 lees 
Training in Television Servicing, G. N. 

Patchett, 461 Sept. 
Vaeuum lamtp Interference, " Cathode 

Ray," 245 May 
Why Lines? F. 1'. Hughes, 389 Aug.: (Corres- 

pmtdence) 437 Sept., 493) Oct., 555 
Nov. 

Wired Television: Relay Servi, -, t sociatli n 
Figure, (News) .,sr, I h, 

TEST AND MEASUREMENT 
Attenmttor., for high Freyueucic- I:. F. 

Privett, 141 Mar. 
Cathode -Follower Probe, Sydney H. Finn. 

541 Nov. 
Centimetre -Wave Oscillograplt, 62 Feb. 
Diode Rectifier in Valve VoItuuters, M. G. 

Suroggie, 284 ,June, :339 .July 
Electronic Test Meter, M. G. Seroggie, 371 

Aug. 
Extended -Range L.F. Sine Wave Oscillator. 

L. F. Sinfield, 596 Dec. 
Grid -Dip Oscillator, G. F. Anderson. 465 

Sept. 
inductance and Dynamic Resistance Meter, 

G. G. Johnstone, :177 Aug. 
Instrument Error Curves, M. G. Scrnggie, 218 

May 
Measurement of Har le Distortion, l'. 1). 

Conway, 1111 Mar. 
Measuring Interference, F.R.A. Report, 55 

Feb. -- Non- Linearity. D. C. Pressey, IN) Feb.: 
(Correction) 128 Mar. - -- Small Voltage Changes, J. l'. Salters 451 
Sept. 

Microwave Test Bench, Integrated, Ferranti, 
:151 ,July 

Pau -Climatic Testing, G. W. A. Demmer. 
S. C. Schuler and J. E. Green, 598 Der. 

Phase atad Amplitude Measurement, If. H. 
Ogilvy, 575 Nov. 

Quartz Crystal Testing, R. Rollin, 220 May 
Radio Receiver ('haructeristirs, lí+8 Apr. 
- - - Measurements. 271 ,tune 

A 1811 E R I; E.. 287 June 
Amos, S. W., 542 Nov. 
Anderson, G. P., 465 Sept. 

BEAI'('HAMI'. K. G., 36 Jan. 
Bell, D. A., 31 Jan. 
Bennington, T. W., 66 Feb. (Biot(. 77 Feb.) 
Bettridge, B. R., 2 Jan. (Biog. 26 Jan.) 
Bloch, A., Buecks, K.R. and Heat nu, A. G., 

13S Mar. 
Bovlll, )'harles, 261 June, 36:3 Aug. (Biog. 

259 Julie) 
Brinkley, J. It.. 10:3 Mar. (Biel. 125 Mar.) 
Buecks, K. E. with I310eh, A. ami Heaton, 

A. G., 1: ;s Star. 

(ASS, \V. lt. and Hadfield, R. SL. 536 Nov. 
(Biog. 5:;:; Nov.) 

"Cathode Rif v,' 41 ,Ian., 79 Feb., 11 :3 Mar.. 
193 Apr., 245 May, 290 June, 327 
Judy, :3x3 Aug., 454 Sept., 513 Oct., 
569 Nov., 1310 Dee. 

('hannon, R. S., 10 Jan. 
Chisholm, A. 1.., :15 Jan. 
Cocking. W. T. 6:3 Feb.. 519 Oct.. 557 Nov., 

621 Dec. 
Cockle, A., 217 May 
Conway, T. D., 110 Mar., 5x8 Der. (Biog. 125 

Mar.) 
('ortield, D. N., 272 June (Rini. 259 June) 

DAVIS. Leon 1 ;., 185 Apr. 
Dent, II. II.. 399 Aug. 
" i)iallist," 4S Jan.. 9S Feb., 150 Mar.. 

202 Apr., 252 May, 31)4 June, :154 July. 
4116 Aug., 468 Sept., 526 Oct., 578 
Nov., 628 Dee. 

Dickinson, J. 'l'r"hv. 31)) July, 523 Oct. 
Dummer, G. W. A., Schuler, S. l'., and Green. 

J. E., 598 Dec. 

EVER DEN, W. A., 4411 Sept. 

Rectification. " Cathode Ray," 51:3 1ík1,, 
589 NOV. 

Resistances in Parallel, Francis Oakes. 95 
Feb. 

Scant Linearity- \ieasuriug instrument. E. G. 
Beauchamp. 36 ,fan. 

Test and Measuring Gear, II.F.C.MLF'. and 
Physical Society Exhibitions, 299 June 

Transistorized Stegolimmeter, P. R. Helsdon. 
121 Mar. 

Universal Meter Shunt, A. L. Chisholm, 35 
Jan. 

\'t linteter Loading Again (Correspondeure) 19 
.Inn. 

TRANSMISSION AND 
COMMUNICATIONS 

A.M. Versus F.M. (Editorial) 1111 Mar. 
Airfield Radio, Modern. Ferrvlie9,l. 1,1:; Sept. 
Band Ill Test 311illard. 162 Apr. 
European Br. ad east itg, 592 I )ce. 
Fnroóorongh Show 1954, 4 72 oct. 
Fleuting's Transmitting \t' .rk, 5:;I Nos s 

Frequency Shift Radio l'elegrtphy, D. IL I 

8ehol'a, 129 Mar. 
(long I:oug harbour Radio, G.E.('.. 2s9 

.1nnc 
LT.A. Television Stations (Editorials) _JJ 

,lune, 471 Oct. - Transmitters ordered, 535 Nov. 
international Marine V.Il.F'., Rees Mac, 

Report. 70 Feb. 
Luxembourg Effect (.Veux) 25 Jan. 
Megawatt. 'Transmitter, U.S.. )<:. Feb. 
:Multiplex F'.SI. Broadcasting, 145 Sear. 
Radin Teleprinter Terminal, 318 July 
Itowrfdge TV Coverage 5iap, 5:31 Nov. - 1'elevisiou 'Transmitter. 611 Dee. 
Shared 'Television Transmitter )Lasts 

(1ditotrialxi 2:55 ,lune, 471 Oct. 
Ships' Lifeboat Radin " SOI.AS," 30$ .July 
Skits Effect (Correspondence) 139 F1'11. 
Small- ('raft Radin Installation, 31.1.31.('.1'.. 

:344 July 
Transistor Transmitter, 160 Metre, A. Cockle. 

217 May 
V.11.1'. Broadcasting: B.B.C. Plans. 415 Sept. 

('liannrl Space Squandered, J. R. 
Brinkley, 10:3 Mar. 

- Dettlollstrat iule \aut, I :.Elsie., 254) May 

AUTHOR INDEX 

1 :1 ;ItltAN'I'I, (tarry Z. dc. :392 Aug. (Biog. 
:360 Aug.) 

Finn, Sydney H., 541 Nov. 
Fischmann, A. F'., 564 NOV. ( 5:3:3 NOV,) 
Franklin, J., 436 Sept. 
" Free Grid," 50 Jan., 100 Feb., 152 Mar.. 

204 Apr., 254SGty, :33113 Jun'., :1511 Jul)', 
40s Ang., 470 Sept., 528 Oct., 580 
Nan., 6:311 Dee. 

GILLIN) . B. '17., 459 Sept. 
t:cnalhew, E. G., 591 Dee. 
Gottlieb, Irving, 2 :14 May (Biog. 233 May) 
Green, J. E., with Sehul'r, S. C., and 

Dummer, G. W. A., 598 Dec. 

IIADF'IELD, It. M., with ('ass, W. It., 5:36 
Nov. (Biog. 5 :3:3 Nov.) 

rlleatnn, A. t;.. with Bloch, A. and Ituc'ks, 
K. E., 135 Mar. 

H'lsdon, I'. 13., 20 Jan., 121 Mar. (Bing. 
26 Jan.) 

lluulgate. 11. J., :348 July 
Howells, J. I)., 2:17 May (ilio;!. 23:3 May) 
Hughes, F. P., :389 Aug. 

JEWITT, H. S., 8(1 Feb., 4)41) Dec. (Biog. 
77 Feb.) 

Johnston, D. L., 518 Oct. 
Johnstone, G. G., 377 Aug. 

KELLY, S.. 56 Feb., 159 Apr., 275 June. :it:, 
July (Biog. 77 Feb.) 

LEVEL]., I). A., 227 May (Rio, /. 23:1 Maay, 
Lister, t'., 92 Feb. 

MOIR, J., 11 Jan. (Biog. 26,1an.> 
Shirley, B. 1.., 91 Feb. 
Mnyse, E. J., with Scott- Taggart, J., 40:3 Aug. 

OAKES, Francis, 95 Feb., 380 Apr. 
Ogilvy, H. H., 575 Nov. (Biog. 533 Nov., 

1,0 

- -- Quality (Edibtriof) 529 NOV.; (Corrrs- 
pondetue) 593 Ilec. 

- Transmissions (X'eles) :309 Judy, 361í 
Aug. 

Very Much at Sea (Editorial) 51 Feb.: 
(Correspondence) 281 June 

Wideband Naval Communit :atinn Rceefver, 
:1:3:3 ,July 

VALVES 
Dangers (Correspondence) 59:: I),'. 

Anode and (athnde (Correxpotulet,r l I i Jai, 
British Valve Bases ILS 44K:1953. 101 tpr 
(.R. Tube, Folded-Up, 12 Jan. - Safety, \V. Tasting, Cu .I :u 

(Correspondence) 127 :liar. - - Sizes, 44 Jan. 
Colour Television Tube, R.l'.A., 242 )lai. 

- -- Valves, 1108 1)ec. 
Ilea rieity, How Fast is? " l'nthode Ray," 41 

,Lut. 
I:). )riot Optics. "Cathode Ray," 791'eó 
Film on Valve-Making, Mullanl, 21 :3 May 
Focusing Cathode Rays " Cathode Itay." 

1:33 Star. 
ionic ur Iuntic? (t'orrespondenre) 437 Sept. 
l'ith Balls and Grid ('urrent," Cathode Itay." 

13113 Dee. 
Power 'l'ransistnr. 146 Mar. 
Rectification. "('athudc Ray." 513 Oet., 569 

Nov. 
Surface harrier Transistors. 110 Mar. 
Symbols. Current- Source ((urrespnndrtut) 

127 \Iar., 178 Apr., :3.25 July 
'i'hertnioui'' \':the Jubilee (-Vewx) 411 Sept., 

474 Oct. 
Transistor and Valve Circuitry, I.E.E. 

I)isrnssi m, 1ìx Feb. 
M,,rtality. 249 May -- stagnation. Brit. i.11.E. Lecture. 204 

.lue 
Trait- istors for High Frequencies, 179 Apr, 

ans .Isly 
Wane Sl:ul', I'. B. Ilelsdnn, 20 Jan. 

Tri- Cnluur C.R. Tube, 12 Jan. 
Vacuum Lamp Interference, "Cathode It ay," 

24. May 
Calve Codes, M. H. N. Potnk, :IS Jan. 
Valves for Bands III, IV and V. D. N. cot- 

field, 272 .lune 

Itsbourue. J. I.., 165 Apr.- 26s .tune 

l'.1'l'('i3Er7, G. N., 461 Sept. 
let dok, M. 11. N., :3S ,lau. (Birne. 26 Jan. ) 

l'res,y, D. ('., 60 Feb. (Biog. 77 Feb.) 
Privett, It. F'., 141 Mar. 
Palling, 51..1. 1.., 1:3 Jan. (Biog. 26 Jan.) 

1I1: A R3111 Y, Raymond li.. I13 Siar. (Biog. 
125 Mar.) 

RODDASI, 'Chou, :,-, 52 Feb., 106 Mar., 169 
Apr., 214 Slay, :335 July, :6(7 Aug., 
445 Sept., 54ì1 Nov., 1)1:3 Dee. 

Rollin, It., 221) Mal - 

Russell, t:. 11., 180 Apr.. 211 May, :122 Jill v, 
431 Sept. 

Russell, O. J.. 5115 II t. 

SALTER, J. l'., 451 Sept. (Biog. 412 Sept ) 

Saxton, J. A.. 17:3 Apr. (Bin/. 156 Apr.) 
Schul's, I). H. l'., 129 Mar. (Biog. 125 Mar.) 
Schuler, S. C., with Ununtner, G. W. A., and 

Green, J. E , 598 Dee. 
Scott- l'aggart, J.. and Mnys'. F. J., 40:3 Aug. 
Scruggie. M. G., 218 May, 284 .tune, :3:39 July, 

:171 Aug. 
Selby, R., 61:3 I ;cc . 
Sheridan. \'. A., 549 Nov. 
Stnfeld, L. F., 596 Dee. 
Smith-Rose, It. L., 590 Dec. 
Sprats, H. G. M., 264 June, 508 Oct., (Biog.. 

260 ,tune) 
Strafford, F. R. V,'., 181 Apr., 501 Oct. 
Strafford, F. R. W., and Teesdale, It It., 

15 Jan. 

S'AT'E, C. E., 49(1 Oct. (Bim). 475 Oet.) 
Teesdale, R. R., with Strafford. F. R. W., 

15 Jan. 
Thomasson. 1). W., 548 Nov. 
Tasting, W., 45 Jan., 5511 Nov. 
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Aerial Sratturr, R.C.A. Lightweight Search 
Radar. 286 June 

Allehureh, S. E., 533 Nov. 
" Aries," Small -Craft Radio. 280 June 
Barlow. Ur. 11. E. M., at Fleming Valve 

Jubilee, 586 Dec. 
Battersea Polytechnic Electrical Engineering 

Iaabora(.rv, 231 May 
Brinkley, .1. It.. 125 Mar. 
Iiroadcast Receiving Lirealea Graph, :uI ,Ian. 
Clarke, Sir Philip. 585 Dee. 
Conway, T. D.. 1.5 Mar. 
l'ooprr, C..1., 585 Dee. 
Craig. U., 77 Feb. 
Electrostatic Radiography, 464 Sept. 
Earnpean Television Link Map. 321 Jul% 
Ferrer ti laboratory Opening by Unke 

Edinburgh, 587 Dee. 
Fleming -Williams, It. ('., 475 Oct. 
French Television Test Card, 261 Jure 
G.FLC. Semi -(' 'tutor Research Laboralu ry. 

474 Oct. 
1;.1'.1). Television Detector Van. 476 tuet. 
1 iill:uu. l'., 259 June 
t: reen. E.. 585 Dee. 
Griffith-. \V. D. F.. 76 Feb. 

PRICE ONE SHILLING 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Guided- Missile Analogur l'omputr. 53o No%. 
Barris, Brigadier L. 11.. 475 Oct. 
Isle of Wight Televi. I'overage Map. 5:11 

Nov. 
Jacob, ('dr. C. II_ :310 July 
Jersey Television Relay, Rerlithisiou, 111 

Sept. 
Jungfrau Relay Station Para bol id-, : :511 

Aug. 
Kemp, It..1.. 23.2 May 
Lamp Interference, 1) 2 Mir 
Leak, H. J., 475 Oct. 
Little, G. J. 5., 475 Oct. 
StaeLarty, It, N., 232 May 
Marconi Spark Transmitter and 1'oherer 

Receiver, 75 Feb. 
Multi-Channel Telephone System Aerials, 

Yugoslavia, 591 Dec. 
Mumfrd, A. H.. 77 Feb. 
lfatley, C. W., 360 Ang. 
l'alpatron, 5811 Nov. 
Pulling, M. J. L., 76 Feb. 
Pye Television Aerial, British 'l'rule Fair, 

Baghdad, 584 Dee. 
Radar Training Yacht, Sir John t'ass 

t 'ollege. 258 .Tune 

Radio A ,.tnnunnv and the Erlipsr. 41:3 Sept. 
Radio Industry I'ouncil Dinner. 27 ,Jan. 
Radio Telescope, Ohio State t'niversitr. e14 

Feb. 
Radley, IIr. W. 1:.. 711 Feb. 
" [(reorder " Wireless Room. 5:5 Nor. 
Redifon Radio Installation on " Abraham 

Larsen," 1.24 Mar. 
Itirhmnd, Grp. Capt. R. l'., 53 :3 Nov. 
Robertson, Norman C., 78 Feb. 
Roving Eye Mobile B.B.C. Television Unit. 

155 Apr. 
Sh, Nenberg. Isaac. 75 Feb. 
Short. K., :311) July 
Stamford, N. ('., 259 June 
Sutton, Br. G. W., 2:32 May 
Technical Writing Prizewinners, R,I.('., 154 

Apr. 
Television Society's Transmitting Aerial, 

25 Jail. 
Iirroleasting, Coverage Map, 415 

Sept. 
Watson, Air l'omdre M., :361 Aug. 
Williams. hr. It. ('. G.. 36r/ Aug. 
\1'ymer, P. 1)..:361 Aug. 

Punted In England by Cornwall Prrss Ltd., Pests Garden. London, S.E.r. 
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